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THOUGHT5 OF IMPOKT (1953) 

Thoughts of import 

Are built like cathedrals, 

Reaching high into the sky 

As if to fly. 

Onward they urge 

From the depth of the brine 

Pregnant with surge 

Of ever greater design. 

Let's burst op.?* the sky 

Let's reach for the stars 

Let's ring out the cry 

Transcending all bars. 

r- 
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PREFACE 

There Are No Authorities 
"What contributes proa', Does a UFO have to land 

at the River Entrance to the Pentagon, near the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff officest Or is it proof when a ground radar 
station detects a UFO, sends a jet to intercept it, the jet 
pilot sees it, and locks on with his radar, only to have the 
UFO streak away at a phenomenal speed? Is it proof 
when a jet pilot feres at a UFO and sticks to his story 
even under the threat of court-martial? Does this con-
stitute proof? 

The at times hotly debated answer to this question may 
be the answer to the question, 'Do the UFO's really existi' 

I'll give you the facts—all of the facts—you decide." 

Page 8, E. J. Ruppelt, "The Report on Unidenti-
fied Flying Objecte," Doubleday & Co., Garden 
City, N. Y., 1956. 

"What Do They Want for Proof?" 

There is no proof. There are no authorities whatever. 
No President, Academy, Court of Law, Congress or Senate 
on this earth has the knowledge or power to decide what 
will be the knowledge of tomorrow. There is no use in 
trying to prove something that is unknown to somebody 
who is ignorant of the unknown, or fearful of its threaten-
ing power. Only the good, old rifles of learning will even-
tually bring about understanding of what has invaded our 
earthly existente. Let those who are ignorant of the ways 
of learning stand acide, while those who know what learn-
ing is, blaze the trail into the unknown. 

Quest for lmowledge is Supreme Iluman Activity. 

Nothing but the rales of learning can or should ever 
govern it. 

Apr11 1956. 

The Case for Interplanetary "War" 

(Quoted from C.R.I.F.O., ORBIT, Volume II, No. 8, 
November 4, 1955) 

"Space War Possibie is MacArthur Hint 

Supporting CRIFO's beliefs are the timely and sober-
ing words voiced by General Douglas MacArthur, before 
visiting Mayor of Naples, Achille Lauro on October 7, 1955 
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The Mayor revealed 
the General's statements to the New York Times as fol. 
lows : • • • He thinks that another war would be double 
suicide and that there is enough sense on both sides of the 
Iron Curtain to avoid it • • *. He believes that because 
of the developments of scienee all countries on earth will 
have to Imite to survive and to make a common front 
against attack by people from other planeta • • *.' The 
Mayor added that in the General 'e opinion the politics of 
the future will be costeie or interpianetary." 

This report contributes a few affirmative experimenta 
to the opinion of a military leader quoted above. 

Ea is the abbreviation for visitors from outer space, 
encountered in our globe's atmosphere, observed and ex-
perimentally tackled with the so-called "Spacegun" in 
various parte of the U. S. A. during 1954 and 1955 and the 
first haif of 1956. "E" stands for "Energy", "a" for 
alpha or primordial. Ea was at times also referred to as 
representing "Enigma." 

suggest to establish a Planetary Professional Citizens 
Committee with sufficient work democratic organizational 
and statutory power to take over the responsibility for 
and direotion of the Social Reconstruction of the Planet 
Earth and of the Ea Operations of the Future. 

xxi 
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TWO "STARS" FADE OUT 

Does the Planet Earth Harbor Spacemen? 

On March 20, 1956, 10 p.m., a thought of a very remoto 
possibility entered my mind, whieh, I fear, will never leave 
me again! .Am 1 a Spaceman? Do 1 belong to a new race 
on earth, bred by men from outer space in embraces with 
earth women1 Are my ehildren offspring of the first inter-
pianetary race? Ihs the melting-pot of interplanetary 
society already been ereated on our planet, as the melting-
pot of all earth nations was established in the U. S. A. 
190 years ago1 Or does this thought relate to things to 
come in the future/ I request my right and privilege to 
Nave such thoughts and to ask such questions without heing 
threatened to be jailed by any administrative agency of 
society. 

Many matters of my existence have, with this question, 
fallen quickly into place, having been uncertainties only 
four (lapa ago ; the temptation to answer the abane ques-
tion in the positive is irresistibie. Ilowever, I shall post-
pene final decision cantil the facts have spoken. In the 
meantnne I shall proceed on the assumption: it is not be-
yond actual possibilities that men from outer space have 
iatuled (or will in the future tara) on earth and have begun 
to breed Itere for whatever reason they may have had. 

This idea is not as foreign to the human race as it may 
appear on first encounter. In 1951, I believe, Hollywood 
introduced a new fim with the title "The Day the UM 
Stood 	In this film a spaceship landed on earth; 
a spacernan, looking much the same as an ordinary, but 
very intelligent earthrnan, met with earthpeople. He fell 
in leve with an earthwornan, made friends with her little 

[1] 
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boy. He knew mathematics far better than the mathe-
matical genius of the earth century. The earth people got 
panicky since he was atile to stop all earth traffic by prese-
ing a button. In the end the earthmen did to him what 
they always do in such cases; they had their military hunt 
him and shoot him down in the street. He was brought to 
bis spaceship by a robot ; a new type of medicine, unknown 
on earth, revived him. 

The film was exeellent. It tended to prepare the popu-
lation for extraordinary events to come. It had the right, 
and not the wrong, ideas about the funetioning of cosmio 
energy used in the propulsion of spaceships. It pictured 
the spaceman as being akin to earthmen, but different in 
bis attitude to women, in bis behavior with a mal] boy, 
etc. It conceded that insoluble problema of mathematies 
were easily eolved with bis knowledge of the Life Energy. 
There was no doubt that the Life Energy was meant:  
Lights went on in the spaceship when fingem moved across 
certain switcbes; lumination of vacuum tubes can actually 
be achieved by approaching strong bodily energy fields. 

All through the film show I had the distinct impression 
that it was a bit of my story whieh was depicted there; even 
the actor's expression and looks reminded me and nthers 
of myself as I had appeared 15 to 20 years ago. 

did not at that time have the thought that T could 
actually be a spaceman's offspring. Without my intention, 
somehow a bali of history started rolling, putting me in 
the center of space problema. I marfe actual oontact by 
way of the cloudbuster with luminous objecte in the sky 
on May 12, 1954, between 9:40 and 10:45 pm. 

As evening planeta 1954 were recorded: 

Venue: January 30 to November 15 
Jupiter : January 1 to Jane 30 
atum: April 26 to November 5 

3 

Latitude of Boston: Eletting times:* 

Venus Jupiter 

March 15 6:55 pm 1 :10 ain 
April 1 7:37 pm 12 :13 am 
April 15 8:13 pm 11:25 pra 
May 1 8:53 pm 10:35 pm 
May 15 9:24 pm 9:53 pm 
June 1 9:49 pm 9 :02 pm 
June 15 9:55 pm 8:20 pm 

Dnring this hour men on earth saw for the firat time in 
the history of man and bis science tarro "gtars" to the west 
fade out several times when cosmic energy was drawn from 
them. The shock of this experience was great enough not 
to repeat such action until October 10th, 1954. The reason 
for the hesitation was obviously the risk to precipitate an 
interplanetary war by such experimentation. The event 
was kept secret. 

I am a modest, orderly. rational man. I tend to under-
state my etature rather than to state my full potential as 
a scientist. I bate mystical irrationalism; but 7 believe 
that even in the most flagrant irrationality there must be 
some rational truth; there is nothing in this world of man 
that is not true somehow, somewhere, even if distorted 
to the utmost; this I used to tell my students. However, I 
rever permitted irresponsible mystification of such serioue 
affairs as interpinetary contacTro corifiise our grave task. 

The Ruppelt report ou 1[IFO's elearly reveale the help-
lessness of mechanistic method in coming to gripe with 
the problema posed by the spacemen. The cosmic orgone 
energy which these living beings are using in their teeh- 

*According to report by Robert McCullough. Local mean time. 
Even ailowing for correction to daylight time, neither Venus nor 
Jupiter was in the observed area at the time. The ohjects were high 
above the horizon. 

• 
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nology is beyond the grasp of meehanistic miemo sinos 
cosmic laws of functioning are not mechanical but what 

term "funetional." Even the mathematics necessary to 
formulate these problems and make them teahnologically 
usable, cannot uso any of the old meehanistic methods of 
thought to cope with the functional OR facts. (See Orgone 
Energy Bulletin, 1950-1953.) 

The helplessness of mechanistie thinking appears in 
the tragie shorteoming of our fastest jet fighter planes to 
make and bold contact with UFOs. Being unavoidably 
ottdistanced is not a flattering situation for military pride. 
The conclusion seems correct: Mechanistic methods of 
locomotion mnst be counted out in coping with the space-
ship problem. Neither propalar nor jet will or can ever 
get ua into space beyond. 

Easy contact was mede on that fateful day with what 
obviously turned out to be a heretofore unknown type of 
UFO. I had hesitated for weeks to tern my cloudbuster 
pipos toward a "star," as if I had known that some of 
the blinking lights hanging in the sky were not planeta 
or fixed atara but SPACE machines. With the fading out 
of the two "atara," the cloudbuster had suddenly cbanged 
into a SPACEG-UN. From then onward, too, our ap-
proach to the problem of apace becanne positive, affirma-
tive, confident in using our carefully screened data. 

New Tools of Knowledge Needed 

When I saw the "Star" to the west fade out four times 
in succession, what had been left of the old world of human 
knowledge after the discovery of the OR energy 1936-1940 
tumbled beyond retrieve. From now ou everything, any-
thing was possible. Nothing could any longer be con-
sidered "impossible." I had directed drawpipes, con-
nected with the deep well, towarcl an ordinary star, and 
the star had faded ont four times. There was no mistake  

about it. Three more people had seen it. There was only 
one couclusion: The thing we had drawn from was nad a 
dar. It was samething else; a "17F0." 

1 must remind the render that in May 1954 I had read 
only one report on UFOs; I had not atudied anything on 
the subject. 11  knew practically nothing about it. But my 
mind, used to expeeting surprises in natural research, was 
opera to ~et anything that seemed real. 1 had to be 
vinced myself first. Moat people try to obtain consent of 
their impressiona before having beca convinced themselves4 
I had long since given up hope to convince anyone steepal 
in present-day meehanies or mysticism. There were no au-, 
thorities. There was no one to whom to report this 
servation. 

(In May 1954, the assault by the American drug busi-
ness had just begun to bother us a few weeks before.) We 
were still laboring at an understanding of what had hap-
pened in eariy 1951 when Oranur had burat into our lives; 
we were still trying to dig out humanly, etnotionally, and 
soientifically from under the avalanche of new observa-
tions, facts, ideal which Oranur had thrown ia our way. 
I knew, we had without intending it, drilled a bole, as it 
were, into the wall which had for miliennia separated mais 
from the universo around him. We were hard pressed in 
our attempt to survive the tleod of events in good form. 
A U. S. court of law had issued an order ou March 19th, 
1954 to stop all OR research activities including publica-
tion. We thus had to face the flood of incredible new facts, 
our own emotional and physical misery and the assault 
by the American and Russian meehanistic mind. It all 
tied in with our basic research neatly as one single faet: 
Earthmen had encountered apace as it really was; not as 
science had conceived of it heretofore. 

Here is the sequence of the main °venta in OR research 
which had preceded the fade-ont o! a "star": 
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Ou December 30th, 1953, one of our workers reported 
a "sighting," an orauge fiying object traveling from SW 
to NE. 

On January 9th, 1954, r saw the Wells film "War Be-
tween The Worlds," a rather realistio approach to the 
planetary emergeney. The fim still adhered to the earthly 
idea that war consisted in a noiey bang-bang of shooting 
maehinery; that war upon the earth waged by beings from 
outer space would produce the sight of green arme, clawed 
hands, and other products of human nightmare phantasies. 
The film was ignorant of the insidious, noiseless, emaciat-
ing nature of a war of attrition: Drawintoff life_energy 
from a planet —cavered with green, seething with living 
beings. However, the presentation of landings was real-
istie, and so was the crumbling of buildings. We may 
be right in admitting that the erumbling was filmed with 
high speed acceleration of an actually nearly invisible ac-
tivity. The panic shown in people was due rather to the 
acceleration of events than to the events themselves. In 
reality, the rocks were already crumbling in 1952 in the 

S. A., but no one seemed to pay attention to it, einee 
the process was so very slow and the people who noticed 
it were so very evasivo or fearful to tell. 

During ali of 1954 preparations for our expedition to 
Arizona and other parte of the southwestern II. S. A. were 
under way, greatly handicapped financially by the assault 
of the food and drng industry upon our financial resources, 
the income from the medicai use of the OR energy. 

During the summer of 1953 had initiated the pre-
atomio chemical research project in order to obtain, if 
possible, an answer to th-4 problem of Melanor, the black 
powderlike subetance that carne down at Orgonon from the 
atmosphere. R attacked and destroyed roe.ks, dried up the 
atmosphere, made us miserable with thirst, cyanosis, 
nausea, paina of all aorta. 

In April 1954, on the hasis of our findings, Mr. McCul-
lough went to Yuma, Arizona, for 4 weeks with a cloud-
buster to find out about DOR donde and Melanor fully de-
veloped in the desert. The resulte were rewarding and 
will be dealt with in counection with pre-atomic cheinistry 
problema of outer space. It was McCullough who first re-
ported on the "DOR ceiling" in the desert, thus corrobo-
rating the finding of stagnant DOR clouds over Orgonon. 

These preparations were repleto with observations of 
an extraordinary nature. They led up to the startling 
event of May 12th, 1954: the fading out of a star. They 
also sharpened our soneca and prepared ris for the forma-
tion of new methods to observe Ea correctly. It was 
towards the end of 1953 that I read Keyhoe's report on 
unidentified flying objecte.* It struck me at this first read-
ing on the subject that no one had as yet tried simply to 
make a series of photographs of the night sky. This is 
at least the impression one gots from ali publiahed re-
porta, including the one by Ruppelt (1956). The, reporta 
are filled with eyewitness reporta on details of location, 
time, direction and similar things. However, no one, as 
far as I can judge, had started a systematie scanning of the 
night sky. The answer seemed to be: No one knew what to 
photograph and when. 

Another striking feature was the frustrating effort of 
our jet pilota to ontrun what quite obviously were tech-
nologically far superior craft. I had at times the impree-
siou that competitivo ambition and social anxiety of "au-
thorities" rather than sober, eystematic approaeh ruled 
the efforts to get at the UF0 problema. This mede it 
easier for the neurotic distracters from the serious TIFO 
problem to deny the whole affair as an impossibility and 
to denounce those who claimed to have observed extraor-
dinary matters as cranks, lunaties, swindlere or worse. 
We understand how the serious pilot wbo was outdistanced 

* Donald F. Keyhoe—Flying Saucers from Outer Space, 1953, 
Henry Holt. 



by the UFO must have felt jammed in between ridicule 
and hurt pride. Ali this did not help, of course. 

Seen from this point of view, the attack by the food 
and drug agente upon orgonomy was no more Um an 
expressiva/ of terror of the Cossnie Energy on the part 
of sia men. It, therefore, did not exist"; its discoverer 
was to this view either a "quack" or a "lunatic." 

It may well be that These first impressions were re-
sponsible for the development of systematic techniques of 
observador/ first of ali. Quantitative, exact meaonrements 
could without harm wait until one could get bold of some 
reliable, distinguishing observations of the sky. 

therefore encouraged my assistente to make no notes, 
to take no photographs, to make no attempts at a quanti-
tative determination of what they thought were worthwhile 
observations; but rather to relax and just look into the 
sky, casually, ae it were, and let the Iwy,_ facts_ come to 
thern rather than to run breathiesely afler elusive, strange 
facts. 

This iam paid off in the lung run. We learned graclu-
ally to find out. the UFOs among the myriads of stars and 
to test our judgment by way of the Spacegun and the 
camera. From this kind of approach resulted the positivo 
firidinge reported here. We were always careful to let new 
observations force us to pay attention to them. Observa-
tions_should be rejected until they return again and again 
and are no longer deniable. Questionahle observations 
whicl7ganot return again and again were te be neglected. 
We refused, too, to drown in paper protocols of heaps of 
uncoroprehended events. We had to obtain a firm foot-
hold first. Before we would raeasure we would try to 
obtain the qua-  Ries of what should later be exactly meas-

sured. I telt that, in order to please the "authorities," 
the observere overloaded tinir reporte with nnnecessary,  

even mieleading detaile. What was important was first of 
all not where a UFO was seen or when, but what im-
pression it made, how it affected the absorver both emo-
tionally and physically; not whether the observar was a 
pilot—pilota can be irrational, As anyone eise—hut whether 
lie talked straight; not the exact altitude of the UFO, 
unimportant at this point, bnt whether its movements were 
out of the ordinary, unknown. And last but not least, in 
arder te obtain reliable resulta, regardless of whether posi-
tive or negative, one had to assume that the object under 
investigation was real and worth the effort. It is senso. 
lese to eat a sandwich and to proclaim at the same time 
that it does not exist. Tf it does not exist, then leave it 
alone, don't eat it, and keep silent, to say the least. 

Here we have a few rufes of conduct to follow ia the 
study of UF0s. These rules, far from complete, emerged 
from the process of observing the sky during the past few 
years. These rales have been corroborated by the results 
obtained in Desert Iteseareh and practical work with DOR 
and raia clouds. 

Having become acquainted with the mies of observa-
dora we shall gain confidence in our judgments and in the 
opinions of others. We shall no longer hang on to the tails 
of public opinion or to a non-existent authority on /netters 
utterly unknown and strange. We shall gradually beeome 
experta ourselves in the mastery of the "Knowledge of 
the Future." 

Having freed ourselves from our dependence both on 
public opinion and on our own urge to please, impress or 
convince non-existe/a "authorities" ; having learned bow 
to rely on our observations only, we may proceed with 
confidence in our observations and experimenta. 

First, we make ourselves at home in some region of the 
globo and of the sky by living, as it were, continuously with 
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our field of operation. I knew the region around Orgonon 
well within ali approximate radius of 100 miles. Daily rou-
tine trips through Chis region, equipped with field glasses, 
Geiger counter, photographic equipment and other neces-
sary itistruments made it possible for me to see nuanees of 
change in vegetation, changes over only a few weeks or even 
days, the role mountain ranges play in the drift of clouds; 
tbe shape of ciou& over certain arcas; the "feel" of dip-
ping in and out of what later carne to be called "DOR 
pockets," etc. It also made it possible to adapt myself 
to the particular changes in the background counts which 
characterized the region. For example my report on the 
blackening rocks (OEB, 1952),* tells of a wedge of high 
counts into a region with near normal background activity 
on routes 17 and 2 in Maine neer Rumford. Without the 
knowledge of the shape of the mountain ranges in relation 
to the location of Orgonon such a finding may have escaped 
me. 

During the Arizona Ea operations, 1954/1955, as well 
as during the Washington Ea operations 1955/1956 a cer-
tain region was designated as research territory. The rufe 
was strietly adhered to, to drive a certain route daily from 
and to base, 80-100 miles in Arizona. 40-50 in Maryland, 
to ge acquainted with the region, to know its vegetation 
well, even single trees or groups of chollas, certain patches 
of desert sand, certain dried-out river beds on mountain 
ranges, the bottoms of river beds in the valleys, etc. We 
learned during these operations to avoid any pretense of 
exactness. Taking pictures immediately or measuring 
something without knowing what mie rneasured, why or 
to what end, or writing endless protocols, was only con-
fusing, empty of true knowledge. The ride was strictly 
adhered to to know the research object well hy mere ob-
servation and coordination of observation, before quanti-
tative testa were made. This seeured crucial coorclinations 

* Orgone Energy Bulletin. 
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such as background counts with cloudforms in the oky or 
DOR accumulation over the region. It Ied to important 
conclusions regarding the effects of Ea on climate and 
vegetation. 

There is little use in determining quantitative proper-
ties of an unknown object or realm before having obtained 
sufficient orientation about its basic qualities, appearance, 
behavior, functioning, inner dynamics, development, etc. 
It not only tela nothing whatever about the unknown; it 
prevents us from really getting at it. it gives us the illu-
sion that we know something if we can determine "ex-
actly" at what hour, minute, and second, at what latitude 
and longitude, etc., we saw the unknown. This is impor-
tant where locations of known objects are concerned. It is 
of seeondary or of no importance, it may even distract 
from the issue at stake where unknowns are concerned. 
There is no use wasting time and deceiving oneself about 
being an "exact scientist" in counting the number of words 
a man talks per minute at a certain hour of the day in a 
certain bnilding, if, what bothers him and drove him to 
us as doctors, is a severe bellyache which could not be 
diagnosed by seores of physicians. The first thing to do in 
such cases is to relas, sit down, look at the patient, chat 
with him and 	"the feel" of him, a feel so very much 
despised by "exact scientists" as "psychology" or "'flys-
ticism." Such "scientists" are no scientists at all. They 
are ignorant with respect to the crudest, basic scientifie 
rales of observation ; to the intricate relations between ob-
server and observed; to the inevitable influente of seuse 
impression and emotional structure of the observer on 
the observed. A cornpulsive-neurotic doubter in science 
will doubt and talk away everything, no matter how mueh 
evidente there is. An arrogant stiff-neck in scienee will 
remain inaccessible to any kind or amount of most im- 
pressive demonstration. It does not change the situation 
a bit that the sick man hides his compulsion, ignorance 



Known 

4) Movement lawful, predictable. 

5) Known flying objects like 
planes move at known speeds; 
straight or curved; balloons 
drift with the wind steadily, 
never against the wind. 

Differentiation Between Ea and &ara 
Unknown, Fa, UFO 

Color: Yeilow to red or white, flash-
ing, p'ilsating. Changing color 
from yellow to red or green and 
vice versa. 

Known 

1) Color of fixed stars steel 
blue; fiirnmering on clear 
days ; not flimmering before 
onset of raro. 

2) Size of fixed stars: smaller 
than Jupiter. 

3) Location in known spot, 
nightly visible according to 
known astronomical schedule. 

Size: Mostly larger than Jupiter. 

Location irregular upon systematic 
nightly observation, Ea some-
times absent, or appearing sud-
denly in middle of sky, vanish-
ing suddenly, etc. 
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or arrogante hehind a veneer of fake scientific objectivity. 
Being "scientific" means being opera-minded, ready to 
accept anything if certain conditions of objectivity are 
fulfilled ; of being positive, and not negative in examining 
a new realm of knowledge. These are banitliiiisinWed, 
as old as good, true science itself. 

shall present on the following pagos some drawings 
and photographs of phenomena unknown to science. I do 
not present them in order to convince anyone. The sole 
objective is to explain some of the methods used in the Ea 
work. I rha1I omit dates, locations and similar data in 
order to concentrate ou the principie of reliabie observa-
tion, and not on secondary matters of presentation of facts 
irrelevant at the moment. This will also help in keeping 
the frightened, neurotic, "criticai acientist" off the scene 
of our serious debate. 

Synoptically the following characteristics of unknown 
objecta, Ea in our terminology, were found important in 
celestial observation: 

Unknown, Ea, 17F0 

Movement at tintes regular in ac-
cordance with either fixed stars 
or planets on ecliptic. But also 
deviating grossly in speed and dti-
rection. Photographic relation 
to fixed stars important. (See 
deviation, pp. 17, 18.) 

A n la may appear like a star on 
Eastern horizon, then move slow-
ly along horizon to south and sink 
below horizon ire west. Ea of the 
silvery type change speed abrupt-
ly, go against the wind, wobble 
like apinning tops, disappear sud-
denly, affect electro-magnetic in-
strunients, cause clouds to dis-
perse. 

6) Spacegun effect dimming, no 
fading. Only general region 
darkens sornewhat. No spe-
cial sensations. 

Ea hover in sky, ou mountain 
slopes; maneuver; give impres-
sion of watching ground beneath. 
Often move with atara in setting; 
but siso may folluw no ruces at 
ali. 

Upon correct drawing off energy 
t.here follows slowing down, dim-
ming, fading, disappearance, 
change of direction. 

Sour or bitter taste on tongue, 
nausea, at times loss of equilib-
rium. 
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rnown 

7) Meteorites streak across a 
stretch of sky with a bright 
flash, beginning and ending 
sharply, occurring in irregu-
lar, varied directions, mostly 
toward the ground. 

Ultimou" Ea, UFO 

May appear to be meteors. 

Ea only visible with strong field-
glasses upon prolonged careful 
observation of cortam stretches 
of sky in very high altitudes, 
inoving either in groups synehro-
*ottsly or in quick successilm uver 
the same arca in the same direc-
tion, with approximately the 
same speed as if in military for-
mation, often parallel, not per-
pendicular to the ground. 

Ea is a new event without precedent in orar lives. Hu-
manity, with the exception cif a few philosophers, had 
no idea of the po3sibility of visitors from outer space. 
Eartiman had not developed any view, method or scientific 
tool to cope with the problem. In addition he has developed 
In his offspring a character structure and a kind of think-
ing which obstructs the approach to the new fact hy way 
of ridicule, @tender and outright threat to the existence of 
the pioneer of space engineering. Therefore„ ora- new 
approaeh must start from scratch, as if no seience existed 
at ali. Men, upon return from the moon, when asked 
whether there are barber shops on the moon similar to 
that on the corner of 42nd St. and Broadway in New York 
would say: There are nono; period. Neither are there 
"authorities" ou the moon, we must add. There are no 
authorities on these new matters. 

Astronomy has to atart from scratch. And "scratch" 
hei; signifies the fact, that both the Copernican as well 
as the Keplerian theories, the "perfect" circle and the 
"perfect" ellipse, are inapplicable to the trile movements 
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of the solar system. The sun moves onward while the 
planeta "eirele." There are, accordingly, no closed cir-
cular or elliptical paths aronnd the sun. The circles and 
the ellipses are necessarily replaced by spinning waves 
(KRW, Swings, 	in variovs spatial relations to the 
sun, by irregular accelerating and decelerating speeds as 
in spinning tope, by cnrved general pathways, etc. This 
example may suffice to clarify the inevitable new approach 
til fiRtrrphyRiCR. 

It is, therefore, understandable that a panei of top 
scientists estahlished in 1952 to sereen the TIFO carne to 
the following conclusion: 

"We as a group do not believe that it is impossible 
for some other celestial bode to be inhabited by intelligent 
creatures. Nor is it impossible that these creatures could 
have reached such a state of development that they could 
visit the carth. However. there is nothing in ali of the 
so-ealled 'flying saucer' reporte that we have read that 
would indicate that this is taking place." ("Report on 
Unidentified Flying (Xrjects," 1956) 

Ruppelt continues: 

"The Tremonton Film (an actual film of UFO's) had 
been rejected as proof but the panei (of experta) did leave 
the door open a erack when they suggested that the Navy 
photo lab re-do their study. But the Navy lab never re-
checked their report." 

It is quite nnderstandable that the U. S. Navy did this. 
One cannot judge functions of one element, while living in 
another. One must tive things to judge them. The problem 
lay buried in the vast realm of the Life Energy. 

Though the present theories are wrong, do not reflect 
space reality, the calculations are correct; the predictions 
of astronomy, if 1 ata correctly informed, are true. I know 
nothieg, about the behind-the-scenes affairs within astro- 

rs 
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nomic circles. However, there is little doubt as to the con-
fusion created by the old 1:;gyptian and Greek names given 
to "constellations." They are artificial, correspond to no 
reality. Man's ideal about his goda and not functional 
groupings of the stars, if any, determine the "constata-
tions." They should be abandoned as quickly as possible, 
since they are misleading, preventing us from looking at 
the stars unbiased by arbitrary designations. 

I confess that I never could remember well the various 
god or animal names; nor could 1 ever rnake out any 
similarity with actual star patterns. Other groupinga 
seerned just as possible. I sncceeded in the course of 
decades to tose my feeling of ignorante. I began to see 
11108t thrilling patterns of gronps of fixed stars which sug-
gested groupings according to superimposing spinning 
waves. rmay be entireiy wrong in this. Neither wonld 
like to add to the existing confusion and paralysis of 
astrophysical thought. Instead, I wonld like to present an 
example of naive star photography. The following photo-
graph was taken one night dnring the expeclition in Ari-
zona with no special objective in inind. I needed a photo-
graph of pathways of atara. I am ornitting concrete data 
since they are irrelevant here. They should not distract 
from the main subject. 

The photograph of star-tracks was taken with a Leica, 
with aperture 3.5, at night without moon, directed toward a 
certain group of atara near zenith: 

ri 
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At first sight the photo shows no irregularities. Upon 
careful study, however, one track (see arrow) proved on 
the enlarged photo about 2 millimeters tanger that& all the 
other tracks, which are exactly identical. This little piece 
of evidence is enough to justify the "FROM SCRATCH" 
point of view. The quantitativa difference ia irrelevant 
here. The qualitative fact of mie track being longer is what 
matters. 

Upon closer examination of the tracks we find a devia-
tion of the same "atar" track from the parallel run of the 
rest of the tracks by about 2.5 degrees. We shall strietly 
withhold any idea or opinion of what this astounding fact 
may indicate. We must proceed without submitting to 
being shackled by theory.  

19 

Two Successive Ea Photographs 

The following two photos were taken on two consecu-
tivo olear nights at Little Orgonon in Arizona during the 
winter months of 1954/1955. Again, exposure, exact hour, 
day of the month are here omitted as irreievant. Only 
what we see counts. 

These are extraordinary celestial phenomena. The time 
of night, the duration of exposure, the aperture and posi-
tion were the same in both pietures. The identity of the 
location is evident from the identity of the landscape. The 
brightness reflects the lights at Tucson to the south of 
Little Orgonon, some 8 miles away. The two pietures differ 
greatly, contrary to astronomical pietures. They present 
tracks of Ea in terms of Orgonomy, UFOs in the parlance 
of the Air Force Technical 1ntelligence: 
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Fig. 2. Deviation of the "Ionizar" track 
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PHOTO R: Ea. Appeareng anddealy (rrüddle arrow, to the right of treta the foliou:nig 
night at the 'atoe tinte and same rtpostare). Two upper arroxas roark 

deviation and three times "fedia( out." 

Fig. 3. Two Ea photographa 

PHOTO 	An Ea ander ORUR to the LEFT (Eaat) of treta.' Note diaroptiona—"fading out." 
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1. Photo A shows the track low abovo the tree to the left 
(or east), while Photo B shows the same object to the right 
(or west) of the same tree. 

2. The track in A is rimeh shorter, nearly half of the 
track in B during the same period of exposure. Traek B 
appears suddenly in the photograph as if the object had 
entcred the sky from nowhere, as it were. 

3. Traek A shows several interruptions : The object 
was still there in the dark areas, but did not luminate. 

4. Traek B shows no such interruptions in the emission 
of light. It appears SIIDDENLY in the photograph (middle 
arrow) as if fruiu nowhere, moving westward (to the 
right). It appears suddenly while another object inoves 
apparently nzneh faster higher up. This secoud object ap-
peara on the photograph plate at the heginning of the ex-
posure. It shows a "wobbling" curve at the first arrow 
and three regular interruptions of light emission at the 
third arrow. 

.. There are on the Piloto B a few other parallel curved 
finei% fainter than the lower two. The Photo A does not 
show any of these additional tracks. 

We shall forego any attempt at an interprotation. It is 
the set purpose of this Reemita to traia ourselves in sus-
pending judgnient, iri omitting well available quantitativo 
description, ia not telling when nese photos were obtained. 
We must keep this first approneh to the Ea problera strictly 
observational in order to find a first orientation as to what 
to look at, what to expect as being "unknown " ia the sky. 
We do not wisli to be negative, obstructive. 	want to 
be affirtnative itt our approach; affirmative in a careful, 
step-by-step, observational ma nner. 

OTIABTER Ti 

THE "SPACEGUN" 

The Atraoapheric "ORUR" Effect 

The summer of 1954 was niainly epent with prepara-
tions for the expedition. We had learned in two pai allel 
fines of observation that the white and the black powdery 
substancos, Orite and Melanor, were related to drought, 
dryness and discomfort in man, animal and vegetation 
alike. At the same time, a relationship was establiahed 
between these atmospherio eonditions and the presence of 
the big, yellow and reddish pulsating "atara" which we 
had learned to distinguiah froni planeta and blnish fixed 
eters. But, as is to be expected in anel situations, we were 
not cure by any means that the established correlations 
between Ea and drought were correet. Therefore, the old 
idea to go to the fully developed desert and tu test our 
observations there, gained in importante as the weeks 
passed by. 

The preparations became concrete. With these prepara-
tions getting along well, it @trilar me as peculiar that I had 
so completely abandoned the original Oranur proeess of 
1951. When the atmospheric DOR emergency had become 
unbearable at Orgonon, the =ali amounts of nuclear 
material, three milligrams of radiam and a few micro-
grame of radioactive cobalt, had been buried in an unin-
habited area on Route 17 toward Rumford, abont 15 miles 
from Orgonon. For more than three yeara now this ma-
terial had been buried in the ground within heavy lead 
shielding. Why not test this material again before leaving 
for Arizona, I thought. The idea seemed well-fonnded. 
On September 21, 1954, the radiam was brought back to 
Orgonon and was tested immediately with the 4096 Tracer-
lab .Anto-Sonler. 

The resulta were recorded in the following original 
protoeol. In order to compare with the original activity 
on April 28, 1951, the report of that date is reprinted here 
in full regarding Radium needles 1 and 2: 

[231  
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A. Oranur Ezperiment, First Report, 1947-1951—pages 323-324 

Measurements of Two Needle.s of 
Shielding and lx1aked, at GM A 

Oranur Radium (one mg. each), in. 
utoscaler, April 28, 1951, 3 P.M. 

Ali measurements at one cm. di 
of several measurements. 

stance. Each measurement average 

Material Seale 
With 

Shielding Naked 
Time 
in sec. CPM 

1. Ra 1 
(1 mg. untreated) 

2. Ra 2 

4096 0.8 307,200 

(1 mg. OR-treated) 4096 1.05 245,760 

3. Ra 2 256 0.4 43,000 

4. Ra 2 4096 + 2.8 81,920 

5. Ra 1 4096 8.3 28,877 

6. Ra 1 4096 0.8 307,200 

7. Ra 2 4096 -4- 0.8 307,200 

8, Ra. 2 4096 3.0 81,920 

9. Shielding alone 64 3.15 1,280 

10, Microgram 
Ra—OR-treated 
5 yrs. 4096 0.8 307,200 

11.  Watch, one 
month owned 4096 10.0 24,576 

12.  Watch, 2 yrs. 
owned 4096 10.0 24,576 

13.  Calibration after 
meas arem ents 256 4.15 60 

Before proceeding further, let us again review the facts in their inter-
relations, and not singly: 

FIR.ST: The naked NR material gave a mueh lower count 
(one tenth) than the sarne material enclosed in heavy iead 
Shielding. 

8.1 gcorrn: The ten times highcr count in the atmosphere 
around the shielded NR material is a function of the OR 
energy fighting against 

TETUD: As soon as the interaction between OH and NR 
is stopped, the high OR activity vanishes and sinks down 
to the normal atmospheric levei. 

FOURTE : OR energy alone does not react severely 
irritatcd by NR. 

B. Oranur, Second Report 

Protocol (upon arrival): September 21, 1954, 12:00 noon 

Subject: G-M reactions to Oranur-affected radium 

Present : Wilhelm Reich, M. D., Thomas Roas, 
Robert McCullough 

At 12:00 noon today Mr. Rosa brought back to the Ob-
servatory the boi containing the 3 milligrams of radium,* 
which had been bnried 15 miles to the southwest of Orgonon 
since March 31, 1952. An immediate background count of 
the general arca was made with the SU-5 survey meter. 
It gave 150 cprn. With the unshielded counter tube held 
one meter away from the box of NR, the count was 8-900 
epm. With the tube laia ou the top of the box, it was 8-90(X) 
cpm. 

One 1 mg. radiam needle was then tested with the 
larger and more sensitive G.M tube and Antosealer. With 

The third milligrarn was referred te in the First Oranur Report 
'195!) as the last control NR, on pp. 324-325. 
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the needle naked at a distante of 1 centimeter the count 
was 2457.6 cpm (against 16,000 in 1951, WR). With the 
radium needle reinserted into the lead case it had been 
enclosed in and the counter tuba 1 centimeter distant from 
the case, the count was 163,840 cpm (against 7000 in 1951). 
Notes: une water-tight lead radium container was found 
to be almost full of what appeared to he water. The serew 
cap was greased and no plausible reason was evident for 
the presence of the water. WR had the box of NR placed 
tonehing the cables of the Cloudbuster. Iuimediately fol-
lowing this, a general feeling of well-being was marked in 
two persons. There was a sudden brightening of the 
rocks and vegetation; distant mountains, which had been 
black, suddenly became blue; the sky cleared and the west 
wind started. WR remarked that bis organism seemed to 
be filling up. RMC noticed that his banda were filling out 
to their former fullness. Deep fali breathing could again 
be enjoyed. WR's dog Troll showed no aversion to the 
box of NR. 

The large double lead container containing ono of the 
1 mg. radium needles that had been used in the Oranur 
Experiment was brought into the Observatory and the 
C.P.M. rate was taken with the 2.3 mg./cm' counter tuba 
and the Tracerlab Autosealer. The resulta follow : 

1. Radium in the double lead container-1 cm. distant 

Scale 4096 
	

10.65 sec. 	24,576 C.P.M. 

	

11.65 sec. 	22,000 C.P.M. 

2. Radium in smaller, inner lead container-
1 em. distant 

Scale 4096 
	

2.50 sec. 	98,304 C.P.M. 

	

3.65 sec. 	70,246 C.P.M. 

	

2.00 see. 	122,880 C.P.M. 

	

59.10 soe. 	4,096 C.P.M. 

3. Radiam needle naked---1 em. distara 
/s/ Robert A. McCullough 

	
Scale 256 
	

13.50 sec. 	1,024 C.P.M. 
11.42 sec. 	1,400 C.P.M. 

O, Oranur, Second Report 

Protoeol: September 26, /954-10 :30 hrs. 

Present : Wilhelm Reich, M. D., experiraenting. 
Wiliiarn Moise, Robert McCullough, taking 
protocol. 

Place: 	Orgone Energy Observatory, Orgonon, 
Rangeley, Maine. 

Subject : G-rti Rates of Oranur-affected NR (of 1951). 

/Signed/ Wilhelm Reich 

Seale 4096 	5.5 minutes 	702 C.P.M. 

4. Empty large lead container—at 1 em. distant 
(Radium removed) 
&ale 64 	1.0 sec. 	nearly zero 

1.0 sec. 	nearly zero 

5. Calibration after measurernents 

Scale 256 	4.15 sec. 	60 cycles 

Threshold voltage 1200 volts. 

/Signed/ Robert A. McCullough 
Research Associate 
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Radium 1 and '2 had loat mu& of their activity ef 1951. 
The third needle whieh had not been treated with oon-
centrated OR energy was mnch lower than even its own 
original rate of 16,000 CPM naked at 1 om. dátanoe from 
the counter tube. The great vacillation, the activity o. 
the material, is as striking as the far higher rate within 
heavy lead shielding. 

These were basically new phenomena. The basic fea-
ture of a far stronger activity wighin shielding remained 
to this day. The activities without shielding varied greatly 
ali through, sinos 1954, with plane, climate, transportation, 
etc. It was heretotore impossible to find any mechanical 
lawfulness in these oseillations. 

Technological Use of ORUR 

The new use of the Oranur material in connection wifa 
the desert project in Arizona carne about in the following 
manner, while we were searching desperately to alleviate 
our physical distresa. I quote from my Log Book, date 
September 21st and 28th, 1954: 

September 21. 

licCullough packing truck • • • 

My ankle swollen from bad DOR at Orgonon; left 
ankle hurta, swellen and inflamed * • • (my family 
gene • • ' ) I am alone, abandoned here. 

September 28. 

called Moise and Eva to be at Orgonon around 
October 1, for packing • • • Packing prooeeds. 

Ea this morning 5:30 a.m. very strong till 6:30 a.m., 
drawing off energy, felt by WR (eausing fast heart, 
2 x vomiting, fatigue, depression) ; Releu Tropp woke ; 
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Mrs. McCullough felt weak, nauseous; Mrs. Tom Ross, 
too " '  I felt like giving up, dying • • • A bright 
yellow star was hanging low in southern sky. Time to 
go to Arizona. 

Oranur Weather Control richer by reinstatement( 
of OR 	NR, stopped by separation, with NR 	Pb 
(container) 40,000 CPM. 

DOR easily removed by OR ++++ (meaning 
OR -f- Pb). 

Principie: Irritated OR causes Expansion. Sky 
clears, blue within minutes. 

This was a tremendous step forward. Heretofore, the 
clearing of the atmosphere had been done by drawing off 
the DOR cloads into a lake. Now, within a few seconds, 
the sky cleared and became blue in zenith and far around 
the horizon uponOrnrisation. The mune Olttfit was 'ater 
corri-0d to distinguish this operation from Oranur. In the 
latter, original nuclear material (NU) irritated concerz-
trated a.tmospherie OR energy, making it rim amole er 
change to DOR. Now, on the other hand, NU, rendered 
harmless by Oranur and weakened in radioactivity, was 
changed to OR behavior in the opposite direction from 
Oranur, as ORUR. It was low energetically when not 
within lead or metal of other kind. However, as soon as it 
was put into lead the coutas clirnbed instantly outside the 
lead container up to dozens of feet to 40,000 ar even 700.000 
CPM measured with the SU-5 Survey meter. This was 
news, indeed: The atmosphere could be charged, "Orar-
ised," directly by Oltüft. 

I repeat The Oranur material gave naked no, or only 
a negligible, GM reaction. The lead container, too, gave 
no reaction. Rui the monzent the two were brought to,gether 
as far away as from two to three feet, the GM counter 
(S13-5) soared to 40,000-100,000 CPM. This was astonish-
ing as it was incomprehensible. It was unknown and 

r. 
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somehow weird. A few daye' observation revealed the 
faot that ORUR was an extremely powerful tool, If uma 
only a few seconds, two to five, it eleared the sky of 
DOR. The DOR hovering low and dark over the ïand-
ecape, especially in the valleys, seemed to tuim blue-gray 
from horizon to horizon. If used too long, depending on 
the weather from 20-60 seconds, donde began to form 
nearly instantly; and raia would set in a few hours later. 
Also, gray even donde that "conld not pour ont their 
water," gane a gentio downpour immediately after Ornr-
ization. This was found out the hard way when we over-
did once during the first few teste. Later I leerned to 
respeet the great sensitivity of the atmospheric enorgy 
and the power of Orur. 

The reaction of the atmosphere seemed more efective 
when the Orur material was moved in and out of, the lead 
container. At first, Ornr was used apart from the elond-
buster. Bnt soon the two were combined. We wonld draw 
off some DOR from zenith and around the b.orizon &st 
and then "oruriee" from the west or southwest. The 
southwest direction seemed particularly efective. We soon 
learned that tonching the sonthwest-northeast galactie di-
rection (see CORE, Vol. VI, 1954, p. 92) for a few eeconds 
wonld make the bine-gray OR enorgy stream in rapidly, 
covering the forrnerly blackish dirty-looking zaonntains 
with a fine blue-gray haze. The change in the atmosphere 
was inunediately felt by all observere. Fven dirty ateei-
gray DOR-stlected raia donde seemed te fill up and become 
white in a brilliant, formeriy dual, state atmosphere. 

The idea foreed itself ripou me: It will be possible to 
draw off DOR from the deserta and draw in 'misture from 
the Pacific ()cum. The ornrization effect of September 29tb 
had reaehed as far as 170 miles toward the coast where my 
danghter lived. She had witnessed a gulden clearing of 
DOR and a fresh brillianee in the atmosphere. She had 
thonght that I had done some new experiment to the west 
at Orgonon.  

We Were Being Watched . .? 

New facts which are out of step with routine experience 
should not be denied or iguored; they should be pushed 
asile again and again until they force themselves upon 
the observer AR true and objective and can no longer be 
ignored. This was done with the itnpression we ali had 
had during the preparatory operations at Orgonon: We 
were being watehed, it is still bani to believe it today. 
However, a symphony of relevant facta forced its way 
through to reality. There were three series of processes 
which were related to thia. They were initially independent 
of each other; they were experienced separately without 
cotnmunication by three different groups: 

1. We had begun "drawing" enorgy from Ea; their 
lumination was weakened or even extinguished; they moved 
conspienonsly out of order on severa] occasions at Orgonon 
during 1954. 

2. McCullough went through an experience of the 
strangest sort on October 13th, en route to Arizona, neer 
Kansas City (soe his leder of October 19th, 1954, p. 139). 
This event fell lido line with an event we witnessed on 
December 14th, 1954, the day when Orur arrived by plane 
at Tucson, Arizona. 

3. Moise was ordered to report our eontact with Ea 
to the ATIC headquarters in Dayton, Ohio. The Air Force 
ofticers who receivod Chis report were burningly interested, 
hut seemed not surprised at what lie told them. (See ver-
batim report by Moise, p. 79). 

We shall deal with pach of these independent processes 
separately, but we shall keep them in our minds Integrated 
as parta of one single proeess Ea: 

Ora= operations on earth soem to be carefnlly 
watched by living beings from outer space. 

ft 
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somehow weird. A few days' observation revealed the 
rad thPt ORUR was an extremely powerful tool. If used 
oniy a few seconds, two to five, it_ cleared the sky of 
DOR. The DOR hovering low and dark over the land-
empe, especially in the valleys, seemed to turra blue-gray 
from horizon to horizon. If used too long, depending on 
the weather from 20-60 seconds, doudo began to form 
nearly instantly; and raia would set in a few honre later. 
Also, gray even donde that "eould not pour out their 
water," gave a gentle downpour immediately after Orur-
ization. This was found out the hard way when we over-
did orate during the first few testa. Later I learned to 
.espect the great senaitivity of the atmospheric energy 
and the power of Orur. 

The reaction of the atmosphere seemed more effective 
when the Orur material was moved in and ont of the lead 
container. At first, Orur was used apart from the clond-
buster. But soou the two were eombined. We would draw 
off some DOR, from zenith and around the horizon first 
and then "orurise" from the west or southwest. The 
southwest direction seemed particuiarly effective. We soon 
Iearned that touching the southwest-northeast galactie di-
rection (see CORE, Vol. Vi, 1954, p. 92) for a few seconds 
would raa e the blue-gray OR energy stream in rapidly, 
covering the formerly blackieh dirty-looking mountains 
with a fine bine-gray haze. The change in the atmosphere 
was immediately felt by ali observara. Even dirty ateei-
gra),  DOR-aff cted raia donde seemed to fill up and become 
white in a brilliant, formerly dull, ateie atmosphere. 

The idea forced itself upon me: It +vitt be possible te_) 

draw off DOR fr m the deserta and draw in +misture from 
the Pacific Ocean. The orurization effect of September 29th 
had reached as far as 170 refiles toward the coast where my 
daughter Iived. She had witnessed a sndden clearing of 
DOR and a fresh b illiance in the atmosphere. She had 
thought that I had done some new experiment to the west 
at Orgonon. 

We Were Being Watched ...? 

New facts which are out of step with routine experience 
should not be denied or iguored; they should be pushed 
aside again and again until they force themselves upon 
the observar as true and objective and can no longer be 
ignored. This was done with the impression we ali had 
had during the preparatcry operations at Orgonon: We 
were being watched. It is still hard to believe it today. 
However, a symphony of relevant facts forced its way 
through to reality. There were three series of processes 
whieb were related to this. They were initially independent 
of each other; they were experienced separately without 
communication by three dilferent groups: 

1. We had hegun "drawing" energy from Ea; their 
lumination was wcakened or even extinguished; they moved 
conspicuously out of arder on severa! occasions at Orgonon 
during 1954. 

2. McCullough went through an experience of the 
strangest sort ou October 13th, en route to Arizona, near 
Kansas City (see his letter of October 19th, 1954, p. 139). 
This event fell into line with an event we witnessed on 
December 14th, 1954, the day when Orur arrived by plane 
at Tucson, Arizona. 

3. Moise was ordercd to report our contact with Ea 
to the ATIC headquarters in Dayton, Ohio. The Air Force 
officers who rcceived this report were burningly interested, 
but seemed not surprised at what he told them. (See ver-
batim report by Moise, p. 79). 

We shall deal with each of thcse independent processes 
separately, but we shall keep them in our minds integrated 
as parte of one single process Ea: 

Oranur operations on earth seem to be carefully 
watched by living :beings from outer spacs. 
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Continued Contact with Ea at Orgonon, 
September - October, 1954 

On September 29, 1954. while orurizing the atmosphere 
on the hill near the Observatory, 1 saw, looking skyward 
above me at 10:45 a.m. four biaek-gray eraft traverse the 
Observatory region at high speed, unusual for earth eraft, 
including the fastest jets, at great altitude within two 
seeonds from northeast to southwest. They fiew in 
formation. 

A potential of 40,000 to 60,000 CPM had been 
created a short while before with ORUR. 1 orurized 

the atmosphere daily now since the DOR effects returned 
promptly a few hours after having been removed. The 
"Spaeegun," i.e., the integration of ORUi and Clond-
buster was eoneeived by me on the same day: 

Protocol: September 29, 1954 	Invention of Spacegun 

Subject: Oombination of Olttra and Clondhuster 

WR informed me today that lie coneeived the icica of 
the combining of Oranur and the Cloudhuster for the en-
hanced operation of hoth. WR further stated that he will 
try a long Oranur reaction 'with the next hurricane that 
develops. 

/Signed,7 Robert A. McCullough 

The techuologicai development of Oranur toward ORUR 
operations rushed onward speedily in logien' steps. 

The morning of September 31st was striking. We had 
eieared the sky. An extreme, fast-forming buraktity de 
positedheavy moisture on the window panes, ou cara, on 
rocles and on mead(iWs. The temperatura and climate felt 
subtropic. Brown and yellow 'caves were turning green 
as we looked et them, observed by McCullough, Tom Rosa, 
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"October 8/ 9/1954: 4-5 Ea in sky last night again, 
beginning 10:00 p.m., with `drawing off' felt. One moved 
slowly to north, then upward, appearing and disappearing. 
Southern red ball uot there after 9:00 p.m. I operated 
twice, 20 seconds each at 0.6 Oranur with good result. Two 
days' dull blackness gave way this morning to stronger, 
distant blue and sparkle. Ea was ineffective, it appears." 

Two Air Force planes searchingly cireled the observa-
tory that same day. 

an old woodsman, and myself, raised on a farm. Ali 
weather reports were upset that day. ,The Air Force 
seemed very active overhead; many planes were circling 
eia region. A red plane Liew five times over and around 
Orgonon. We were used by then to these inspections of 
our grounds from the air by various airborne observers. 
We had cleared the sky. Our_ feet felt heavy when we 
walked the steps to the Olaervatory. This phenomenon 
was well known to us asa consequence of strong Oranur. 
the pull of gravity was stronger (to be dealt with in a dif-
ferent context). 

On the evening of October 5th-6th four of us saw 
three large, pulsating, yellow Ea hanging low over the 
soutbsern borizon and one to the northwest over the Obser-
vatory. They had not been there the night bef ore. 

McCullough had left with the truck in the morning, 
October 7th. The same evening, October 7th, four Ea 
were hanging still, big, motionless, strongly pulsating in 
the sky, three ta southeast and one to northwest. Que Ea 
appeared later, as 53 often out of nowhere, as it were, 
directiy over the Observatory. 

My Log Book tells me that DOR had nade us miserable 
that same day 11:00 a.m. 1 removed DOR by Orurization 
at 5:00 p.m. The sky went blue-gray again. A note in my 
Log Book reads as follows: "Today, 10/7/54 some people 
feel as if drawn out of energy, suddenly, and stopping sud-
denly. The mountain ranges are lusterless, black, the 
spark.le_ gone that had enlivened the landscape during the 
past two weeks or so, when NR-OR was used (ORUR). 
There is no doubt that 1. am at war with Ea. What seemed 
only a possibility one year ago, is certainty now. They 
either 'hide' among the stars, or they move on same 
pathways, i.e., they are in same fixed position with respect 
to earth (as are the fixed stars). The switch-like, sudden 
sensation of being drawn from or being relieved was re-
ported by many workers." 

The Becolid OROP Ea 

On October 10, 1954, about 19:00 hrs. we noticed a large 
red object in the sky to the west, low abone Bald Mountain. 
We orurized the atmosphere and drew direetly from the 
Ea a few minutes after 1J :00 hours, one minute. To our 
amazement the Ea moved from the first to the second posi-
tion in the following sketch from Log I3ook, p. 50, that is, 
to the soutk. 

212 4 i) 

o/ 	• (Po& oorre, 	eueoP 

17/;:r7.411117-7-`7: 	pyis",- 41g 

Fig. 5. Ea moves ander ORUR Infineace. 

The Ea had also become smaller, less red and it was 
somewhat higher in the sky. It certainly was neither a 
pianet nor a fixed star according to this behavior. Opera-
tor Eva Reich saw it later sink down beneath the horizon. 

A second, yellow object to the west at approximately 
300  up faded out at 19:30 hrs. after a two minute direct 
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Orur draw. It carne back faintly twice and finally was no 
longer visible with binoculars. We had the distinct im-
pression of a struggle, fading alternating with strong 
fiashing pulsation, wobbling, moving in variou directions. 
It moved south to north while struggling: 

4. 4  ••• 	
• ,• • 4 / 

1 .6 4/  

Fig. 6. A secos ul Ea ia affeetad 

It disappeared after weakening, waning and blinking. 
It returnsd and went out again 19:53 hrs., carne back to 
luininate once more at 19:55, became fainter, smaller, as 
if ïurther away in the west. At 20:08 ali of them at the same 
time, 1 south, 1 north, 1 west, 1 northwest seemed to re-
move themselves, growiug smaller and fainter, as if by 
C O 1711)i on cornmand. 

I was abola making these notes in my Log Book in my 
study 	my lab watch timing the events when 1 heard 
at 20:11 hrs. Eva Reich and William Moise exelaiming on 
the observation deck. "A fiarei" A fiara had just streaked 
down eastward from zenith. I had not seen the fiara my-
self that evening but I saw many at other times nayself. 
They were abundant in Tucson the 'light Orur was fiown 

in, aceording to reporta by those present at the airport 
(see Tucson report, p. 199) upon arrival of the OMR 
material. 

At 21:35, one hour and 24 minutes later the Ea to north 
and south were again there: they had climbed higher in 
the sky-, against the regular star movement. Ea to west 
and northeast were no langor visible. 

This operation Ea was phoned through after conelu-
siou, to our secretary, Mrs. Helen Tropp, in the nearby 
Raiigeley village. A note in my Log Book, p. 52, 1954, reads 
as follows • 

"Tonight for the first time in the hist..:v of man, the 
ovar tvaged for ages by living beings from outer space 
upon fiais earth (with respect to DOR, Drought and Desert, 
WR, 1956) was reciprocated with ORANUR with positive 
result." 

The days had heen replete with shaking events For-
tunately, I had retome used during Oranur to such events 
and I had trained a few students well enough to stand by 
me without running away, as so many had done before 
under the pressure of DOR. 

wish to quota from the First Report on Oranur, 1951: 

"We may assume that the OR energy ocean which Mis 
ali space is the carrier of the vibrations related to light. 
However, the relationship seems to be a medi eloser one. 
The OR energy unit itself, as it develops from and sinks 
back into the OR ocean, emas Iight, strongest and sharp-
est at the peak and weakest during the period of riso and 
fall. 

"Careful examination of the dots on photograph (Fig. 
7a, below) revoais severa] most interesting details : 

"1. Most of the dots are black, only a very few are 
white, 	corresponding to effects of ordinary light. 

"2. Every single one of the black dots has a sharp 
'center' or 'core,' and a less sharp periphery or 'field.' 

• 444,“ 
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"3. The intensity and the size of the single dots vary 
greatly. 

"4. Some of the white dots show a sharply defined 
black center. 

"It is advisable not to interpret ali these detens at 
once. A major mistake mede at this moment might well 
jeopardize a correct explanation for decarles. Voe can, 
however, coordinate one definite characteristic with what 
we already know about OR energy functioning: 

"1. The units of OR energy are not rigidly equal. 
There are not two units exactly the same in size or inten-
sity. 

"2. Each dot shows, if well develuped, a 'core' and a 
`periphery,' the former always more intense than the 
latter (Fig. 7b, beim). 

"3. The white field around some of the black dots 
points to a luminating area around the OR energy unit. 
This is exactly what we see with our eyes in. the dark-
room: The luminating centena have a luminating 'aura' of 
laser intensity. 

"This coordination of the physical with the psycholog-
ical observation fornis a sound foundation for further 
investigations. 

"The black and white dots we see on the photograph 
also agree with the theory we have tentatively built to 
comprehend the functioning of the coemic OR energy. 
What we see are ~st likely the pealos of the single units. 
If we cut mie of the well formed single units crosswise, we 
cau easily see that the point is surrounded by a lese lumi-
nating field. 
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•'We wish to stop at this point. Further research will 
probably amplify these first theoretical formulations. 

"Let us summarize our resulto so far: 

"1. The primordial substratum, the cosmie OR ocean, 
is moving in an undulatory fashion and in a eertain direc-
tion in our planetary system from west toeast as a 
whole, faster than the planetary globe. 

"2. Out of this undulating substratum innumerable 
single coneentraticns of OR energy emerge, comparable 
to sharp creste of single waves of greatly varying inten-
sity and extensity (Figs. 7c and d). 

"3. Both the OR energy ocean and the single OR 
energy units luminate. 

"4. The natural color of the general substratum is 
bluish-gray or bluish-green sky, ocean, protoplasm, bions, 
etc.; that of the eoneentrated units is deep purple or 
violet. Gross, streak-like concentrations appear whitish-
bine and are rapid, in contradistinetion to the other types 
of OR movement (Figs. 7e and f). 

"5. The formation of eoneentrations to single distinet 
units follows upon excitation of the OR energy ocean in 
various ways: Presence of other orgonotic systems, elec-
tromagnetie sparks, metallie obstastes, and, foremost, 
nuclear energy. 

"6. The basic character of all these phenomena is of a 
functional nature. There is nothing mechanical, rigid, or 
absolutely identical in it. Yet, there is elearly a CFP at 
work, a common law which governs all distinet units, may 
the variations be ever so manifold. Each single unit pos-
sesses a sharp 'core' and a less sharp 'periphery.' This 
agrees with the bio-energetic structure of every liiing 
organism and also with planetary systems. They, too, are 
composed of a core and an energetically weaker periphery. 
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"Each single unit passes, accordingly, through four 
typical phases: 

"1. Birth through concentration of a certain amount 
of primordial energy. 

"2. Rise in energy levei through further concentration: 
Growth.' 

"3. A shaxply linninating peak, most closely allied to 
a point ef light. 

"4. Decline and death; the unit merges again with the 
substratum. Thus, birth and death, growth and decline, 
the CFP of ali living and nonliving nature, seein to be pre-
formed already in the basic funetioning of the single, tiny 
OR energy unit. Each unit is a unique, unrepeatable event. 
l'' et all orgone energy units follow a common iam; of func-
tioning. Lawfulness and endless variation are thus not in-
compatible opposites; they are paired funetions of the 
CFP ef nature in general.—May, 1950" 

(The Oranur Experiment, First Report, 1947-1951.) 
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Birth and Deatl. of °rpm Uniu 

Fig. 8 

Concluaions Regarding Influencing Ea with 
ORAR - Spacegun 

(1) The energy equilihriunn of Ea can be disturbed or 
En, en put out of order by withdrawing energy from it di-
reetly. Ita behavior is directly related to the successful 
operatians. 

(2) Signs of Ea having been affected: At first stronger 
blinking as if due to reactive struggle; fading, repeatedly 
interspersed with stronger lumination; getting stnaller pos-
sibly with field shrinking; appearing to recede into greater 
distante; fading out completely with or without reappear-
ance ef lumination (see photos, pp. 20, 21); summary si-
multaneous disappearance of many Ea as if on cornmon 
command; !lares of warning (7) dropped from sky as if in 
alarm; erratic movements out of order. 

(3) The power of the Oranur Spacegun is tremendous 
due to the sensitivity of the OR energy ocean. Early regu-
lation and coordination of its use is paramount to plane- 
tary safety from abuse by Higs. 	• 

I)ue to the long, drawn out orurization on October 10, 
1954, it rained gently on the morning of the following day. 

Tbe court in Portland was informed that same day that 
the activities of the orgone Institute Press in sending out 
our literatura, enjoiped by Higs, would be resumed. Our 
Ea work was infinitely more important than an order 
which had been inspired and unlawfully obtained hy Mos• 
cow Higs and was issued by a well-meaning but misled 
Judge. (See WR: "Atoms for Peace vs. The Hig," 21d- 
dress to the Jury, History of Orgonomy, 	 Sup- 
plement 3, text of letter to Judge Clifford verbatim.) 

That same day, too. I reached an understanding of how 
Orur worked ; why the counts soared so high when an other- 
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wise inactive ORUR .was put luto heavy lead shielding. 
In the opera, without metal shielding, ORUR was peaceful, 
inactive, corresponding to the foggy type of existence. 
When put into the lead container, the field was apparently 
restricted and ORUR ehanged from the foglike to the 
pointed existence as seen on the lighted green sereen and 
ou photographs. Tuia activity was responsible for the high 
GM action up to 100,000 CPM. It was tbe restriction of 
its peaceful activity which eaused its "warlike" behavior. 
Why had I not seen this simpie logic in t.he behavior of 
the Life Energy sooner I A peacefully living wild animal, 
if forcefully restricted, wonld suddenly aet exaetly the 
same way, or rather the OR energy within tbe animal acta 
the same way as ORUR within lead. 

All biological motion, inner as well as locomotion, ap-
peared now to be the reaetion of OR te restriction of its 
free motility; it ehanged from the foglike to the pointed 
existence. The luminating points (see "Oranur Experi-
ment, First Report,•' p. 195 and Fig. 8, p. 42 above) are 
mechanieal discharges and thus constitute the source of a 
motor force. The action of the OR motor belongs here : An 
even sequente of impulses, registered on the UM counter, 
at a rate of at least 3,000 per minute, seta a motor into mo-
tion (see "Orgone Energy Bulletin," 1948). Also, a leg 
gone "asleep," wakes up again with sensations of anta 
erawling or fine needles pushing toward the skin surface. 
Good theory formation 'began to pay off. The asstunption 
was fruitful in that it permitted fnrther development to 
take place in the Arizona desert. It deserves furtber spe-
cial, careful study. 

The northwestern yellow Ea, the same whieh had faded 
out upon direct orurization, did not reappear in the sky 
after the "battle" of October 10th. There was only a red 
Ea ball hanging low, 5-10 degrees up, in the western sky 
ou the northern shoulder of Bald Mountain. However, the 
DOR emergenoy continned to be criticai at Orgonon. My  

dog, Troll, had eaten little for three days. On the 13th, he 
was only lying around, sick and miserable. I, too, could not 
eat because of nausea. My daughter felt dizzy, as if 
"drawn from the head." She ate little. Grethe Hoff re-
ported by phone from Boston that her little soa had been 
sick for two days and that he was not eating. Our bath 
water was black-greenish after use that day, a certain sign 
of much DOR having been soaked from our bodies. 

The Ea seemed very active lately. The strongest draw 
effects were felt from the soutbern one. I could not rid 
myself of the idea that, if there were any apacemen around 
or if three yellow and red luminating baile represented 
some kind of machines directed energetically from afar, 
whoever directed them must have been madly minded. 
That same day my UM counter failed completely by fading 
and jamming when the Orur joined the lead container. 
I did not nnderstand why, except that the activity mnst 
have been very high, too high for the devim to take. 

Only a few days were left for as at Orgonon. Moise 
and my soa Peter left Orgonon for Tucson, Arizona, two 
days after the "battle," ou October 12, 8:15 a.m. My own 
departure was scheduled for October 19th. 

Surnmary of Available Data, October, 1954 
This was the state of knowledge available to the ex-

pedition: 

(1) Increasing the energy potential in the atmosphere 
by way of ORUR was now available in addition to the old 
technique of lowering the potential at will by way of draw-
ing off energy with the Cloudbuster. 

(2) "Decrease" and "Increase" of potential could be 
interpreted in terms of funetional physies simply as a 
change in the form of the atmospherie energy from the 
foglike (unexcited, low) to the pointed (exeited, high) state 
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of existente and vice versa. Only the "pointed" state of 
OR registers on the GIM counter. 

(3) There was little doubt left : One could now reach 
far into space with ORUR: the range was limitless theo-
retically, since the OR energy ocean is endless and tnost 
sensitive to stimuli as demonstrated by the processes of 
dawn, dusk, and our actual eperations over vast stretches 
of space. 

(4) The change from the "cloudy" to the "pointed" 
etate of existente, or activation of OR was now possible by 
simply impeding its freedotn of "lazy" motion or by di-
rect irritation such as friction, sparking seeondary coil 
systems, nuclear material, heat, etc. 

(5) At that date, due perhaps to the increased DOR 
Emergency, we felt that there could be no doubt left as to 
the purposefulness of the activities of Ea : Energy was 
being withdrawn from our planet, with the consequentes 
known now. 1956, far and wide as "DOR-Emergency"; 
decay of vegetation, the crumbling of granite rock, a fever-
ish atraosphere. OR, energy laws, mostly unknown to us 
eartbmen, were used technically in the Ea operations. We 
earthtneft had only just begun to make contact with these 
technological matters. We had, in addition to ali this, to 
fight against the malignant activities at our backs of frus-
trated, dorized, neurotic individuais of our own kind. 'i'hese 
were unmistakably represented at that time by the irrp-
sponsible activities, the conspiracy of corrupt, ignorant 
oficiais, the Higs ia the FDA. "Orgone Energy does not 
exist," they said to the Judge, while the planet was being 
attacked with the use of thie very saxne Cosmic Energy. 
It is little consolation that no one will remember these 
Fligs only a few peara hence. 

(6) AU of us who partook in this emergency felt "The 
war of the Universe was on," with Orgonon against its 
intention or design playing the role of a "Planetary Valley 
Forge," as it were. 

- . 	 _ 
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CONTACT WITH THE U. S. AIR FORCE 
Introduction 

shall now iutroduce eertain activities of the U. S. 
Air Force as far as they were connected with Ea ou the 
one hand and our OROP 1)esert Fia work ou the other 
hand. 

The U. S. Air Force is lhe natural organization in the 
westeru world responsible for the interplanetary develop-
tnents to come. Although all other ndlitary services are 
involved like every single living being on this globe, 
Air Force carnes a special responsihility. It operates iu 
the atmosphere and watches the frontier upward towaril 
outer space. It is also the organization which had already 
some warlike co'tacts with visitors frota outer space. 
(Soe the AAF-ATIC report by Ruppelt, 1956.) It main-
tains a uiost elaborate system of study of the Ea problem. 
It is therefore only natural that the Air Force became in-
terested in my work with primordial costeie eitergy. This 
contam was most crucial in the development of the desert 
work. I shall reveal as nitich as is necessary for the re-
sponsible planetary citizen to know about the planetary 
emergency. Not all can be revealed, of course. The prob-
lem is grave, new, devoid of any historical precedent, 
loaded with responsibiiity in addition to grave, unsolved 
prcblems of natural science. Only a crank or freedom-
pedoller will complain if some matters are kept secret for 
some time to come. 

Firat Contact with the USAF 
Ou January 28th, 1954 I happened accidentally to ob-

serve two bright yellow-orange lights moving in front of 
a mountain range downward toward a lake some two miles 
north of my "lower pouse" at Orgonon in Maine. This oh-
servation was reported to the Air Force: 
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Oehtleatet 

1 have heen artbed to forrara to yoa the following repo?t 
oa observati4na medo by Dr.Wilhala Beloh mad ament ou the 
evadas atui Urina tho !light of ~Gary 28$h te January 29th,1954. 

At abem% 22 haura. the fallowiag: vai elearly vitible 
with unaidad ayat ne wwil me mth binoonlara troa the Iorth 
wiadow oi the lave? hena* et Orgenon, Bahgolor, 
A brightly abiaing light ma amen ~rue ta the digheotioo of 
reilezrse Campe to the North, movias ih the d4rootion Weat te 
last amou the trute,and disappeering as it paxeig batina the 
trais and appeariag mata o* tt reaohed apeaee betweou the troes. 
when the 1idt waa bethind Lhe troe./ and noa aireetly 
a tripa shina illuminatad. aleatiy thaearrowndingataneinhere, 
it there Ima swor any doubt Oent vthsr inch ~the lighte 
vare atam hietahen for moving objaots, thit time any anah doq1A 
saa ~mi ia ths follewiag:mayt Wha bright, white-yollowloh 
light Ima ravina in the val/ey tn front of Opetted ~laia, me, 
in other worde, mth Spottett goontain a* fita teolegrooad. Tha 
objut esened headed toward Porand fona, amai lates oh thia atiniat 
glIamer Mas to be *ema ranhar to the right, or to the Istat *empoo-
arely. Itthia a fas ~Um, a saamet„ ~lar, lighttei objeat 
%ma mofa '#i Gemina tate the moa ~mi trem the lati or the 
/est, eavlai Orara lho rldht ar lhe 210 amuas the tamise ia lhe 
vallay viIh epotted ~atalaia baehgroand. XI vai %ha OMS 
appearmoe aad aleappearenee eaa ti. ema ~tu Omar, Cair 
the ~and tina, the ahiniag objset nas nowise t1ight17 lowav 
that the first em. 712"2, vau a* denbt Whateoever, te :Mie 
iram thm* arpoaram**, ef the raallty ef Chis Gtaorratioa. 
tis* umliteksa atarei emula be allataatad,with mrtataty, aluo* 
the objeot vai cot nowing em lana amag atars,'M af formattaa* 
as tt itere, bit 1,1 wae fonad b • tostar mbar* ao atara dorna 
posstbly over h.. 

Mim Use 011eaderff reportsa ia the meruim of Jammary 29th, 
1954, that ahent 12 Nidnight (the dia *et look st tho olooh). 1140 
obearrad • danar, tett brighter aia& fluir toomea *laser Mut 
to tha Mut of Dodge Pond, hoveria4 ta traat of ~alabarda Mowntain 

Maamerhare mear Ulla* *11 ar eleaar. ft sai ema *keine emee iTerst4eusspeart, mintas 48" ~Ia Md dinhamearill. 

11

lhe?* me as Ame or mattamat assam ai* time 
eteerwatlo m *há* ama te amara som, sabjaattealir ambtfai 
sitiar ellsorwatiom repested to pua a* shaerwed ia Amen7 1.204 19.515. 
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(handbyritten add*t/ou In original) 
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the . reflita  of 'eleitora", no 'atter whathar Yrom autor elmo* or 
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?light 3-G, 4602D AISS 
Fre:Nue Isle AFB, Heine 

F3G 
	 10 March 1954 

Dr. Wilhelm Reich 
Orgone Inntitute 
Rengeley, naine 

16 Mnret 1954 

Doar Sir: 

In reforce to your lettar of 29 January 1954 to Májor John Dun-
ning, Dou Aix torce Be3C, oertainíng to the unidentlfied sightinge wit-
nessed br youreelf and Mies 011endrff, subject officer notified-this 
organIzation to take Whatever action neconsary, since this unit ie in-
terested le Ineeetigating unidentified aerial phenomena which have bem 
observed and rerorted. 

Our headquartere in eolorado Springs, Colorado, man nctified le-
medlatelvaed informed of the situation. This unit wae then inetructed 
to fervera to you the use Technical Information Sheet, Fora A, (re-
ference inolcsuee), so thet your observations could be fUlly and ae-
ourately recorded. This questionaire is self-explanatory, and no dif-
fículty ahould be encountered in answeríng questione and makíng dee-
criptiona. 

It is requested that this foro be returned to this unit as som 
de possais after completion. Ths questionaire will then be forsarded 
to higher headquartere for thorough evaluatiou. 

Thanking 'eu for any and all consideration extended, I remain,  

or. Wilhela Rei oh 
Orgia= Inetitute 
Rangeley, Maine 

Doer Sir! 

In reference to telephone conversation between Mies Ilse 011endorff 

and 'et Lt. Andrew Matyas on 16 narch 1954,  a copy of the tSAF Technicai 

Information Sheet is inclosed for your action. 

incl 
USaF Tech Info Sheet 

.2(0.X.A) 

MA= 
lgrt I.t, usar 
01C, Flt. 3-G 

J. 
let Lt,, USO.  
Aest OIC, Flt 3-G 

1 Incloenre 
USW Tch Info Sheet 
(Fora AO 
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ORCONE 1NEJTITUT 
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Pega 

C:20 

19. IF Soe oras moRe THAN ONE ob¡ost, thlon how toony *aro tivera? 
New o picho,. of ;)ow they woro orrangod, and pot oo C4re* to 'how tia 'Precita' that Oto,  wore ~11% 
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a OrIght itiotenlIght 
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c. A kleek away? 
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b. Sun ganes 	Viti 	No 	e . Telesrope 	mis 	No 

t5  eUndshisld 	(4,5 	Na 	 Via 	Ne 

Window glose "I‘" 	 No 	
g. Theodoletg 
it. Other -Aaf..-~er-- 

14, Dia the obiect *optem (Circle Os.). 

8.1 STARS (Cerefe °no): 

nsweted YES, HIeri 'Ai robe' 
Al 2   61i sgálr' rirlsr1404! 

8. IF you tn..ha a.lact at NIGHT, TWILIGHT, or DAWN, whot did youTIOÉ,Ce concelnIng the STARS ond MOON1 16. Tell In o F.* *mela the followIng things abou, the oblect. 

o. Sound 	ceie.; 	edu- - &mi Oeht fie  

b. Co:or 	 ort 	. te/e ins.4 	74".4".trot 0911-44../e  

17. Drcw o p/cture thot wlil ehow the shops of the obloot a objecte. Lobel ond Incrude In yovr site1ch any &Nails 
of the obteot thol you eaw euch ue winge, orol:us Ione, ata, ond eipeatolly exhoust trone or vapor tnalle, Placa 
GO 0170W bebido the draw ing to ith,w Ihs direo flor; ene velepot ias ~nig. 
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ponto $ 

25. note ...era you located when you yeed lho abtaat2 
(Circie Ono): 

Ir. 	inili.z7;,b.adh7.5 	'l 

26. 	WeR• you (Circle °no) 
1 

e. 	In the business sadio, of o city? 
h. 	In the nhoidential seci ion of a city? 

0.4 -.1.. 	In a cor  

(5.. °:'..-14tidt°fitel 

6. in eperi cr:---áiii13) 
d. -FTyrng neer an alrfield? 
e. Flying ovar a city? 
1. 	Fiying coe, poen country? 
g. Other 

ano 
e, At 144 
1. Other 

27. What visa you doire at the time you, taw the okrIeci, and how cIld you happen to ~Ice it? fr448,0r4.1" 

Aid, rêt•uiÇo—e 4 PI•Ec.,s4er .4~4.44( # 	' 
I 	17 	 tfV 

911^0~e-(40e Inati•44.2 444 	624461 	044,4 r1111%_)Pr i +7?4•7, t7tr.repa••-4-6(--tri, 

*t• síS&T-2 	;tiCC kt,e4,..40( '1/UP "Z"Anet *Wate ,t / 	 e v.....e.., 
di"#74-4'?*(f" 1. 

u. IF yeu entre MOVING IN AN AUTOMO131LE tur othst vothicle at the time, 'ken complete the felfowirig guettIonc 

L1 What dIrectlan crera you numring? (Circle One) 

a. 	Nur+ 	 e. East 	 o. South 	 g. **et 
Is. 	Northeast 	 d. Southwest 	 1. 	Southwest 	 h. 	Nerthentet 

78,2 Now faio ereta you movIng? 	 Intleo per how. 

111.3 Did you otos as c 	time whiie rui Mn'. Iocking et the ob;ect7 

(Circle No) 	Yet 	 Na 

29. What direction We» you looking when you first sovo the oltlect? 

• 2 	 c. East 1111 111111;• .0, 

(COrcle Orm) 

e. 	South 
f. SoutIrmoot 	4-efikentst _..) d. Southeast 

30. %et oIirtection vare you locking when you leu? 44W ho À:leen (Clic,* One) 

[ 31. II ycu Oto familiar with besunte termo (angular dinectlon), try to ettirrote the numbsr of <legues the eh¡act enez 
from Mu* North and alto the numiser of devores it voa upwo.d from the baixam (elevatIon). 

31.1 When It first oppeoned: 

e. From P 	 t. us North _d_Iffilift dogesas. 
h. From beglion 	 deterei,. 

1;.15 
31.1 When it dIsappeared: 

o. From tive North  i "" 	doworos. 
h From heriron 	 dvarees• 

h. 	the-re 
e. East 
d. Sok:Chore!! 

e. South 
f. Sevérfeet 

g. West  
korifeeset 

'.09 	. • > • • 	• ;5 /3 

A` 

a. Silves donos 
h. acochai' 
I. Groproftult 
1. klookethali 
k. Orlar. 

and ot aborri arm's length? 

(Circle One): 	 .-i-dtcjic On 

C. erma 
d. Nicks1 
e. Quoster 
1. Half dollor 

70. NOW n piou,. do,' vil! shon lhe ~boa lho tho objecta objecto moda. Mac. on •Ao ot Cb. be ginning 

of lhe paul., a "13' at the and ai 'Ne path, and 'how any chonges in do•clion dunng Ihe couro*. 

riad  P#4.0jj 	  

21. IF POSSIBL E, ir.tto gueto co o st • *ha, lhe real a 
	Net. 	 • 

	 ci watt In lia 'ungias dtmenslon. 

Marirés'Iool/re,444.1"e4C-. 

22. How imo', did rhe objec: ar objecte ap 	ompared with anu ai the loIlowIng ohlecto Noa in the hend 

22.1 (C1,cla Oras of Lhe followin to indicou* how cartoin you ore ai your coavas ie Que:Alan 22. 

o.  Cartola 	 c. Net  voe), zum 
~Cokly carolo 	 d. Uncretain 

23. New did the object or abjecta dia 	Irem viro*? 	 iXib 14141,  

~idí_b"._±*e~.__44414.01.ofe 
24. In moer 'hei voe na.. Ora a !hW e p:cturs a• ratei 	nt whs# sor teor, e, wauld 11h. Na you uc 1111041114 +hal yeu te.•IU 

C 0,12 rruct Ihs akéYael 'hW yen, sen. 01 whai eyaa onesa,1*/ wovid yev ,,.ha Itt Hen, Neta ~há I be. anil 	:Asara 

wé,a14 11 hera? Deeerbie In yoW ¡broa wwela a éew abico es eth.c.a er41[b wh.n pOseimi up In PM* 41.5' wauld 91v. ," 
1.41.• • TM' W.C• • 1/ th• abhoc, "hW, pau um 

"CaP414 - 

41/"Pj 7;Pr'it.e. 41") 
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32. In Ou/ 101Ioering skotch, imagino thot you ore at ene point thown. Piore 	'A• on the curved line to *how hca 
hig. the Object aos above the horizou (skylioe) when you tirai saro It. l'iace e '13-  on the torne co,f ,,,,,J lias ro  
'how how high the ohiect was ubere the horixon skyline} whart you 	sole it. 

34. Whot %ver* the acolher condiciona ot the time you sow lho oblect? 

34.1 CLOUDS (Clrcie Ne) 	 34.2 WINO íCfrcfe No) 

b, 'RA y 
C. &coltora doai 
d. Thick or heoyy doutra 
e. Nn't remlunber 

34.3 WEATHER (Circle Orlo) 

o. No alna 
b. Slight breei. 
e. Strong wird.  

rstnemb 

34.4 TEMPERATURE (Circle arte) 

og, 	or light min 	 . oa 
c. Moderai* ar herd.o y roin 	 e. lifoon 
d. Snow 	 4. Hot 
e. Don't rernember 	 e. Don't te:florete)? 

35. When did youresgt to same official lho you hod tern the ohlect? 

,129cd 	 /)jj. 	óeid 415./ at 72  te* 4) tear 

36. Wos onyorto *No with you et the timo yov sow the alikon 

Yot (Ckcio Ne) 	 No 

36.1 IF yen, answered Y 	dld they se* the obless teu? 

(Grele Oiro) 	 No 

58.2 likat 	 ree list thek nomes oad odd too s: /Ir /g1 e Oeeenaerrfid 

i"'" 131F ea.. 
 

Afl'd7 o. ffitigai C49,1441  r7,--  /4--oefuk-e 	-oeco-i.4C d?4'~I" 
r;44 ou  .7 a-mi-Lie .4.-0.044; 44;04 	 4"9 

37. %a chia the Wel time ilnt you Irod sten on nbfrect or Mosta 11k. tila? 

(Circle Osso) 	Yes 	
--N 

37,1 IF you nnewered NO, titara whe 	LL?)is and todo/ whist teces dhd you toa other tini? 
,Z0-•-••  

Wiee.ierei  

W. ire ihe folloaeliig Ione'. eketelt placa on •A" ot the positunn Ihe objeri enes when yeu tirai sare II, and a 93' et 111 
Poe ition Wh'?" yau hist .000 it Re fal to imollo,  tketchat on examine of hew to completa 	lorpr aluda, 

38. In your opinion what do you 'hW: the obiect was ond elmo might have couked 

fie -.2,t4  4444- Me( 
ouvir to 37.1 asilar phenownia vare oalled to 1141 attention over thr preaseding 

soalha on severa/ onoaelone. eepoolally on Jaans17 13th and 14t12, aroma Ma PM; alio 
.lonbttol oboervationa 	olollar )3nd on Januarr 17th ~1 Jonis 19th,194. Obrerni•tOr 
of danar/ 213$1 rose Une agniebeel 	zotmtaln telektrODM. 	

.• 



29. D toe thInk yee coe • atImata ibu aparei ei ma abico? 

(Circle Re-e) 	Yo e 
yak,  PIMPO yeu coo sobem. 

(cr,c1e. Ore.) 

for CrI10, 11.  0,11 yen! thr eiateet emir 

No 

tF yeu vetwereri YES. thee. e1.9 spred entufe, yeu •stiormeil 

Il. Please gire Heh 	Irefanwolon chi/ ~mit: 

MANE 	0:IC /P/  /0 Mlie144..-- 
-FM CNP* 

4,1  

96¥  

Plane,* Irldlcbte orno 'pule) esbitati.onal **Num dswr ye...letve Sal 

g, T,Ordcal *dm/ / 

(Tymp) 

hei firclioll. 

Led II... 

AUDRESS. 	 efrr(- 

TELEPHONE ~ER  99  

What ia rixa. prosem 14.10 

Ag* £7 	Sall (211042.- 

Gmdk. haert 

achas: 
e. CpUliga 

r!, Peng gradem; 	git~— 
ekiétaat Pacialtr mha. laaakria.15012 

i34.43i  Peotevu<, mat-464-01,hg.~.. 

ré9  

POIE-10.4111-11u1-~1~4~-- 

412.. Dom ysu c5.744:À whist imiyitIewlehire: 

2F cai: ar..vo-;:rÀ YES, then fr 	r ..ay .vrakil4 ‘.04/ aey II 4.ei? 

hW". Ittem 

U. S. Ai! FORCP TECHNICAL INPORMATI10114 SHIIT 

(IUMMARY DATA? 

In orekr fhoi yelo leder Ration Por to filad (kW ettekd oit occirresty as peeelide. PIPach veg 
the Pollowing spoco tel *121e eart s alues dimolpfical 	 yvá stèmervird. Yov mny ra 
peso infonáction the. yett beto* nimaly /Nen In lha qwelflonetaire. ata ed.:1day fUrtilOf CORIMent*. 
Oplelmentà. a skorebra dm! 	Sen't-ec -P•re 	 Try te anisarei f.Ss demi, or 1h. chiova 
tio" Sn the *dor ln whldi timby ~urrei, Addalcool peou si lha sare tile papar mey be efectue) 
liNiey ara ~doei. 

1 
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foi 

6a 

(Da Med llada 1/ Tifs Surrei 

COMI 

Nkte attach,a. Ourvey furthar 

e:^ 
Ide 	M4S,  c.-15,4a1C 	 74-1 

-7~4_ .ret-e-elf, 

information aralla12,14 mpua ru 

JNV444--)  

cOlere4n," 

#1r7MN,14.4,.c.ed141 

e Bom' 'Age  

eetdil‘t 4-70 4—~44--- 

40-c 

Pr 

` e-77 

SIGNATURE 

°ATE 	 iff'Y  

MáhiE 	VI= RINE. La- 
mbei PrIod) 

4:62Y 
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é"fr: 

W&d 7, ,r e' 73 	
fl,f,".•r""j" frf 

/t/ '7 r  fr,7 0 	,"› Cr  
/7„j2 	 //2 .5—  / 	//feÇ.-ri-//4"#: / 

-7/720 

//270 - 3 / // 2 7 r--; 

• 
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On March 17th, 1954, two days before the order of 
Injunction was issued in Portland, Maine, a letter was 
written to the nearest Air Force base: 

Comeimidar 
Mak% >4, NSOZD ALMI 
N-  111-1v, Zelo Mi* tora. Bana 
SOM a* 

Deer :ar! 

Ga Warah 12th, 1954, w* creelved slawettotetetre 
Alai tateoattfted objaoto ta the Riangeley leitoas 

e theempooyiej 1etter nue doia by lat ét. ~oh J. 
NOW" boi) the letter loto met ortttoo oe orttetO1 
atatleetry. 

The same day I forwarded to the AAF a "Survey on 
Ea" Archive No. AA 11277. The equations contained in 
this report had boen worked out a decade before around ) 
1944. The equations had freed the problem of gravitation 
from g, the symbol of mass attraction. The gravitationa 
function had been reduced to wave length, À, and frequenc 
of oscillation, s, or, ita reciprocal value, the period per 
oscillati O t. 

Also, a massfree equation for swinging energy had re-
sulted from orgonometric calculations. 

These equations were now transmitted to the Air Force 
Intelligenc© of the 1J. S. A. in full cognizance of their im-
pact upon the future of the planet. To "sell" them would 
have appeared like asking a top snrgeon's fee of a man 
fataily injured in an automobile accident. 

Survey ou Ea 

Mero fnllows the "Survey on Ea," verbatiin, quoted 
fror,. the original manuscript : 

w4 i 

Al 

itareia Ume"-  3.954 

Ame the oaleftw to the giwatteantlre ic=olvee 
majer reepeaantlitttat, wo Twald 	 t tf th,  
roque% ~141 be repeeted oe afrtotol Ate !roo atelloaary, 
~voo *leo oek roça te eead we another eet ar the eammettoom. 
~rei, dama ve would Ilha to beep oae oeapleted Now for 
cor tiles. 

St000rs1y Toare. 

twen mesmo 
iberleVAIT 
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e4Awixdi 

zum ,40.„„0, 17', 190 

éfife "mos`/v "or..errVere{r(x.(nir-A.0 

Ti Is 4 ~004%1@ te 401-1 hei • fia razoe the abole @tory of ~amole 

remeaaroh ia the isola of 0601d0 faleatimming. Immatemad. 1 Man tall hm 

Imane interested Lu the '41.~ lalgge prooisi 

ra4 tt i',nirtess 	o40. 19à0  to 1944. soca after 2 had ~roi 

Nhs OR  manes 14 the eteliphars: lha ~min implIcationa redmally ~ame 

~dast. Phystaal pandeltum experisente (1944) led %na the troa apodas. 

oves lolie ai objective famatiche 	kommard orgoacsotzlo egmetlema oonexreina 

emenrical ralatioca ia ths ~eia CR enara ~tona. 2he reseit nano 

na:delem forenla ( 	f 100) anã a nane rase soar terar..lv 

A egdgmmrare ln ~man amatarittsa In :a atarmos to tork ame ~alie. 

lha toramvina sai the nentmeript todether vIth ames ~to mera po.t eigny IA/Ç 

lha srahlvemb Cs ressoa vos !hist 1 did mut bailava methanationl 

to te vorth puhltahlag unleas thay ~e ootfiread bygnagtexal  mbevanum 

agi$  asoarlanutA. 	tad aemedrad that attitete vban I diaceearod the ~doai 

phoionena o4 utaosphorta and coxeie OR amora vhiah fine thr univereom that 

2 ~paina si tacteei olooreatIoni with ,4"ta purely abstract, asthoicatlos1 

forenlatioas stich hav aeptied enamm. deolared the "sther" to he aos-eiletant 

aad e e* à weavehift wi a marrar fact-shI bertr - sob only had bloata4 

fwther tacteai phyeloal reaaarch. bui algo stood In Pia mien of the trem 

meamprrimenelon of the oomasic primordial *saia. 

— caudal ianortenco fr.! the euhjeat for tho undeorstanding of "Ilsitore 

Eros Outrar finao0 nen 1690.4.1 67 alam% landuade. 

2h2a. Ias, vallod aany ;saro for furthar Tacteai davalopment:. garO0 &rel.. 

opennie berma ao etev 2p etea, atter a pema of 	 t194441947),  

. 	Sr 

etarted ny work ase ~se ma demeorlbadin the Creaur moer!~ (Moer% 

Th* 02 sacra notar, too. via than Ia the proas,. ef hadagworkaa rai. LI 

ase publinhad hm the first !amber of the 012. ia 1949, 

1 brasa of the existsnee of • "seamerí problen arcou d 1950. aed, I  avvet 

had paiol ~h atteation to It. lha idas of 	troa °ater ermos did 

soe at ali ~a atrasa to as. Why abould anly tho Barth 14 inhambleed 

intalllgent Mace? nana mas 60 rnaaou vhateser Ze. 8^9ULW1 inch a thiag. 

4~2i beveaa• of 0214, tunity a* a hono divina ma* seriem; eallphlem as the 

part of ema met too sell kszogn troa the ~estie amolda* aram age. only 

4.500 yeare ago, atina thought. the world to bO flat and alio to ha Sák fintar 

of tha :tola wdrarae, with nu ao Ita focal roiat of ilelve attentien. 

ne 	of wommee shins corda; hera to Marth am.o thareforn nothing 

i tad oeard abant 11 era the radio at tinas. Pai it mia nanar ia the 

cantar ef wr attentlon. Yble, Inat.Ita of the fnot tMkt Manda had told ma 

of menear, 'foxind tem, eamt anua orgonon Ça 1931. Ivan, ehan ia ~est of 

1932. atanding on the trone porra of ny ~mar h*tae et Organox. I ~rd 

something base by frua ':orlada to horteloa, 9W te X1,vithia a fim ~anda. 

I pai& littla attentlou to lt, 

My intersa'X 1.r.s the atacar problema ve: aorio3,y ~kerma ia the folia i.2; 

~mien 

no hng ~orce geavely trona bl*ok substancie vtion had ponred dava 

ever Orgaaaa alam, laril 1952, the areoallemd oklinge. It som etvlous from 

ali apearencen that thia Melanor (me Ma Man:ening 	021.1950 osso 

from acnovhers ia the Universe. Dal only IA lerenher 1953, ehem I first 

~4 ths ltnyhoom Report, did Maga baila to fali loto pisos. 

Dlaalosursa ~Mim Ore ilyiag Maneers#, wach asmi~onyl. jWileh 

rstat.a. disca  andarlyiag %heir motive, fell late pluva 

• 
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with sono of the Mote I know well frua meado an emerw fuaationlage 

fuaotione ~h ma allent oparation MIM I had mparimmed vhan the Oh motor 

had Man warred.oa ia 194?-.1946. Or b1un luainatior. ir. 0.5 ndern premo" 

vaavne tabm. Tm o14 oronoometrid tnaatioae orlas 'mak, ma by ora. cancelai-

ly th.cce whIch had dealt with the§ gravita;lonal 

niDA12~ÇonfIraleetheme abotradt1OM ~Med tpktp...~it.e. In a 

etrmagnlr smatioal mamar. Thinen Ufa ia fnrthar. Inmetion after Eras atoo 

mordinatad limar with Watt 1 had inad Mout the *amid4stifie6 objattpa. 

lha tina' pietum aa of %May Ia about tale: 

1. The "Cora 	(0on • cosmic 016022 1841X131110). da I eme to anal thea. 

appazattly verta th4rocoh1y macerem% with the lama of runotionlag la tha 

moia OS ~ror coma. mpociallifiLtr as a fonetioe 31.  eaparlapoeitioa. 

2. TAsy me coamia 01 ealorgy ta are-pe.:11m tholr 

9. ;heir Iblue light*" vara ia aganammt with the Ume polar ehamaterietio 

of ill vlelble Or: fcaclIcas. alcr„ proteplo.et, aurore, ~mota, éepth of 

moa minere em 44SA at 6...p.ak, the *olor of 01 *nome lualnatioa ia roam 

:abar:  et:', 

4. The ~nos af oolor fria blue 44 oh: se or rad. etc. ,1 know vali troar 

variam atuais* of 01 phaaanama and I haê ema ramo praotlealty ia vacor 

tubas i aia Omxur &patinara, paga 24, f). 

5. TM 00.111 ~ver. obviem:91r ridiag their miam ahipa oa the mala 03 

soera atraem of the Uhaverm (me COMO NOPER94201ITION ou lOalaotle aad 

Iatatorlal atrema'). 

6. fha tromeadona apeado whIch %bar vare atile to &chiem vara cot ia 

agmeammt at 41 with the Impendam amatillha t Md aa1culated for the OR 

mera *trema of lha %amime ia 1940 to 194. (There 44"4 4t111 rim; gps 

'light Man happmccit te tfwe tante aná 	1--41Zet; a ataMat Mo emOlret 

 ïi 

ia 194? et 1,4, . 	hattonvkad oa Mo CR 

ta 

amor, aed ha dliappoaapt 
Ia 1,0 wadier areteritow elmeartozem. Me ma valer empdeleet ef havia:

lema Romelma spr. ;Ia 0144 ias wrgeat/r tramemittod ta the, 1)7 ias l'op, 

~iodada hm 1450. le nrgerimpla ia 1953 te amerertela ale pmeelhla rale 

ia tha num. nfr  
te" 

9. 11w4% 99  SP.A. 04 44,42-p lidat dam met Nume deva to na from Me 

Mara sal the casa. Hte emaffmt ef ImMatlea ta the 01 moro er2vtlacc 

Tametara. *are ia themeetleallr 

me Watt to ~Ia meato apalah emir 4~010117. 9944 airwew with th& 

esta ltettloos gamtétlea én mora fmations ~oh ~mataria* the 

velmenatile kr' lanhemos pecigramingla ammatrta premente= ila' 44em). 

Li memmemytm mmar? aflauta ~time uma met te the Md!~ 

Jaaker aalminbe emitam ia 1949. alam ta dvatriaI latemate /a lhara,  
"4,4"."1e/f.11 	 44 ge144~ r44.‘ 0(44.494:414-1 /44~- 

~ ge,look /it.< ;*44 //: 44. 14 ‘444ce 4-49-  -‘44.4" 

,44~4-C4L 4 /17r '"-47 1÷C  ;:í •404>je,- 
.(e  kr" ey..4a,40 	

jp. 

ci.kt e' ,P  4Fr-e& ól4  44441.28,"0: lí14-A 

there. sai mgr mmartalaIlm. mr tagelm et tho #04. maher Greaaa ara  aa 
or poes000los. Na alas atteaksé mar). 

I. L mima e! 10 ar 15 thammi adiro per herr éld 	arpear lepeeeitla 

ta Mi light of Mem memores *a the ~Mary* 1t appemem caie mamai. 

Ihar =tateai theme lisas In ammanrwith the O/ mina the?. ret0 aa. 

latadas Alem demeribe ametlriehat I 446 walmlwted 10  Swomw Prordwwid7 

ao the meivallad /111 (02reimilwallftw)er APIIMMR11011 with/al Jim kmem-

leda' et alma Miga matmelly Mini meneie OZ mama. Proa ibera Immo, g 

àéé Amima ar mee fria araergr2 	 4É o/0/42- 

Mago vare flttlagwell. avia ima amatIr fer ar tete. ?tarefem. 1 

~Med te hall ~hino ta aproo' rasei Moo. I erelrwwrviod 41,4~ 1404 

ff the planeta. II Ma lmal whaememet, 
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ceaste abar' atry urre reagrat ia attaarpta to dretrey Orgoroxy arar siada 

19j7, I noivo 	ray cf knowiag rtial happraad to Me tafenwtíra. 

1N,r oftlar of the/ Prszléent of ta* Uãa NIG been, Terri Informa ca ali 
amar dArreicrproata aval' atara 15%1. rim tas °rabear Raperlaraat vett under 

VILEMN =ICE, NO. 
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(The handwritten portion above reads as follows: 
"Note, April 1956: Lately, serious cousiderations foreed 
the idea upon me that W.W.,* the man who suddenly dis-
appeared in 1949, may have been somehow conneeted with 
actual spaceships. He was intercepted by the .AEC. See 
protocol of telephone eonversation, No. 105, `Conspiracy,' 
8/16,11949.") 

*William Washington 
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(The handwritten portion above reads as follows: 
"These numbers are part of the transmutation of classical 
to orgonometric astrophysical calculations. Since rotation 
and movement in space of the sun are simultaneous, the 
Copernican 'circles' and the Keplerian 'Ellipses' be-
come invalid, while the numerical values remain. The 
elassical funetions are transformed orgonometrically into 
periodic functions such as of pcndulume, which swing and 
move ia space simultancously: 'Costeie PendnInm.' The 
classical numbers corroborate this unavoidable transmu-
tation numerically. The funetional equations serve this 
purpose. They are not fully calculated yet, but the basio 
work has been done beginning 1939 1940, when the at-
mospherie Orgone Energy was discovered.") 

First Direct Contact with the Air Force Technical 
Intelligence Center (ATIC) in Dayton, Ohio 

One of our operators, William Moise, had the order to 
go through Dayton, Ohio, to make contact there with the 
chief officer of the Air Force Technical Intelligence Center 
(ATIC) and to report our operations of October JO, 1954, 
whieh resulted in the fading ont of "atara" ir. the ska7 
He was also advised to give all the information necessary 
to the understanding of the event. 

He phoned on October 11, 5:00 p.m., for an appointment 
on Thursday, October 14th, late afternoon. He reported 
to me on October 14, 8-9 p.m., from Dayton, Ohio, that 
General Wateon was not available and had cancelled the 
appointment. I gave him the directive on October 15, 8:00 
a.m. by phone to Dayton to use his own jndgment in han-
dling the garbled affair. He told me that a Major Hill 
had left a message for him in his hotel. bater the same 
day, Moise reported hy wire that a "good discussion" had 
taken placo with the Deputy Commander of ATIC on the 
Ea event, on Ornr, on the problem of transportation of 
Ornr to Arizona. The latt,er problem was delegated to  
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Washington. On October 15, he phoned through the basic 
points of the meeting. The chief officer had excused him-
self, thongh he had granted the appointment previously. 
He was represented by the Deputy Commander, Colonel 
Wertenbaker, of the U. S. Air Force. The Air Force from 
then onward was eoded in our reeords as Eaa to match the 
Ea desiguating the unknown tlying objecta (UFO). 

The report on that meeting follows: 

Report to WR 

of conferente at Air Force Technical Intelligenee Center 
(ATIC), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (AFB), 
Dayton, Ohio, conceruing Ea, Oranur Itadium (URU-R), 
and Equations. 

10/11/54 	Communication of the Orgone Institute 
with ATIC. 

16:30 (abont) Rangeley, Maine, time: 

Long distance telephone conversation between report-
operator and General Wateon, Commander, ATIC, 

Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio. 

Wilheln3 Reich, M.D., Director of the Orgone Institute, 
wishee to report to you personally, the following Occur-
renee: Two UFO's, which the Orgone Institute refers to 
as Ea, were disabled last night, October 10, 1954, by 
Wilhelrn Reich. 

This is such a crucial and decisive matter that it 
must be reported wholly and in detail to you personally. 
Wilhelm Reich requesta an appointment with you to re-
port this orally and in detail. We are traveling to the 
southwest on an experimental expedition into the desert 
there and, as a representative of Wilhelm Reich, request 
an appointment with you for this coming Friday, October 
15th. 
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General Watson replied that he could not arrange to 
see me upon Friday since a group from CIA in Washing-
ton was coming Friday. However, he could arrange to see 
me ou Tharsday. When I replied that this would be satis-
factory, but that. since I would be driving I may not arrive 
till late in the afternoon, General Watson answered that 
this made no difference, that if necessary we could continue 
the conference after supper, until late in the evening. 

General Watson asked me only one qnestien, and that 
was how did Wilhelm Reich know that the UFO's were dis-
abledi I did not answer this satisfaetorily. 1 failed to tell 
him that they went out. I said only that the manner of 
their behaviur and rnovement clearly indicated they were 
disabied. 

I further added that Wilhelm Reich also wished to 
discuss two other questions at the meeting; one concerning 
a problem of transportation of ORUR., and one concern-
ing the depositing of scientifie material with the Air 
Force. 

The arrangemeuts were that I would have au appoint-
ment with General Watson for Thursday afternoon, Oc-
tober 14th. I would telegraph on Wednesday to General 
Watson's office, giving my time of arrival in Dayton. 
Upon arriving in Dayton. I would telephone his Office to 
find out the time of the appointment. 

10/13/54 	 Telegram sent to General Watson, ATIC, 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, by 
William Moise from Chambersburg, Pa.: 

"Arriving Dayton tomorrow Oct. 14th. R.equest 
appointment for 4 pm. Will eontact your office 
on arrival for eonfirmation." 

Orgone Institute, by William Moise 

10/14/54 — Telephone eall from Dayton to General 
Watson's office by William Moise for 
Orgone Institute, 14:30 hrs.: 

4 pm. appointment with General Watson e,on-
firmed. 
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4:00 p.m.-Conference 

I was met at ATIO Headquarters hy Dr. W. H. Byers, 
physieist with the Air Force ATIC. Dr. Byers informed 
me that the previous comrannications from the Orgone 
Institute, correspondente, publications, etc., had been di-
rected to him by ATIC, that he was familiar with the work 
being done by the Orgone Institute. 

Dr. Byers then escorted me to a conferente ralam and 
introduced me to Captain D. M. Hill, USAF, and Mr. 
Harry Haberer, civilian, working with the Air Force in 
regard to the history of UFO's. Dr. Byers then said that 
General Watson had asked him to extend the General's 
apologies to me for being unable to meet with me, that 
unexpected important business prevented him from being 
at the conference ' `. This news took me by surprise, 
stunned me. I said nothing. I felt enraged, so said noth-
ing and simply studied the men present. It was olear 
that a report as crucial and as important as this report 
could not be presented in the presence of these gentlemen 
alone. (Dr. Byers is a man with a flabby handshake and 
eyes that don't look at vou.) The Captain looked even 
younger than I and looked very frightened. Mr. Haberer 
appeared sotnewhat bored. 

So I told Dr. Byers that rny instructions were to pre-
sent this report from the Orgone Institute to General 
Watson, that this had been requested by Wilhelm 
that General Watson had confirmed this request. We had 
traveled a thousand miles from Maine to Dayton, because 
we had been assnred by General Watson of an appoint-
ment. I also said that in my conversation on Monday with 
General Watson 1 had been told by him that if necessary 
the meeting with him could continue after supper late into 
the evening. I asked them when I could meet with Gen-
eral Watson. Dr. Byers said he didn't know. 
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I told them that the crucial nature and importante of 
the report necessitated that it be preeented only in the 
presence of the highest authority. T left my phone num-
ber, said that if necessary I could stay en 2 more days to 
meet with the General and left. 

10/15/54: 

Captain Hill telephened me and informed me that he 
had spoken with General Watson. General Watson onze 
again cpologized, said he would be unable to see me, but 
asked if the Orgone Institute would present the report to 
Colonel Wertenbaker, Deputy Commander/ I said yes 
and an appointment was made for 09:30. 

I was met at Headquart.ers by Colonel Wertenbaker. 
I had immediate contact with hino. The eontact continued 
and increased throughout the conferente. The Colonel 
told me that General Watson had arrived and taken over 
command only two weeks ago and that until that time he, 
Colonel Wertenbaker, hacl been acting commander. 

Present at the conferente were Colonel Wertenbaker, 
Dr. Byers, Capt. Hill and Mr. Haberer. 

I first asked Colonel Wertenbaker if anything had come 
up since the telephone eonversation with General Watson? 
1 was puzzled since in the conversation, General Watson 
said that he would meet with me even if it meant doing so 
after supper late in the evening. The Colonel replied that 
nothing had come up. Since the Colonel's time was short I 
requested the other gentlemen to cave their questiona until 
after the report, but asked the Colonel to interrupt when-
ever he had a question. All the gentlemen but the Colonel 
took notes. 

My report is as follows: 

The region of the northeastern II. S. A. and Orgonon 
has beca tnuch bothered the laet few weeks by Ea's 

(1TFO'e). Some nights there would be 3 or 4 hanging in 
the eky. They would make the atmosphere black. Dr. 
Reich, working with the Cloudbuster, would mobilize the 
atmospheric energy and make it bine again. This etrug-
gle had been going on for eeveral weeks. At this point, 
the Colonel interrupted me and asked me to describe this 
blackness. I replied that a bleakness would come into the 
atmosphere, an absence of life, of sparkle, everything 
looked and felt flat and dead. I added that we could feel 
the energy being drawn out of as. The landscape looked 
colerless. 

continued: A few weeks ego Dr. Reich dug up the 
radium which had been used in the Oranur experiment 
and which had been buried since that time, a period of 
about three years. Dr. Reich wished to test this radiam, 
and since has been using it in experimenta with the atmos-
phere, with rain-making, cloud dissipation, successfully. 

While doing tbis, the idea cante to Dr. Reich te use it 
in conneetion with the Cloudbuster and traia it ou a UFO. 
He hesitated in doing this since there was a possibility 
of them being American craft, but the situation beeame 30 
bad, the blackness, that he finally deeided to. 

The following I read frota Dr. Reich's protccol of 
10/10/54: 

07:00 — A big red Ea on western horizor, very low. 
Trained Cloudbuster excited with Oranur 
radiam on object for i minute. Whereupon 
the objeet first sank down, lost its field, faded 
out and returned as in distress. It changed 
position, higher and to the south. 
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Then later it disappeared altogether. 

19:30 	One yellow Ea, a big one, 30 degrees eleva- 
fiou in the northwest. 
Oranur trained on this object for 2 minutes, 
27 seconds. 

19:53 — Object went out for 30 seconds, after pul-
sating, shrnnk. Remained out for 2 minutes. 

19:55 — Object carne back onee more ai 19:55, &p-
peared far away, fainter and smaller. 

20:08 — All of there, one to the north, one to the 
south, and one to the west, as if by "common 
comntand" seemed to remove themselves, 
fain ter and smaller. 

20:11 — A bluish-white flore streaked across sky, 
zenith to the northwest, lasted for 2 seeonds. 

21:35 	Ea to north and south still there, having 
climbed finto sky, against siar rriávez-.ent. But 
those in the west and northwest no longer 
visible. 

22:10 	Dr. Reieh phoned through the happenings to 
a secretary in the town of Rangeley. 

3 
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At the point in this report where the path of the object 
over Bald Mountain was shown, the Colonei's excitement 
became high; he as/ceei to see the sketch and studied it for a 
feto ~meras. 

I then reported the May 12th drawing. That on May 
12, 1954, between 19:40 to 20:40 after training of Cloud-
buster in a certain way towards an Ea in the western sky, 
the object faded out 4 times. 

I continued, speaking directly to the Colonel, and said 
the Orgone Instituto is engaged is a serious "Battle of the 
Universe" ; that these are criticai and crucial matters. The 
Orgone Institute does not like to be put of, that the issues 
can no longer be evaded by responsible authorities, that 
the Orgone Institute cannot take the sole responsibility; it 
must be shared. I said, that as they well knew, this dis-
covery and the Orgone Institute are under attack by lane 
horse thieves, commercial hoodiums, psychopaths, ali who 
want to kill the discovery. Pr. Reich's skül and experiente 
on the social scene, alone, :tas prevented this from hap-
pening. But in the event that somet.hing should happen to 
Dr. Reieh, he has certain seientifie material which he wants 
the /Ur Force to secure. This material consists of certain 
apare equations. I showed the Colonel the equations which 

had brought with me and eontinued: Dr. Reieh feels 
that although it is doubtful if much can be done with these 
equations withont him, nevertheless he feels the U. S. Air 
Force is the only ageney in the world today capable of 
the responsibility of possessing these equations. I asked 
if such a copy as I had with me e,ould be deposited, sQaled, 
with the Air Force to take eare of sueh a situation. Colonel 
Wertenbaker answered immediately that this could be 
done and that the Air Force world respect the confidence 
entrusted to it. He was extremely serions at this point. 

I then brought np the problem of the transportation of 
the Oranur radiam (ORUR). I explained that Wilhelm 
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Reich was on the way to the southwest for experimental 
research in the desert region there, that this was a continu-
ation, a very impüFtant part of this Balite of the Universe. 
The Oranur radium (ORUR) is an extremely vital tool 
needed in this battle and needed in the southwest. The 
problem, which to date we have been unable to solve, is 
how to transport this radium. The usual commercial means 
of transportation calmai be used since there is no protec-
tion against this Oranur radium ; on the contrary, it is 
safest when naked and reaets when shielded or near metal. 
The only way that it can be transported is to be towed 50 
or 100 feet behind a plane. And the only organization 
equipped to do the trausporting is the U. S. Air Force. So 
the Orgone Institnte requesto assistance from the Air Force 
in transporting this material to the southwestern United 
States. Colonel Wertenbaker said that he did not have the 
authority to make such a deeision. The decision would 
have to be made in Washington and that he would forward 
the request to Washington. He asked how soon we wished 
it transported. I said as soon as possible but I requested 
that The Orgone Institnte get a decision immediately 
whether or net the Air Force could assist and that the 
answer should be sent to Dr. Reich at Rangeley before the 
coming Tuesday since Dr. Reich was planning to start 
to the southwest on that day. I said that the details of how 
and when could be worked out later. In discussing the 
reaction of the Oranur radium when shielded I reported 
the fact that an SU 5 survey meter gave coutas of 80,000 
and 100,000 CPM. 

Colonel had to leave at this point. He thanked the 
Orgone Institute on behalf of the Air Force. The contact 
with Colonel Wertenbaker was excellent throughout the 
conferente. He was serions, intent and looked at me 
while I talked. He was the only one who did. His excite-
ment increased as the report progressed. I felt he waa 
suppressing bis excitement and it is my impression that he  
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did not wish to reveal this excitement in the presente of 
the Doctor of Physics. 

After the Colonel left, I stayed on with the other gen-
tlemen to answer any questions. There were few questions. 
Capt. Hill asked me to explain further the Oranur experi-
ment. I simply told hien that Afilie had a copy of it and that 
reading it would be better. Dr. Byers asked me if there 
objecto were sighted at places other than the Rangeley 
region. I told him that they were seen at Hancock, Maine, 
but that we had no way of knowing about the rest of the 
country. 

The conferente was then adjourned at about 10:20. 

I received a telephone eall at about 12:15 in my hotel. 
A woman's voice said that she was calling from Wright 
Field (this is a different field than Wright-Patterson) and 
asked if I knew how they could reach Donald Keyhoe, that 
there was a telegram from California for him; they knew 
he was in this ares bnt did not know where. The nome 
did not click with me and T asked her to repeat it and 
then speil it. At that point, she said, "the former Major 
Keyhoe who wrote the book on UFOs. We knew you were 
interested in UFOs, too, and thought you might know 
where he is • fr •." I told her I didn't know, never met 
him, there was no connection with him * " sorry I couldn 't 
help her. 

/s/ William Moise 
Operator, OROP Desert Ea 

Arizona, 1954/1955 
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Technical Reaearch Coordination 

Our request to the AAF for help in the transportation 
of Orur was later denied from Washington, AAF Read-
quarters. I did not understand why. llowever, we man-
aged ourselves to get Orur without mishap 3,000 miles 
aeross the continent. 

1 did not know at that time, to qu.ote from the Ruppelt 
report ou IJIJOs (page 285) that my work was, already 
in 1952, eonsidered "hot because it wasn't official and the 
reason it wasn't official was because it was su bot." How 
much hotter it had becotue with the Ea event on October 
10, 1954 • • • 

We received no direct help from the Air Force, finan-
cial or otherwise, ali through our period of Ea research, 
trial, suffering and error. 

The factual background of this meeting at. ATIC on 
October 15, 1954, is long and coraplicated: 

It comprised many common interests in atmospheric 
and cosmie research. On July 6th, 1953, the first major 
successful drought-breaking, rainmaking operation took 
piace at Ellsworth, Maine (CORE, 1954). We knew at 
that time that our operation had been carefully followed 
by the AAF. A plane flew Glose by during the operation. 
It rained neatly in Oranur fashion on the following night 
all through from the coast to Rangeley, after a dry spell 
of about 6 weeks. Two days later on July Sth in the mora-
ing, AAF planes appeared over Orgonon trailing what ap-
peared to he research equipment behind them; it was most 
likely monitoring the background count of the atmosphere. 
From then onward the planes were around wherever 
Oranur research was being done, at Orgonon since July, 
1953, on the way to Tucson in October, 1954, in the re-
search region around Tucson base all through the winter, 
1954/1955, then again over Orgouon during the sum- 

mer in 1955 and ais° at Washington during the winter, 
1955/1956. This interest of the AAF in our work had its 
further good reasons. 

A second link was given in parallel atmospheric 
search concerning the behavior of vapor trails emerging 
from jet engines in a DOR atmosphere. Already in 1952 
we had seen AAF planes, jets mostly, crisseross the sky 
over Orgonon in various directions, always leaving widely 
visible jet vapor trails behind. 

As time passed by, ivith careful observations of the 
sky;  we began to understand the signifie,ance of the be-
havior of the jet vapor trails. We had never made per-
sonal conta,ct with the AAF regarding this matter. But 
the implications wore obvious. 

In the first Oranur Report, 1951, I had advanced a 
hypothesis on the behavior of the atmospheric energy. 
Years of observation of various states of fog in the moun-
tain arcas of Rangeley had shown a dose dependente of 
fog and cloud formation on various states of OR energy: 
Clouds would not hold over Orgonon when DOR clouds 
were hovering in the region. The clouds would dissipate, 
split up and drift around Orgonon; they would gather 
again on the other side after having passed by the Ob-
servatory. As reported in 1954 in conneetion with dronght, 
no thunderstorms passed over Orgonon in 1952 and 1953 
..vhen the DOR effects were strongest. This meant: DOR 
absorbed the moisture from the clouds; the clouds, after 
having become fazzy and thin, dissipated and fell apart. On 
the other hand, where there was no DOR in strong con-
centration, where the sky was bright and blue, clouds 
formed and held easily. They grew by merger or apposi-
tion of newly formed clouds. 

Now, the eame behavior could he seen with regard to 
the jet vapor trails. The vapor emanating from the jets 
would hold together for a long time and over miles of sky 
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when the sky was bright and blue, when DOR was absent. 
On the other hand, the vapor trails would be thin or would 
not be visible at all; they would not last long, would dis-
sipate quickl•y when DOR 14,GS heavy. In very heavy DOR 
regions the vapor trails would not forni at all ; they would 
reappear exactly where bine bright sky would surround 
heavy DOR clouds. 

In tuia manner a inost important, almost exact tool 
of observation of DOR in the atmosphere had been found 
by the Air Force. From then onward one was able at 
will, at any altitude, in any region of the globe, at any 
time of the day to determine whether DOR was present 
in the sky or not; orle could even judge the intensity of 
DOR elouds by the degree in which the vapor trails would 
fail to forni or hold, by their thinne3s, length, etc. The 
Air Force, so I had observed, had furthermore developed 
VaXiellf3 patterns of jet vapor trails ou one and the sa.me 
levei or on different leveis of the atmosphere, according 
to the special researeh task. 

For example, one wanted to know whether DOR was 
heavier and more concentratecl at higher rather than at 
lower altitude, say more at 30,000 than at 20,000 feet. All 
one had to do was to send up two jets, one to 30,0(X►, the 
other to 20,000 feet, to let them fly vertically parallel to 
each other, and the natnee of the. trails would tell by direct 
observation where the DOR concentrations were heavier. 
Thi8 was at least the way I interpreted for my owu use 
with great success the variou forms and patterns of the 
jet trails; it was very helpful in further basic research or 
in the clarification of pressing Ea problema Whether 
the Air Force had actually suar problema in mind, I can• 
not ten. 

The DOR clouds, ou the other hand, were direct indi-
eations of the presence of Ea in the sky, seen or nnseen. 
DOR clouds and high GM eount.q have become the two 
most reliable research tools in the Ea realm.  
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have never spoken to any Air Force seientist about 
these matters. Acoording to my Log Book protocols, there 
could be little doubt about the identity of the observations. 
The .Air Force may have developed a different theory; 
it may have had a different purpose in mins' in letting the 
jets trail their vapors: Whatever the case may have been, 
these Eaa operations were crucial and became more im-
portant as the years passed by for my own Ea researeh. 
I aesterne the AA.-#41  WAR not adhering to this teehnique 
over the years without good reason either. 

During t.he Tucson operations, when heavy DOR pre-
vailed, t.he Air Force would at times let two jets draw a 
troes of vapor trails into the sky. At the point of cross-
ing, ao we learned by way of spacegnn operations, an Ea 
may have been hidclen far up, pouring its DOR fumes into 
our atmosphere. We would then draw from that spot 
and o; urine the atmosphere toward that region of the sky 
the atmospheric situation improved within u few minutes 
for human, animal and vegetation alike, These were great 
rnoments in an otherwise rather hectie, harassed existente. 

To put fortb another example; Vflten the DOR re-
movei operations in the Tucson region were finally sue-
eessful, prairie grass hegan growing again; a line of green 
demarcation, as it were, wonld spread from our base otite 
ward, especiaily toward the northeast and northwest, be-
yond which DOR was still hanging heavy, black-gray, low 
above the landseape, while hluer akies were on the inside 
of the demarcation line. AAF jets then would follow my 
car or the truek with the cloudbuster and would test the 
region for DOR, writing their telling trails jato the sky. 
At the horderline, their trails wonld more or less snddenly 
thin out if they fiew outward far enough toward the un-
touched DOR region. ft was always a great joy as well 
as gratifieation to see those jet trails reach from horizon to 
horizon when gond DOR remova! work ha el  been done. 

i. 
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The silent, impersonal cooperation of the Air Force 
had a good reason. On the Air Force rested the grave 
responsibility to meet the Ea sooner or later, as the case 
may turn out, in a friendly or in a war-like manner. Their 
jets were easily out-distanced by the Ea; the pilote could 
not keep contact with Ea at guaner'e range; they failed 
to nnderstand how Ea. operated. Mechanistic science had 
no answer. Here, the basically new, fruitful approach of 
ORANUR became evident. It provided a new viewpoint, 
rich in facts regarding a motor-force uuknown heretofore 
ou earth. It also provided a new mathematieal, i.e., orgono-
metric approach in its functional equations (see OEB, 
1949-1952, orgonometric equations). 

The Air Force knew that a new kind of war was pos-
sibly impending. It also learned the hard way, going 
through many heartbreaking experiences, that present-day 
meehanistic science had no approach to the Ea problern, 
Opinions of top administrators, military and civil alike, 
were heard, to the effect that the interplanetary war may 
already have begun (a view the correctness of which 
personally aia convineed) ; the pressure increased. Maus, 
it was no wonder that OR researeh had gained serious at-
tention in high military circles according to the ATIC re-
port. It did not matter then that no one had as yet etuck 
bis neck out in signing a positive opiniou about Oranur. 
Higs • were in 1951 	1955 quite busy to destroy Orgon- 
omy, They were equally busy not to let the TIFO prob-
lem relia' a rational solution. UFOs and OR energy 
"did not exist" for meehano-cheraistic science. 

I had already in 1948 and again in January and March 
1954 sent information about the orgonometrie aspects of 
the Ea problem to the Academy of Scienees in Washington 
and to the Air Force Technical Intelligenee in Dayton (see 
pp. 49-78). The reader will understand why, as long as there 

* Hoodiums in Government.  
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are Higs in hiding, ready to eteal and to destroy our free-
dom and existence, I must retraiu from telling ali I know 
about the subject; why T must keep some matters secret 
until the time will be ripe and the situation safe enough, 
to tel.' the full story. I do this with regret. It is not my fault. 
I hate secrecy. It goes against ray true nature. But I 
eannot help adhering to it under the eircumstances. The 
report on the orgonomic approach to the technology ef Fia 
was sent to the ATIC in Dayton, Ohio, on March 17th 
through the Presque Isle Air Force base in Maine. It 
formed the actual basis of the discussion our operator had 
with the ATIC on October 15, 1954, regarding our first 
active contacte with the Ea. 

The military interest in Pia was acnte; however, it was 
seeondary in importance to the natural ecientifie intereet. 
The latter was basically mathematical, i.e. orgonometrie. 
However, meehanistic science had, apart from basic prin-
cipies of learning, little to offer regarding Ea mathematies. 
Old principies had to be newly applied, new forms of 
thought hacl to be constructed ia arder to come to grilas 
with, Ba, as new scaffolds have to be put up for a new type 
of building. 

It is only logical that my flrst serious contact with the 
AAF sbould have been a mathematical orle. Later on, 
various branches of knowledge had to be integrated to keep 
the contact alive in a fruitful manner: observation ; psy-
chological judgment on the scene of actual battle ; social 
peyehiatry in handling the well-organized, well-hidden, 
pernicious ways of the Ernotional Plague ; physies, biology, 
in addition to geology; farrning and atmospheric medicine. 
Too mnch it truly was. But onr forefathers had to ac-
complieh a similar feat in integration of knowledge on 
their levei at their time in order to survive lesser social 
crises. 

I shall not bother the reader at this point with too 
mnch orgonometry. But some facts must be brought forth 

• 
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observatory. The most striking feature of the observation 
was the eteady, slow movement, with the mountain as 
background. The movement was akin to hovering with a 
slow forward and downward motion. 

My report to the ATIC was sent registered (P. O. 
Rangeley, on March 19, 1954, No. 404). ft carries No. 
11277 in my Log Book "Table of Events." I had no ink-
ling of the fact that that very same day Judge Clifford in 
Portland, Maine, had signed and issued the order of in-
junction which was unlawfully obtained by the Higs of 
the Morai° oil, food and drug business in the U. 8. A.: 
"Orgone Energy does not exist." The injunction arrive& 
a few days later, ou March 22. My report to ATIC con-
tained, apart from the filled-out questionnaire ou the "LIFO 
observation, a special paper with information ou the or-
gonometric functions which, so I assmned, underlay the, 
movements of the Ea, titled "Survey on Ea." My Log 
Book tells me that on March 19th, 1954, the funetional iden-
tity of Ea motion and e,, the cosmie primordial energy 
motion, was doar to me. An entry 11278 ou March 20th 
registers a discovery ou "negative gravity." 

shall try to avoid at this point the complicated inner 
mathematical meaning of this. However, it is necessary 
to give a survey on the problem. 

The "Swing," 

The "Swing" can be easily visualized as the line de-
scribed in space by a point ou the rim of a wheel rotating 
forward. In relation to the ground, this point ou the rim 
though rotating with even speed in itself, deseribes a move-
ment of alternating acceleration and deceleration. In other 
words, its motion expands and contracts alternatingly. On 
the forward turn the point moves faster. On the back-
ward tura it moves slower. The ratio of speed change de-
pende, of course, ou the basic speed of rotation: The 

at this point. It is necessary to show one single crucial 
difference between mechanietic and functional thinking; a 
point which will illuminate draetically why Ea turned out 
to be outside the realm of meclianistic physica as well as 
mathematics: 

On September 4th, 1954, a secretary who rested during 
lnnch ou the porch of the lower house at Orgonon, ex- 
claimed suddenly 	"A flying saucer, look, look1" I 
turned my binoculars toward the sky. There were five 
jets fiying in formation toward sontheast; they were trailed 
two or three miles behind by a wobbling, skipping silvery 
dist, which kept pare with the jet formation. Then, sud-
denly, the (Bac made a sharp turn and disappeared from 
sight. It was the first time that I had seen a silvery disc 
in daytime. 	was the wobbling, however, which at- 
tracted my attention most. I called Presque Isle Air 
Force Base a.nd told the officer ou duty that their jets had 
just been trailed by what appeared to have been a space-
ship. 

I had had several direct and indireet contacte with 
that Air Force Base previously. A few months before, on 
March 17th, 1954, I bad sent in a forni filled out with ara 
extraordinary observation I had mede between 22:00 and 
22:15 hrs. ou January 28, 1954, in the presence of another 
person (see p. 55). Two luminating objecte were seen 
from a northern window at the lower houso at Orgonon 
moving alowly from west to east toward a northern moun-
tain range, the "Spotted Mountain." This observation 
was reported to the AAF—on January 29th. The ruem 
for reporting thie observation, while other, similar ones 
were not reported, was a new fact: On January 28th, the 
two objecte were travelling ia front of the mountain, i. e., 
the lights were seen coming slowly down from the sky to 
the left and pasaing to the right into a valley with the moun-
tains as background behind them. Such lights had been 
obeerved before, bnt always only in the free sky abone the 
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Alternating expansion and contraction of forward mo-
tion may algo he eaály observed in the movement of swing-
ing pendulums ander the condition that the point of sus-
pension moves onward in space, while the pendultun body 
swings : 

Pendulum motion -3- contraction 	expansion 

#w" 

2r" 
.09 

k c  
dig  

IV 

At the lowest possible speed of rotation the body of the 
top will wobble, while the Spin will describe short, tight, 
loops somewhat like this : 

KR 41 — 

Fia. 13. The forward-movier zwingireg penduhum 
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faster the rotation, the shorter the contraction with respect 
to the forward motion. 

A spinning top shows the same basic function of speed 
contraction and expansion. The top will move in a more 
or loas curved tine at high speed. The line of motion for-
ward will be more even the greater the speed. 

At a lower speed of rotation, the pia on which the top 
rotates will clearly describe a spumng wave, a K.RW 
(Kreiselwelle) and swisgs with alternating acceleration and 
deceleration thum; the number of arrows indicate the ao-
celeration and deceleration: 

c 

0 
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periodie time, T t..st — 1, determine speed and wave forni: 
W 	À • s. Matter, m, is not contuined in the equation. 
Now, this is exaetly the asse in t,hn formulation of the 
Swing, n. The orgonometrie equation for lhe swing, 
C.es, reads: 

e., 

á 
	

The Ettergy a the Swing, 	shows the following ehar- 
acteristies 

1. The Wave function,W,is funetiopally identical with 
the Pulse funetion, p. it cannot be otherwise, ata 
the ilinstration demonstrates : 

TIVE 
ct 

-84
•  
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Fig. 14 • 
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Ea seems to move in straight lines at high speed; it 
seeius to wobble at lower speeds, like a stone ekirping on 
waves. Whether it wobbles like a top when hovering has 
not been renorten in the literature, as far as I know. But 
its movement is basically Swinging. 

It may suffice at present to diseuss brietly two different 
approaches to the swing: mathematically in terms of known 
mathematical thought, and functionaiiy in ternas of orgo-
nometry. 

Mechanism fLeezes the motion in a coordinate system 
of reference; it analyzes the frozen motion with respect 
to the chosen framework, the x and y ates. Functionalism, 
on the other hand, attempts to deseribe the motion as it is, 
in order to grasp its lawfulness without freezing it. It 
assumes that there is no special force to move the object. 
Motion, in ternas of OR physics is a basie quality of the 
OR energy ocean itself. There is nothing that "makes" 
the cosmic energy ocean move. It moves "a_pri9ri," as it 
were. It maltes matter move, just as water waves cause a 

to roll forward on the crests and troughs. The roll-
ing balis alwaye move siower than the wave itself, which 
"pushes" the bali onward. By the way, the bali rolling 
slowly forward in the direction of the waves which carry 
it on, also describes an integrated path of eontracting and 
expanding speed; the bali neither swings straight up and 
down, nor does it move in a linear fashion forward. Linear 
movement forward (speed c = 1 • 	+ 1 • s) is fn.netion- 
any integrated with up and down swings, s. The waves 
which earry the bali forward funetion according to the 
classical massfree wave equation W = k • s. The water 
itself dots ,ot move forward, except where it rolls. The 
waves do move on; that is, energy, not mass, moves on. 

Matter does not appear in any of there elassical equa-
tions. Only wave length (À) and frequenc.y (s) of oscil-
lations or its reciprocai, the period of time, t-1  = s, if 
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W p, or X • s # 1 - c. Therefore the total energy effeet, 
sinee 1# À, and el s per T — 1 is: 

G ,. p • W# Xe • Xs X3s2 # 1AL-2 +1282 + Xat-2 

2. The Energy of the Swing shows a form 

a. Typical of the harmnnie law of Kepler, 
D8T-2  = 

b. Akin to the Plana equation, E =h • v : 

e,a• + mit-2  • I + tule' • It-' +p • e+p • W 
(sinee e =-- 1t' + W = Ás) 

The total fuuctional coordination yields the following ap-
parently lawful orgonoiuetric form for e„r with respect 
to Kepler's niacrocosmic and Planek's quantuni law: 

• 

3. The. Swiug, with T = 16, the total periodic time 
being divided in 16 parta, and the angular velocity 
per T/16 measured yields an interesting graph. 

It reminds one with its :chape of the Electrocardio-
gram, the EKO, with ils P, Q, R, S, and T points. 
Thus, once more, the Life Energy, that rules the 
heart fnnction, demonstrutes its origin in the 
Cosutie Energy ()man: 
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klerIrfthig: 
Fig. 15. Basic Ferrai "Elertrocardiegram" is reault of eido.** 

in angular welocity o! the Swiag. 

1+ 100 ta 

The foliowing raannseript (1945) on the Orgottomic 
Penduiten Law was transmitted to the CIA in April, 1956, 
shortly before the trial in Portland, May 5-7, 1956, fol. 
lowing my unlavtful arrest in Washington on May 1, 1956 
(see "Battle for Trnthful Procedere," in Beply Brief for 
WR vs. IT. S. A.). This penduhun law opens the way to 
gravitational equations withont g. 
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2 	tr. 
jo: 	 Lay 4/,(194/0 

The orgonotio pendulos lew 	o da f 	iollowing work 

hypotbealal that the atonia e*. 	roem, holt= and ornou 

,  

(1, 4, and 1C) can te funetIonslly  ro.slaemd hy mae.faelly Idantten1 

pendulua lengthe of 1. 4, and 16 centtastere. A detalled grounding 

of this work hypotheale will be peeeented in ~mor oonneotIon. 

	

Atoado weishte exprime grevitational 	lhos, et any given 

time definito attractiva foread of the runction of gramiaation. 

QÁi 64N d Pé r,è 	bufe F. 

1 

gLigalm ArcAgWde--  
On the othér 	oncillating penduluna &nrigureciona or 
oeoillatorw 'nona,  shioh are lndependent of aaea le and whoee 

frevenay dependo excluelvely upon the langue of the pandulums 

ewg„.1  
In whioh 1 doeis not rolpraient tna lengt r rall in space. hut sapwsewnte 

nendulum longthi g 1Woonetant.k. Orgore phynics ssa forced 

44..45  to odopt the concept that ames s at oco time doveloped out cf the 

5100.tr141  011CPW Or the primordisítéfiám. los Bine* the produot 

of pendulum lmngth and frac/tumor of occilletIona par timo unite ia 

constent, mine rurther the frequency of oecillatione depende on 

the pandulum loragth, se exprime the rasa runotion of grorlitation 

In tema of the oamillatory runotlon, when me apply the tiot o! 

weight inaniras 1, 4 and 14 es "oure* of lenatti  in the pandulum 

expertmeht. 

!me pralininaro oosmuniention muet h* oontent wIth the 

lndlaation or a broad and nompllt 	ted relationehip, 

Let no ~e the nmetuor 4 	kr. Tb* geometria proarsesien 

or the num:~ 4'.7.kr 1e acoordInglyle, x In C.a Gerido* 

1, 24,44, 	a. 9k7" denotes the krw- member gretem&  1.41. 
the geoeetrio  progreasion or roa number 4. 

Cmpirleal seeaurmente ar.714tileble ror the ~Mations o: 

pandolume with the j.neth,, 4,16,64,256, snd 1024 ou. The ~ar  

13. 

of osoilletiOne for tem reet of the kr' . paniulums can caelly be 

detercined. 

Ag a control for thie pendulum exporiment Ire uye tUe arithmetle 
414.4~ ...• 

seribe of the number 4, thme (n x kr) in whioh n esnukke 1,20,4,5....eto. 

Th, erin,Rlettn liarias of the nuMber 4 we nane the kr - wsi1er 85,8teldo 

The carrying-J-4t of the meacuremente on Long Irland, New York 

et e*, levei end tround 46°  latitude sivea the rollowing vulues ror 

the krx  - pensiulumet 

krx - LengthrOjegIifAISrdít: minute 0âNreligla 1_ 	
r  a. 

••• r-1-r" )( .» r---  rt_ • 

1a.1 	 4 	 160 
kr/4 	1 	320 

) 	
16 	60 

kr 	84 	40 
e 

bar 

kr 	258 	20 
r 	1024 	10 

kr4 10.24,00  

On the otber heind the Taluda ter the pendulum of the kr-.gritem 

ara the followingt 

102400 

23600 

6400 

1800 

400 

100 

102400 

102400) 

10244 4~ ;2: 

102400) 

102400 
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. A Square 1[Y - langth 0a0.2.1totIone per 84 alto. of ocoillatipna 

1 	• Jr... éÁej .L.A.2. Le_g_tALL 

2 5-4 cri . 	. (442 ..i. .140_ 

i±. t MI 1 2, / õ a 

•-• 	 1, 

I/ : 	 .LS. /104j 
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f‘ 
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SC 
ça.ç 
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44.n 
,ti 
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.27fe.25- 
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/ '73 
7451  

14 r/ 

?5"4 /4,1') 
ÁPii(.4 5) 	/a 	 10 0_ teur vo.o  (QAT") 

?ha pradunt ;11.0) lies Inexectly huk at111 clearly In the 

eigeanIt/ of the *relu* for ge980 elafeee2  of olasatoal ;111eIca 

mu1tIplIedhy 102. 

The peadulum lengtha 25 and 100 cm gime experimentallys 

logvod, 

105 104 
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.1. 	1 	a2 

5 	4/1 	tW 

100 	34a 	(02;1  

Cho emeettenix-Sil'ffhp1de axaetlx only for the krx - 

penchttuma and for the ( krx x 102x)-pendulume. All other panduluma, 

the pendulume of the ( kr x tM ) 	keve-iy-esa~le..iheme fIttotuata4 
st14," within definito limita and onychai. ineezatkiRÁ7..Proi ;47. 4. 

V: pheemeeeedelefrom nom on the irra pandeufta as "LAWpm," 

verdeava lengthe, In d1etInation to the lunlemful m  pendulumlengthe 
Xra...40-  

of th.e."0 - ejetem. The 1a:;f1a1 penduluma have ao' e* 
e  
preetea oanstont 

the prodnot of the pendalum length and the equare of the frequency. 

Purther, they pocaeos a numertaal harmnal In the structure of the 

kg. mula. ?'h u*Iawftll pendulusa have Inharecontaue numerioal 

relatIoushIpa; they do not tunotInn In the framework of the krx - ayetem. 

The tenntíon of 	 pendulume can be descrIbed ao: 

-------: 
In which Kkgà-  10~ szaxemeid=2~41 is valld for 44s4.. 

eacillatione per mínute.=6‘ socando', gope !kr . 100 te inata for 04./45 

~Mations per aeconelf ae.(de0,0- 	2...CAJL"a4.()er  rés-°'áer 4.w..70,e.f..ea.ac..rme- 

theorgonotla aecandayendulun" ia a oartoln penduram 
44V jangth g# the krX eyauns, 	araounts to 100 ar. Th16 

pehdulum atrlkee ,,Donde witá saci;movamant 12 lwejt 45 north 

latlZud and at noa levei, 

The pendulum experimenta In my lahoratory In Pareàt Hills, 

Xale York had eatablIebed the faat that the oónatent 1 x 
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valid only for the ”lawfnI*  org-panduluma. irktexxamicakktx~c 

Withtthis satabllahed, 1 undertook the follovIng experimenta at 

Jante Beaoh on Oob. 18, 1944 hateeen ten and ,lavro a.m. wlth 

89% relativa humidlty and 750  P. temperatur3I 

1. 	A 100 em. lana pandu:tum wiib e pandull= body of 



leasuring timo 

Trze x ti 
	

1 min.* 80 soa. 	1 min.= 64 a e ^•... 

OravitatIonal 
acceleration: 

4 	r; 	st P-4  
ar v 	f. 	fdei 4.et` Jeg 4`,/r 

98/....C•4's-,<'' ( 
A 

The acioeleratIon cf fallélrl of the 

a( sicl)  oe. 45
o 

northlatir;I, equoll l  

P.t=r86  y4‘ 49 C4"-.4"11 
- 

The relationahlp of the pendulum lencth 1 to the gravite, 

; .1 
f.f 

X 	
or.,5, 

Xm•Ae 

sYmet:e 

IDO /7-4  

"4-e. 14 )7' .‘!/..Z."  
1' 	-É .! /4tl for  tho org-ealcondo-nndulum, end 

/aio 77.-1- 

1 

1 
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18. 

aram weIght *sie set in motion and the nuther of oeoillationa mcsoured 

por e4 brocando. The renult eito the followingt 32 double sringo s 64 3.:4174  

ildtnge hadatIme of oecillation (Tzext) of 64 'recenda in throc 

consecutivo experimente. The' tias moesurenents vare exaci; within 

0.1 - 0.2 aecanda, 4.., 
2. 	A pendU)~. 6$ 	long wIth a pendulum tody of 4 grame weight 

gare: 

a.in 64 isecaddo 

by neanurement 1.1 40 double =90 single siange exeopt up/0.0 sec. 

by mossuroment 2.1 precisely the *ame reault. 

b. in Q2 socando 

by monsurricent 1: 38 double- oo 76 single /minas ín 81 eeeenue; 

by meesuroment 2: 31''double gringo In 60 aecordd. 

Only the resultei 1 and 2a are in harcony with/the to - metem. 

Renult 2b clanhed with it. 

Tb* constant, related to a 1 ednuto s 84 nooenda, is oqual to 

1 x 412w19.222. Reloted Co 1 *acionei the consU.nt ta *qual to 1 x e2 m 142 

for *inale eAlnge and g§ for double swinge.for ali areaeurable krx  - 

pendulum lengths. 

Thess resulta ore in contradlotion rith the est/mates of many 

text-booka of physics whlch cetineta the licagth of the oeconds pondulum 

an arra% ca. 99.1 cm, Thin contradiotion alao calote in Lb* relotion- 

ohlp of the pendulum length, 1, to the grovitational ft000loration, g, 

for the refloriria ressono. Let us place the ~crina, values for the 

clessioal and the orgonotia gamela pendulum opposite one enothor: 

a 

e,  The dletInctIon betwoon sinala and double swings (botween a halt ard 

a whole aínua ware) ia eignIfIcent in another connoction. 
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Claestool sacando mendubi:mi  

Longth,li 	 99.4 em 

Timo of oactllation,t, 
for double ominam; ' 	2 soo. 
too sinalo gringo' 	1 soc. 

Prequenay 
per Ze sac; 
	

$0 Onuhl.-a 
60 .Inale-s 

tional oceeloration g rnmetne the some: 

fin4,t, 7 PP= P.` fá P/. z 447,24.. /d.o/ f9d. T6.. 
eis also t and fremain the nem,, the aquation ix 

a 
	 a /013.... 

Is erlueively an expreisolon of the lengthening of the mintte 

time-reasure Tal  from 60 to 64 secondo. The mensuro of time 
7WIt4= 43  eec. ia a estriot krx  - eysten-nimiber. 

Prje FINCTIONAL W1gATIONS 
The theorntle siEoficance of the "funotional" equation 

f...t/040' lies In the fact that freei fe11 is exprosteo in toirms  

cr A WIrculer renIttu. Thla fact is nidricant in antoophynics 

and requiri,e a detalled preeentation which w111 be given In 

another paper. 

From the pendulum aquaticno 

Org-seconds pendulum 

100 cm 

2 soo. 
1. eco. 

&c/. ..No,  „km at f- aeo . 
32 âcublq 
64 dechio s 
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renovo both nathanatleally and funotIonally: 

OUrA, 2..4z 4,0;1'4, therefors la 

.tom cm,,krc't  (toe doetie evinge) 

'hera j thlo tina RenduInn lemth (not lonath of space ee 

in frme fala) and t  	the AMPiliffieu u: 
..0:4-toeff 

of e doubló &mini. Se obtaln the funetIonal equation 

(2; 	ef 100 t2 	(tcr strigie 'gine) 

expartaantally from the meanureble kr• pendnIume and va Siopooe 

et the °Id. °lameiral ecootion 1 t-2.-7. ca. 981 ( or In the ore- 

eyetee nos. 9W7) *m/pec2. 	
(a-t. 

In the oaee of the* beckllettNyobrg-penSulun eoherocterimee 

the linsth of the anndolga In the case of the equation tor 

!roa tal.: (4) jer.arnotarImia arnvitntiona1 accelorntIon por 

ascond. In the aquatIon e? grevItatton 8=1.t-2  dyn lek/se02, 

á SPACE - funotion te .xpreased. -2 

In the nenduIva eçoation 1 t ma 100 cainao
2,on the ottar 

band, n lágt- runation 'e ave 	4, eine, oncSlIating pondolona 

raprowent coando clociran 
Thula mo obtaln a funotional roi tionahlp emassa tas 

In expressee1~~11WAlaii lbia" te chich length 

equAredt 

(5)4.1 	=t t'2 ee. 1000 en/nee2 	-5- A.),  et-2  := 100 ce/emo2  

SPACE er PUMCTION 

The funetional annation 1+100 t2  can he appl/ed In 

comi* ruactIcea. ite,-be•-eirerártimea-tpretent I miarmo the 

praaantatIon of thin fact for a latir Une. It connot ha gimen 

Chin the confines ot thio ',bort prelinirer7 communtootion for 

It renutres oluoldatIon of the ensono* of PE121~1. EQUATIONS. (7j- L) 
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We obtain a eeonnd Inpor.ent functional relationshin, 

1f we functionelly equate the 4we1 function of WHIGBT 

"4 	In cirna with a eecond teros,Sume#441111 

the momento  f rntatiOnk.lp.co n That we need to poetulato 

sucio a functional Identity will algo te ehown in another more 

detailed exposition: 

funetional relatienship of the.g-ravitational acoeleration 

to the coamio orgoid :'  necially to the rotation of the orgone 

envelope et the planet earth. They have already demonetrated 

their aetr000micel userullneee in a wider carnosa. 

The thecretical eigniticanoe of th;le Woi=4;eff7equations 

liei in the fact that thay placo un in the advantageoue poaition 

of being able to inveatigate the function of grevitation and the 

gravitational accelerstien independantg. The gravitational 

acceleration, ia, atridtly aneaking, a local, funetion which ia 

vicible and acceesible to un only on the aurfece or the earth 

Sino* the direot obeervation o! natural phenamena vai from the 

very etart a rigoroue demaad e! 4genemy-onal orgorLetry, Iro 

can rum enjoy the great advantage of aubmitSlu  functional  

equivalente for the function g In which g no longer arpeara., 

funot

g(

ione of the totating orgone envelopa. ThoT exPress 

 

We are atill faced with the taek of 	 whether 

and to what eztent the funotional equatione 

G • 
iriko f 	4." ev  

Ufrzcv  
In trio case the gravitational aeceleration g ic répténented 

e e 	 unct jcircular  function or  rota 	fion (kfC) 

The  functional equatione pree,,nted abovo were obtained about 

for geara Age in the coara* of the determination ot the orgonometia:-. 

4,L1-z iC  
019~8~.~1~794~es 
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(The handwritten portion abone reada as follows: "Ac-
cording to several inquiries it has been ascertained that 
the handwriting on the preceding pagos in the mat.he-
matical equations is Mr. Myron Sharaf's of Boston (Brook-
line) who bati helped William Washington translating and 
in typing the manuscript on the penduluin Experiment.") 

CIIAPTEll IV 

DOR CLOUDS OVER THE U. S. A. 

The Trip írom Rangeley, Maine, ta Tuczon, Arizona, 
October 18 to October 29, 1954 —3216 Milee 

(First reported in CORE, vol. VII, Nos. 1-2, March. 1955) 

departed from the doar bio-energetic atmosphere at 
Orgonon with some misgivings, wourlering what reactions 
to the energy atmosphere elsewherc to expect in the or-
ganisms of workers who had been exposeil to the varions 
phases of Oranur for years. ()Nono!' had hecome a kind 
of oasis. Only the day hefore departure, I had noted the 
unusual springlike quality of the atmosphere at the ead of 
October: The buda were swelling on the birch brauches, 
and strawberry blossoms were blooming at the steps of the 
Orgone Energy Observatory. 

In the Cloudbuster, and other material, we carried toola 
to modify new environments, to clean out DOR and bring 
in fresh energy from the infinite Orgone oeean wberever 
we went. But one could not be 100 percent sure that fune-
tions, which applied on the East Coast, also apply to the 
Western Deserta. 

I gathered valuable data driving airougli rnther than 
llying over the continent, contirming many aspects of the 
theory of desert development which had resulted over the 
past three years from the work done in the laboratory con-
cerning Oranur (pre-ntomie) Chemistry, Melanor and 
Orite. 

The observation of DOR in the atmosphere, and its 
effects on living things, vegetation and population, took 
up fnll attention for the entire distance of the trip. Within 
the general DOR layer covering the land there appeared 
zones worse or better, and a few isolated arcas actually 
were DOR-free at the time of our passage, but generally 
DOR was found everywhere. 

L 111 
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Over towns and cities it hung as a blackish, low smokey-
looking paul. Where larga cities were closely spaeed, one 
could drive for hours without inecting zunes of riflar energy 
in between. Arriving frorn a relatively fresh region, I sum- 
marized this fact as the result of "Largo cities 	chernical 
offal decaying nature 	Ea -f- DORized health oficiais 
* * '." It was a fact that was easily available by DOR-
removal engineering operations applied to the "smog" 
problem of bis; chies (ate report on OROP TKVANT, this 
issue). Neglect by public servant3 of Erich basic means 
for tackling public health probiems of millions in a con-
stant DOR emergency was no longer possible. One had 
to differentiate between their blocking of new insights by 
doubt (rational) and by neurotic mechanisms (irrational). 

It was about 196 miles from Rangeley, Moine, that we 
first definitely entered a sharply delineated zone of DOR 
(a zone extending about 50 mies north of Boston, Mass.). 
From Boston onward, except for a few ezceptions, the 
landscape represented weil-knovm sigas of clearcut DOR 
DESERTS Brown-black, disiutegrating, crumbling rocks, 
trecs dried, branches bent to the ground like rabber hoses, 
foliage lacking autor coloration and tnrned brown, leaves 
crumbling to brown powder in one's hand, CPM (ou the 
Geiger Counter) of an erratie nature (anywhere from 50 
to 200), square, fuzzy, gray-blackish drougbt clouds over-
head. 
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Some examples from the notes I dictated will sbow how 
similar the general impressiona were: 

"Hartford, Conn. (9 AM, 10/20/1954): DOR++++;  
Air gray; Trees very bad, decaying ; Bitter teste; Clouda in 
irregular banda • • • also mottled." 

"Milford, Conn.; Rocks DOR-attacked • • •." 

"eiear Baltimore, Maryland (10/21/1%4) : Trees clearly 
drought strieken, hent, broken, disintegrated. No auttunn 
coloration, leavea tnrn brown ' • •." 

"Warrentown, Va. (10/23/1954) : Blackness, sudden 
sharp DOR zone, region desolate, earth parched, branches 
without leaves, withered, bent, droopy —total impression: 
dying countryside e e s." 

The destruction of trees was general throughout the 
East. In New England trees were snapped off along their 
lower trunks. The eross sections of the splintered trunks 
appeared bone dry, brittle, no sap was present. My note-
book commeut was: "The Weather Bureau attributes the 
DOR destruction of the Maine woods to a hurricane whieh 
wasn't there (Edna)." For the cracking of the sterns was 
basically due to their weakened condition, the result of the 
drying out of the living trees by DOR, which had preceded 
Hurricane Edna by two years. 

About 50 miles from the heart of New York City 
(10/20/1954 at 9:30 AM) near Westport, Conn., for the 
first time a distinct change was noted: The atmosphere 
against distant hills now appeared bluegray, a wind arose, 
the trees moved, the clouds rounded and thickened, lost 
their squareness, and no DOR was felt. I concluded and 
later was able to confirm this impression that "someone 
was drawing." A short time before, Dr. Michael Silvert 
had condueted a brief DOR-removal operation from a site 
at the East River, New York City. This operation fresh-
ened the atmosphere for a few honra only, since it became 

hot and dry again when we crossed luto New Jersey around 
noon. 

It was in New Jersey that we first encountered the 
devastating effects which the prolonged drought had caused. 
The ground had become parched; trees drought-strieken. 
Frequent were "ghost trees" whose brittle branches had 
broken off near the trunk, leaving a few naked stumps 
reaching Aut, very, typieal of clnathowl landa. The total 
impression to one coming from Maine which had been kept 
artificially green was that: "Desert Development is far 
along, near completion." We drove through a sandy, 
brownish-gray, dead-feeling landscape nnder a gray aky, 
depressed, but not disheartened. 

Baltimore, Maryland, with its endless rows of identical 
brick houses, impressed us as especially oppressive. Driv-
ing in the car for severa' hours became sickening and irri-
tating. It was after this a most dramatie change t.o pass 
jato a zone of fresh, olear, blue energy, green folíage, cool 
breezes and fragrant smells approaching Washington, 
D. C. The clearness persisted throughout two days which 
1 spent in the capital absorbing its meaningful design. 
Once more the impression was "someone is clondbusting 
(deD0Rizing) here." An active change seemed to have 
taken place since OROP INFANT (Jane 1954) had first 
been carried out to demonstrate that relief from hot humid 
weather is possible. One could only conjecture that this 
pare atmosphere signified good news for Expedition Orop 
Desert 

Washington was an "Oasis"; fiais became especially 
olear when we proceeded through Virginia towards the 
southwest. Twenty miles beyond the city the signa of 
desert development again appeared in full force: Signs 
of chronic drought appeared in the overgrazed pastares 
through whieh the nnderlying red loam and red clay 
showed ; the low levei of the strearns in their beds, the 
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parched, stunted look of corn sts.lks which had failed to 
develop fully ; again, the trees bent and drooping. In 
Sperryville, Pa., 1 spoke to people in whose faces despair 
and listlessness reflected the desperate state of affairs in 
their environment. They knew about the severity of their 
situation: "Meadows and fields are burnt up, wella gene 
dry • * • people are sick, slowed down, dying • • •." 

Approaching the eastern side of the Blue 1iidge Moun-
tains we noted that fields on the flanks of the hills were 
greener than those below in the valley. From the mountain-
ridge at the "Skyline Drive" we saw for the first time the 
"Desert Amor," in confirmation of the orgonomie deaert 
theory. It was fresher on the ridge than in the valleys 
below. On the ridge, vegetation and troes looked sparkling, 
healthier, greener thau down in the valley, similar to what 
is true of forested mountain-crests in deserts. Below the 
ridge, one could see the DOR-layer ali formed, covering 
the earth to the distant horizon like a blanket, with a 
sharply delineated upper edge ; beneath it the details of 
distant views were hidden in an opaque veil, as i+ were. 
The tope of distant mountain-ridges were seen to project 
clearly above the DOR shell, like islands above the ocean. 
This seemed to tell why forests survived in the high ranges 
(Sierras) while the lower vegetation, covered by the low-
lying DOR blanket, died off, leaving only desert in the 
valleys. 

MOUNTAIN PECAXA CLTIAR AROVR DOR BLANKET (A. Bluc sky; 8. Meloctair. 

tupi abone Do[:; C. DOR layer with shop upper cdge). 

Fig. 17 

As the ridge road rose over peaks and dippod down 
into passes, one could subjectively feel the abrupt descent 
lido the DOR layer : as a sudden pressure iu head or chest, 
a solar teste in the mouth. One could algo observe that while 
the trees sparkled and stood erect above the DOR ceiling, 
they drooped, were withered, and looked dark below it. 
The change oceurred within a few yards sometirnes. Below 
the DOR ceiling the roeks also showed more disintegration 
than above. 1 thought possibly a ehange in gravity fune-
tion was involved in the transition between zunes, aind 
wondered whettier some types of plane crashes might be 
due to such sudden zonal changes. I observed a north-
eastward bending of tree trunks, with Melanor and meu 
formation ou the east side of trees. 

As we descended finally into the Shenandoah Valley, 
what had loolced like a blackish blanket over the ground 
now enveloped us from below as a blinding dry heat, with 
the mountains disappearing into a gray haze behind us. 
(It seemed that this layer contracted towards day's end, 
seen most clearly evenings and mornings, while it expanded 
during rnidday, under the sun.) 

We were getting closer to the real des_Aert. 

"Kingsport, Va.: It is dry; lawns parched; a bright 
light on everything; droughty ; note that the pall is darkest 
over towns • ' •." 

"Rogersville, Tennessee Melanor reaction, roeks and 
earth black; slowed down movement of people • • •." 

The dustbowl character of the land was clear 40 miles 
east of Knoxville, Tenn. Here in Tennessee everything 
was black The burnt up cornstalks, the black telegraph 
poleio, the black roadsido gravei, the black tree stiamps. 
The topsoil had become a dirty gray; black humus had 
dried ont, turned to "dast". Ali this desperate area seemed 
to need was DOR-removal, water, plus an end to the atomic 
explosions (we were now 30 miles from Oak Ridge, Tenn,). 
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The patchy sandy arcas of a beginning dustbowl were 
like islands of complete desert in a dying, but still alive 
landseape. Here there was no sparkle in apite of sunshine 
—a photograph taken in full daylight appears with the 
typical darkness of heavy DOR. The people appeared de-
pressed, listless, quiet, slow-moving because of DOR. 
Clouds over Knoxville, Tenn., were steel-gray, fuzzy—of 
drought type. To our surprise there was a rather DOR-free 
zone to the uaest cf.  Oak Ridge in which for the first time 
we saw sparkling, colorful autumn foliage. Red clay bluffs 
with contrasting green vegetation seemed typical of the 
healthier sections. Within these better looking stretches 
there now appeared pockets of desert : where whole 
stretches of forest were made up of skeleton-like ghost 
trees, and yellow, hard, cracked clay ground, rarefied fields 
and plantations, with only stubby, black, burnt crops re-
maining nnharvested. Did the later completed desert 
patches correspond to these DOR pockets, and later maces 
to the reduced green arcas? The land showed signa of over-
grazing and erosion; the hillsides were gullied and the 
creekbeds dry. Driving through the hilly Tennessee coun-
try we noted repeatedly that the distribution of the DOR 
pockets had a relationship to the topography with regard 
to the west to east flow of OR energy : for each time the 
west side of hills appeared (1) slightly fresher, (2) with 
bluer haze, and (3) the vegetation greener and more alive 
than on the east side of ridges. 

West of Wichita Falis, Texas, the drought situation 
again worsened, merging imperceptibly with semi-arid 
brushland and finally the deserte of New Mexico. Here we 
ran into the beginning of a sharp DOR zone, with DOR 
ceiling. Square, steel gray drought ciou& were now dis-
tinct. Vegetation suffered, soils appeared eroded and 
baked. West of Seymour;lfrTexas, we met the edgo of the 
expandingclgeerie  A waitress stated, "There has been 
drought fer three years ; the situation is desperate." The  

transition to desert was marked by a blackish DOR layer 
which extended low over the horizon in four to tive 
stretched-out layers„ the uppermost mergiug into a brightor 
but still blackish sLy. The earth was sandy with dune-like 
formations. Whitish gravei covered everything. The DOR 
ceiling was located sharply towards W and SW, diminish-
ing towards N, continuous towards S and disappearing in 
the E. The ceiling originated from several DOR layers 
which lay parallel over the plains. Desert characteristics 
increased as we proceeded westward. Red desert hills and 
terraces, mesas showing their tableshapes, with stratified 
red sandstone and clay roeks, dotted the plains. The 
highest layers were still gray, the granite crowning the 
mesas giving thern a "turret"-like appearance, which posed 
a problem in itself. 

Pastares disappeared as we neared the New Mexico 
border at Bronco. Here a wide plain, eovered with grayish 
white sand, blown by strong winds, stretching to the vast 
horizon completed the impression of "desert." Although 
it was very hot as we neared Roswell, New Mexico, no OR 
flow was visible on the road, which should have been "shim-
mering with 'heatwavess." fnstead, DOR was well marked 
to the west againat purplish, black, barren mountains, in 
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the sky as a blinding grayness, and over the horizon as a 
grayish layer. The caking of formerly good soil was pro-
gressively characteristic and eventually the caked soil pre-
vailed over vegetation, which now consisted only of scat-
tered low bushes, while grass disappeared. 

Aner the desert valley it was a relief to spend a night 
at Ruidoso, New Mexico in the Sierra Blanca Mountains 
(near 7,000 feet). Here a strong, reactive, secondary vege-
tation had sprang up, again more marked on the western 
slopes. 

Deseending into the desert valley of Alamogordo, New 
Mexico, where the military White Saneis Proving Grounds 
are located, we saw the plain covered towards W, SW, 
and N with a thick layer, several hundred feet high, of a 
gray, dead, opaque mass of DOR. Overhead the sky was 
bine-black, with some droughty, thin, high clouds. One felt 
a strongly salty taste. The white sand dunes showed a 
clear Orite accumulation. Could it be that White Sands 
was further attracting DOR? The DOR veil was the most 
remarkable we had yet seen, hanging thick and opaque, 
low over the landscape. The mountains edging this plain 
looked jagged, barren, with deep ravines "as if eaten out." 
Abont 20 miles beyond White Sands the air brightened, but 
DOR still prevailed. 1 remarked: "DOR is eating up 
mountains, as it were." This spot was Sahara-like, without 
any vegetation. 

CHOSS SECTI Oti 1:"*" SAN AN ORES MOUNT AIN S : DOH LA7 ER WITH CEILINC: 
ON EAST SIIIE; LITTLE DOR ON W EST SIVE. 

Fig. 19 

We saw no sharply delineated DOR layer to the west 
of the San Andres mountains. In the pass the CPM ranged 
from 150 to 200, steady. To the west side the soil was 
redder, and a new type of prickly desert vegetation with 
yucca plante was seen. 

I summarized the characteristic types of DESER'P DOR 
as follows: 

1. Heavy opaque low layer several hundred feet high, 
no sharp upper margin. Densa center attracting lese dense 
periphery. 

2. The DGR layer ceiling sharp towards outside, un-
sharp towards inner surface. 

3. Purple-gray DOR in front of mountains. 

4. Steel-blue DOR in front of mountains. 

5. Gray dirty black discoloration of mountains. 

On 10/29/1954 we arrived in Tucson. Arizona, which 
was to be the base of our Desert Ea operations. We found 
here a land different from what we had previously known: 
Here were fiat plaina, stretched out between mountain 
ridges, which rosa abruptly in a general north-sonth direc-
tion. Contrary to expectation, the coloring was not bril-
liant, although the light had a blinding effect; rather ali 
objecte appeared grayish-white. This gray tint was notice-
able especially in the, sparse vegetation which spotted the 
gravelly plain. Life here had reacted with a "secondary" 
type vegetation to the presence of DOR : Here everything 
one touched was sharp, prickly, spine-covered. We were 
impressed by the bane ground, giving a general impression 
of whiteness, hardness. The surface was baked, with large 
clwnps of stonelike crusts (caliche), found even on digging 
to a depth of several feet. The plaina were traversed by 
sharply cut out dry streambeds, or "washes." These were 
evidence that the few mins which occur are torrencial brief 
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downpours ; which, hitting the hard ground, simply run 
off, causing severe erosion of the bare ground. Later we 
were told that water had fiowed in these riverbeds the gear 
around as recently as 50 years ago. No prairie grass was 
to be seen anywhere. 

The high evaporation rate due to the dehvdrating effect 
of the DOR hlanket thus presents a menace to life. The 
official relative humidity readings in Tucson when we 
arrived ranged between 5-10% at noon. At the end of 
January, 1955, the relative humidity was often between 60 
and 90%. The DOR veil hung down as a gray-black blanket 
in front of the mountain ranges. The upper edge was nau . 
ally well delineated, with mountaintops typicaliy protrud-
ing oul of the DOR ceiling like islands. Jet vapor trails 
either did not form at ali, or held only a very brief time. 
Clouds were rare, thin, fuzzy, i.e., droughty. 

Subjectively, we experienced the DOR atmosphere as 
oppressive, irritating ; we felt drying out; we could hardiy 
keep up by drinking tinida. Our mouths became parched, 
our voices hoarse, our lips cracked, our skins formed fine 
white scales. The blinding heat seemed to draw juice and 
life energy out of our bodies. It was an effort to walk a 
few hundred yards. 

Tinis having seen and felt the desert, Expedition Orop 
Desert Ea proceeded to begin Clondbuster operations, in 
arder to find out whether such a climate could be changed. 

Survey of Travei Route 

Miles 
Day 	Date 	Frora 

	
To 
	

Daily Total 

1 10-184954 Orgonon 
	

Framingham Motor Court, 288 288 
Rangeley, 	near Boston, Maas. 
Maine. 

2 10-20-1954 Boston, Mass. Bo-Bet Motel, 	 288 576 
Mt. Ephraim, 
New Jersey. 

3 10-21-1954 Mt. Ephraim, Clarendon Hotel Court, 	148 724 
New Jersey. Arlington, 

Virginia. 

4 10-23-1954 Arlington, 	Lakeview Motel, 	250 974 
Virginia. 	Roanoke, Virginia. 

5 10-24-1954 Roanoke, 	Mount Vernon Motel, 	288 1262 
Virginia. 	Knoxville, Tennessee. 

6 10-25-1954 Knoxville, 	Milan Plaza Motel, 	320 1582 
Tennessee. 	Milan, 

Tennessee. 

1 10-26-1954 Milan, 	Park Plaza Motel, 	396 1978 
Tennessee. 	Texarkana, 

A rkansas. 

8 10-27-1954 Texarkana, 	Siesta Motel, 	 430 2408 
Arkansas. 	Seymonr, 

Texas. 

9 10-28-1954 Seymour, 	Nob Hill Lodge, 	412 2820 
Texas. 	Ruidoso, 

New Mexico. 

10 10-29-1954 Ruidoso, 	Spanish Trail Motel, 	396 3216 
New Mexico. Tucson, 

Arizona. 
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Transportation of the Cloudbuster and Laboratory 
Equipment from Rangeley, Maine, to Tucson, 
Arizona, October 7 to October 19, 1954 

Compiled by: Robert A. MeCullough 

The following aecount summarizes notes mede during 
the trip from Rangeley, Maine, to Tucson, Arizona, in 
which the WRF Ford truck, mounted with a 1953 modc1 
Cloudbuster and laboratory equipment, was taken to the 
U. S. Southwest desert area for Expedition Orop Deeert 
Ea. The trip began ou October 7th and terniinated some 
3,300 miles later on October 19th. 

October 7, 1954: 

Rangeley to Hopkinton, New Hanipehire. The weather 
was (gear, bright, sparkling and enld. There was no DOR. 
Concord, N. IL, was free of DOR. Heavy frost at night-
22° in the morning. 

October e, 1954: 

Hopkinton, N. H., to Sangerfield, New York. There was 
a high thin overcast. From Keene, N. H., on the DOR was 
very heavy. Every town was cloaked with it, every valley 
was filled with it. At the height of land in Vermont, where 
one can see long vistas of mountains, all the valleys were 
fdled with black DOR while the ridge tope were clear 
and sparkling. 

First contact with chlorine treated water since coming 
to Orgonon in June, 1953. It wasn't wet--it left one's 
skin dry. After a shower with it, one felt ecaley—dehy-
dratecl. It was not refreshiug at all. It was as if the skin 
couldn't or wouldn't absorb it.  
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October 9, 1954: 

From Sangerfield, New York, to just north of Erie, Pa. 
Heavy, thick overcast all day. All across upper New York 
state the DOR was heavy—whole valleys were just satu-
rated with it. However, the trees did not show overt con-
traction and dying. The Finger Lakes were uniformly 
green in color. 

October 16, 1954: 

From Erie, Pa., to jnst west of Mansfield, Ohio. The 
weather varied from light showers to fairly heavy raias. 
(It was on this date when Chicago and northern Indiana 
had severe raia and resulting flooda.) The. DOR was very 
heavy. All the cities were "smoggy". In a conversation 
with a Clevelander, he commented that Cleveland didn't 
have winters any more—only smoggy drizzles • " • hardly 
any snow • • • miserable winters. 

October 11, 1954: 

From Mansfield, Ohio, to Pendleton, Indiana. The 
weather was interspersed with showers and clear between 
showers. The DOR was heavy, but twice following heavy 
showers the OR bine would come in beautifully from the 
west with a complete lack of DOR. Winds were strong 
southerly. 

A riossible cloudbuster effect must be mentioned here. 
While the clondbuster was pointing downward and rear-
ward, and was in addition stoppered and coveeed, it aos 
noticed that clouds kept forming to the west of the truck. 
They would form, build and then, when overhead and rear-
ward, they would dissipate. This was observed over sev-
eral days and occurrecl too persistently to be a coincidente. 
A confirmatory observatiort was that this phenomenon was 
absent at night and twice when I stopped for several hours 
during the day. 
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October 12, 1954: 

From Pendleton, Indiana, to just east of Hannibal, Mis-
souri. Showers ali morning, but largely cleared in the 
afternoon. The sky showed a lot of blaek DOR. Clear at 
night. Cold. 

Comment on trees : After leaving Vermont, the only 
foliage ehange noted was a finely interspersed yellowing 
ali along the route. There was no ares of general yellow-
ing and there were no rede or other eolorings. It seemed 
that some individual trees in every grouping were con-
trading, leaving the yellow behind ; but there was no bend-,  
ing, contraction from the terminals, or general dying of 
trees east of Kansas. 

October 13, 1954: 

From Hannibal, Missouri, to three miles east of Blair, 
Kansas, and then on to Hiawatha, Kansas. It was clear 
in the morning but soon N to S bands of elouds would 
forni to the west (elear to the east and west of the donde), 
thieken and then dissipate overhead and rearward. The 
DOR was heavy in the morning—especially on the horizons. 
It was not too bad directly overhead. It seemed oppressed 
to the ground and did not extend too far upward. Wind 
was SW ali day. 

There was a very severe local thunderstorm in the 
evenira--  with Atchinsun, Kansas, 20 miles to the south. 
reporting 2.17 inches in one hour. 

October 14, 1954: 

From Hiawatha, Kansas, to just west of Atwood, 
Kansas. A few donde in the morning early which cleared. 
In the afternoon a north to south running line of unpre-
dieted isolated showers developed to the west, but the 
winding of the road took na through and between them  

witheut raia. A stronq north wind btew steadily ali day. 
Water in ponde was blue after and just to the west of the 
showers. The DOR seemed to lie in banda. Driving west 
one would be in heavy DOR for some 20 miles and then 
there would be a DOR-free band of 20 to 60 miles and then 
DOR again. This was constant for the rest of the trip. 

Atwood, Kansas, was very DORish. We stopped at a 
restaurant there for supper. It had fluorescent lights. 
Ererythilig woas elevai ai a: ilks waiteesees leoked and aeted 
dead, the service was horrible, tempera ali around were 
shart. I had had a few "cold" symptoms the preeeding 
morning: running eyes and nose, ear noiees, sare iluoat, 
sneezing, etc. They had left after a few hours and had not 
reappeared. llowever, they carne on again in that caço 
and in 10 minutes they were full blown. I got out. I felt 
that if I had stayed in there 10 minutes longer I would have 
come down with double pneumonia. Our two ,gear old boy 
had to get out also. He was ali right outaide. My wife 
reacted in strong shrinking. Another family nearby with 
two boga—aged about 10 and 12—ordered snpper. The 
younger une wasn 't hnngry and the older one vomited bis 
up. The fat.her commented that he had never done that 
befoi'e. My "cold" symptoms left during the night. 

October 15, 1954. 

From Atwood, Kansas, to Kit Carson, Colorado. Olear, 
no dorida. The DOR lay in banda with arcas of clear, 
sparkling bine sky in between. Vapor trails dissipated 
(-Maly in the DOR arcas. From conversations ali acros 
the country, Saturday, October 2nd, seemed to be a dey of 
general raia ali over the II. S. It had rained and hailed 
11, Inches at Cope, Colorado, and a heavy rain at Lamar. 
Also in New Mexico. The railroad town of Hugo, Colorado, 
seemed to be the one worst infestod with DOR. It was 
putrid there, 
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The eroplands showed desert development. There were 
corri fields where only half the crop had gerniinated and 
only half of that had reached a height of 8 to 12 inches. 
Milo and other sorghums have replaced wheat to a great 
extent. Very little wheat was seen in areas which formerly 
were solid wheat. 

October 15, 1954: 

From Kit Carson, Colorado, to Tneumeari, New Mexico. 
The weather was elear. What at first appeared to be vapor 
trails kept forniing to the west as I drove south. It was 
finally detormired that there were not vapor trens but 
actual clouds—long, thin, ropey, white elouds laying low 
to the west. They kept forming there ali day. There was 
a tendency for some gathering in them. They would not 
forni until I was almost opposite the area in which they 
did form. What apparently were two fines far to the south 
and southeast were ohserved in the day. After about 5 
hours the smoke had ali gathered into a big black cloud—
immobile—over the area. It looked like a rain clond. 

Lamar, Colorado, had been the center of the dust bowl 
last spring. It was easy to see why. Limiar lies at the 
hottom of a lung, deep depression in the plain. It is almost 
1000 feet lower in altitude than towns 40 infles north and 
south of it. This depression would easily lend itself to 
stagnation. They had had some main since the dast bowl 
and the soil was somewhat eovered, but the scars remained. 
There were even sanei danes to the south of the town. In 
talldng with residents of the town, it was found that the 
soil was very fertile—the only limiting factor being water. 
"With 20-25 inches of rain here a year we e,ould grow 
anything." Dying trees were very evident in Lamar. The 
DOR increased from Eads south and was heaviest in 
Lamar. It lessened as I climbed to the south of Lamar. 

Early in the morning I observed, at Eads, that the OR 
flow was more intenso than I had ever seen it. The dis- 

tortion of distant bilis was terrific. As viewed through 
10x glasses, the entire top of the hill would appear to be 
aevered from the base, flow to the SE, and hang there. I 
was strongly reminded of both ocean waves and fire. The 
flow itself was W to E. It was a very moving sight. 

Melanor was observed on rocky outcrops in western 
Oklahoma. In this arca, also, Et' in the forni of caliche 
anil tirite  mas  observed. Nnwhore WI1S Molanor ospAciftliv 
prominent, 

The soils of the mito fields in Texas north of Dalhart 
were exarnined, and they were found to be very light col-
ored and powdery. In fact they were jnst dust. I ain 
puzzled as to why they have not blown away entirely. 

Right after I left Dalhart, Texas, I noticed that my neck 
had swollen grossly as well as did the parotid glande. They 
remained thus until the following morning. 

October 17, 1954: 

Drove from Tucumeari, New Mexico, to the White Sands 
Nationtil Monument, New Mexico. The OR flow ali day was 
west to east. Clear. Tucumcari was free of DOR outside 
of the buildings. It was still free of DOR for 20 xailes SW 
until one mesa, ali alone, was observed to be enveloped in 
DOR. All the other mesas were red. This one was black 
as coal. As I drove further W and S the DOR increased 
until at Durand it was complete DOR. It remained thus 
urutu I carne to Carrizozo. This area is high upland desert 
country covered with cedar (juniper) troes. This country 
has been very liard bit by desert development. A very high 
percentage of there trees are dead—have been for soveral 
years—and others are dead on their tope or in largo areas 
of their lides. This is ali red soil country. The land was 
very dusty and dried out. Evidences of a recent rain ;;' ere 
seca, but the land had resnonded little. 

* Et is a designation to be dealt with in a different context. 
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The DOR cleared rather sharply at Carrizozo. I visited 
the Mal Pais lava heds at Carrizozo. The whole valley here 
is covered with sheete of black rock. Only tlie surface of 
these rocha is black—deeper, tender or inside it grades into 
a brownish sandstone tope of matter. The surfaces are 
very pitted. I felt pressure in the arca, but much lesa 80 
than expected after experiencea with Melanor in Elaine. 
The black rocke themselves were meei, leal  nolrions then 
expected. 

The arca between Carrizozo and Alamorgordo was 
DOR-free, and the distances were filled with a beautiful 
whitish-bine haze, OR blue. The DOR was concentrated 
heavily around Alamogordo and Holoman Air Force Base. 
It seemed to get even thicker there after dark. The town 
itself—a hoom-town type—was very desolate. 

I camped that night in the White Sande. There was no 
DOR there then. The shadows were blue. I feit no POR—
only one short period where my pulse speeded up a lot. 
However, there was something very moving about these 
many acres of white sandlike matter. One very noticeable 
behavior trait was noticed in rayself as well as ait others. 
This was the tendency to stand motionlesa for perhaps 
hours on the dane cresta. One was just moved to do ao. It 
was very noticeable. 

There was no overt evidence of any lasting resulta from 
the first A-bomb blast wbicb took place in this area. 

October 18, 1954: 

Drove from the White Sande area to 20 miles SE of 
Tucson, Arizona. The weather was olear and warm to bot. 
The DOR lay heavy in ali valleys—seemingly heavier on 
the west sides than on the east sides of the valleys. The 
passes, mountain peaks and ridge tope were olear and free 
of DOR. New Mexico had much more DOR than did 
Arizona. The OR llow was west to east and was quite 
easily observed.  

13i 

Fourteen yeara previously, I had traveled through this 
area and camped ia it. It had been a Iush verdant desert 
as deserte go—tall Joshua, cholla, yucca, mesquita creosote 
bush and grasses. In traveling over it again all this was 
changed. There was justa plain on whieh grew a few 
short tumbleweeds and saltbrush—rarely reaching 12 
inches high. All the vegetation was gone. Even the desert 
is dying. Aluiu there were siens of recent raias in mud-
boles and playa lakes--but the land had not responded. 
The land was completely dried out—burned. 

The pieture changed from obstem Arizona weEstWard. 
The range looked much better. Reporta of nativos told of 
good suiraner nina here. 

Octooer 19, 1954: 

Drove into Tucson at 07 :00 bre. completing trio. 
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CHOICE OF TUCSON, ARIZONA 

Tucson, Arizona, was diesel as the base for OROP 
Desert Ea for the foliowing reasons: 

1. It was situated in the southwestern comer of 
the 1.1. S. A., only about 250-400 mitos from the Pacific 
Ocean, at the southweetern entrance of the Galactic 
stream onto the contineut. 

2. The Tucson region was open in three direc-
tions: Toward southwest (the Pacifie Ocean), north 
(Great Basin) and northeast (Great Plains). Moisture 
drawn from the Pacific, toward the Tucson basin, 
would move freely in ali these directions. It was later 
shown that moisture could siso be drawn from Mexico 
to the sonth over the Santa Rita mountain range. 

3. The region around Tuscon was reportei 
coxnpletely barren desert, i.e., with no prairie grass 
and no other primary vegetation growing in it. It was 
also reported as one of the hottest and oldest desert 
regions (25,000 years) of the U. S. A. It had not 
rained there for Eive years till 1954; the river bedbi had 
ali been dry for about 50 years, according to reports 
on the spot. 

4. One of the rnembers of the advisory board te 
President Eisenliower estahlisbed in 1953, Mr. 
Douglas, lived in Tucson and was head of the South 
Arizona Bank and Trust Company. I had hoped to 
meet him, since he had written requesting a personal 
discussion. For various accidental reasons, we never 
met. His banking institution helped along during the 
estire expedition in a most friendly and cooperativo 
fashion. 
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The expedition was to prepare its equipment during 
September and to get under way sometime during October, 
1954. During the Ruminar a committee had been formed 
which was in charge of the handling and organization of ali 
affairs of the Expedition. It eonsisted of the following men 
and woraen: 

The financial committee consisted of Dr. Elsworth 
Baker, Fair Haven, New Jersey ; Dr. Michael Silvert, New 
York ; and William Steig, Cream Ridgo, New Jersey. Thie 
committee was responsible for keeping the funds eoming 
in at a rate ed abont 2000 dollars per month for running 
expenses. Altogether, the WH, Foundation had a reserve 
of about 6000 dollars. In addition, I bad designated per-
sonal royalties retained in Rescarch Funda of t.wo years, 
1952 and 1953, 5400 dollars, to be spent for the purpose. 

Orgonon as a borre base had to be kept going on a 
minimum levei. The Orur material was to be flown ia from 
Orgonon, Moine, to Tucson, Arizona, later. 

Also, the instrumento and the archives at Orgonon had 
to be guarded, especially against intrusion by the drug 
agents who were at that time intent to break in to get in-
formation on our work for the chemical-atornic industry 
and their Russian political associates in their battle against 
the discovery of the life energy. The caretaker of Or-
gonon was in charge of this job. He was to keep in touch 
with Dr. Silvert in New York regarding the planned trans-
port of the ORUR material. He had to guard this material 
which had been so distributed and hidden that no one could 
ever find it. 

Baker and Steig were to collect funda in the East. 
Silvert was directed to establish a bookkeeping office for 
the expedition treasury and to stand by for the transpor-
tation of Orur over the 3200 miles to Tucson. 

MeCullough was ordered to go by truck with the equip-
ment as the first party. He was instructed to report back 
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to Orgonon until I departed, then to switch reporting to 
our social worker, Grethe Hoff in Boston, who would relay 
ali messages during my transfer. This arrangement proved 
ita value aa will be shown later. We could not prove any-
thing, but we ali had the distinct impression that we were 
being watched by both the U. S. Air Force and possibly 
the Ea, to judge from certain happenings during the croes-
ing of the continent and eepecially only a few hours after 
the arrival of the Orur material in Tucson on December 
14, 1954. 

McCullough carried the following equipment on his 
trai*: 

Laboratory equipment: 

1 SU-5 Tracerlab G-M survey meter 
1 Nnclear G-M meter 
1 Fisher laboratcry scale: 0.1 to 610 gms. 
1 Stop watch 
1 Sextant in case 
1 Galvanometer, thermocouple, and 6 volt dry 

battery 
1 Steritizer, 110 volts 
2 Small tripods 
1 Case of lab tools—syringes, spatulas, needle drop- 

pers, scissors, forceps, teasers, scrapers 
1 Coplin jar with approximately 100 microscope 

slides, assort. 
2 Wax peneils-1 red, 1 blue 
1 Bag of materiais (WR's; compasses, etc.) 
1 Box assorted glassware—flasks, beakers, Bunen 

burner, glass-working tip, graduated cylinders, 
Stendor dishos, separatory funnel, funnels, filter 
paper, side-arm fiask, Buechner funnel, test tubos, 
ampules, vials, alcohol lamps, pipettes, eotton 

3 First aid kits 
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Labo•ratory equipment (continued): 

1 Bottle live neutral Oe 
1 Bottle of NaOH sticks 
2 Table lights 
1 Ice box 
1 Telescope in case and tripod, 3.5 inch refractor 
1 Right angle I elescope 
3 Wind vanes 
1 Thermometer 
1 Barometer 
1 Relative humidity meter and tables 
2 Typewriters, portable 
1 Seal—WRF 
1 Case of carpenter tools 
2 Portable radios 
3 Sets of charts and maps 
2 CO2 fire extinguishers 
1 Tent and sleeping bago 
1 Set field cooking utensils 
1 OR shooter 
1 OR funnel 
1 OR blanket 
1 Incinerator 
1 Basket, lunch, wicker 
1 Fo]ding map table 
1 Uair clipping unit 

Photographie equipment 

1 Leica 35 mm. camera 
1 Sixtus lig,ht meter 
1 Cine-Kodak Special movie camera 
1 Telephoto lens 
1 Bolsei* 35 mm. camera and flash attaehment 
1 Weston light meter 
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Photographic equipment (continued): 

1 Tripod 
1 35 mm. slide projector 
1 Folding sereen for slide projector 
1 case demonstration slides 
1 Kodaseope 16 mm. projector 

Microscopie equipment 

1 Reiehert Z-microscope 
with 7x, 10x, 60x and 80x objectives 
with 5x and 16x oculars 

1 Microscope lamp and mount 
1 Transformer 
1 Monocular tubo 
1 35 mm. Leica photographic adapter and two cables 
3 Spare pointed-filament bulhe 
1 Dissecting binoculars and stand 
1 Hand magnifying lens 
1 Large book of lens papers 

Williazn Moise, who had assisted me with most drawing 
operations since the summer of 1952, was to assist me with 
OROP Ea as operator, together with McCullough. 

The fonrth member of our staff was my daughter, Eva 
Reich, M.D. She was seleeted to be the physician of the 
expedition. She had given up her medicai practice in Han-
cock, Maine. Her enr carried equipment, personal belong-
ings and was put at the disposal of the work for the entire 
period in a selfiess manner, free of charge. She travelled 
with me in my Chrysler station wagon, took notes on ob-
servations during the journey and 'ater compiled the notes 
in a publication "DOR Olouda over the USA" (CORE 
VII, 1-2). She became an sente observer of ali matters 
conneeted with Ea, since she seemed to have developed a  

sharp sense of perception for atmospheric OR energy 
functions. Her seientific training, too, was of great help. 

eannot forego to mention the junior fifth member of 
my staif, my sou, Ernest Peter Reich, at the time teu years 
old. He was most helpfnl in errands, and in other ways, 
up to full scale observations. It was he who made the dis-
covery of a "node" while drawing from an Ea, to be re-
puïted later in detail in its proper e-ontext. Peter was 
special assistant to Moise in most drawing operations, 
when not in school. 

r 
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CIIAPTBE vI 

THE PLANETARY VALLEY FORCE 

An Ea. Attack on October 13, 1954 

McCullough encountered au unusual storm on his route 
toward Arizona near St Joseph, Missouri, in Kansas, on 
October 13, 1954, the sarae day we had suffered gravely 
under DOR at Orgonon. The following is bis verbatini re-
port, dispatched on October 19th from Arizona; it reached 
me via the Boston relay station by phone on October 22 
at a motel in Washington, D. C. It was picked up by a 
listening post of the ATIC in a room beneath my motel 
room; it was hurried away by car imrnediately after the 
phone report was ended. 

The McCullough report corroborated our previous ex-
periences at Orgonon: The war of the planets was truly 
on. The Kansas event of October 13, 1954, was followed 
by further clear-cut Ea events in Arizona, especially on 
December 14th, 1954, a few hours only after the ORUR 
material was fiown into the Tucson airport by Dr. Silvert. 
It was only during the preparation and integration of facts 
from the various log books that the seriousness of the in-
terplanetary situation began to become olear in its mani-
fold aspects. Until then, I had refused to accept the criticai 
evidence withont reservation. Here is McCullough's letter 
of October 19th, 1954, verbatim: 
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Reeeived through G. H. from Boston to Washington, 
10/22/54: 

"Wilhelm Reich, M.D. 
c/o Grethe Sharaf 
25 Beaconsfield Road 
Brookline, Mass. 

October 19, 1954 
General Delivery 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Beich: 

íntend to t.ype up a full ateount of my trip to Tucson 
but two incidente won't wait. 

1. Weduesday, October 13. We had just left St_ Joseph, 
Missouri in the late afternoon. Sky was darkening io the 
west. We stopped for an hour 3 miles E of Blair, Kansas. 
In the course of half an hour there was a tremendous storm 
buildup directly overhead. Altho it was dark, the land-
seape was eontinuonsly illuminated with cloud to cloud 
lightning. I suddenly was sare that Ea was building that 
up against me and the truck. Things happened just then. 
I saw a yellow moon-like Ea just appear below the cloud 
edge to the east.. It disappeared immediately. Also ob-
served by my daughter. Then a blinking white light was 
observed moving right to left in the NW. There was NO 
sound—and a plane would not fly into or under that storm. 
The feeling, the two sightings and the first raia ali intp- 
pened within 10 minutes 	6:30 p.m. CST. We drovo 20 
miles to the west in terrifie rain; I've never seen it ao 
heavy. Finally got beyond it. The weather forecast had 
been for fair sunny weather—no showers. At 10 pm the 
Kansas City Weather Bureau forecast tornados SW 4-  NE 
ia that arca Kansas and Missouri. The nearest weather 
reporting station, Atehison, Kansas-20 miles on to the 5W 
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of where we were----reported 2.37 inches of rain fell in lese 
than 1 hour. T feel that this was an attack on the truck-- 

2. No other Ea were observed until ou the slopes of 
the mountains 20 miles SE of Tucson a yellow-orange 
dumbbell-sbaped light was observed for about 30 seconds 
at 8 pm. At 12 midnight a B-47 etratojei bomber made 
practice landing at Tucson, couldn't get up again and 
crashed and burned. One killed. Possibly a connection? 
(October 18, 1954). 

DOR is very bad bere. Eyes greatly irritated by it. 
Extremely dehydrating. It was never this bad in Yuma. 
Desert development has progressed a iot. Trees dying all 
along through Colorado and New Mexico. Even the deserta 
are dying. Where 1 camped in southern New Mexico 14 
years ago ia Yueca forestg—only tumble weed is to be 
found now. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ 	R ober t A. MeCullongh " 

(Reproduction of original letter foliows.) 
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The Tucson Base 
With the help of The Sonthern Arizona Bank, a pouse 

with 50 acres land around, suitable for our purposes, was 
found and on October 31 we began establishing ourselves. 
The base was named "Little Orponon." It was excellently 
located about eight miles north of Tucson, between route 
80 and 89 to Oracle Junction and route 84 leading to the 
west. 

Tucson itself is situa ted in a valley surrounded hy 
interesting, at the time totally barren mountains. Only the 
crests of Mount Lemmon carry remnants of the old pine 
and sprnce vegetation. Below a certain top levei there is 
nothing hut rock, guilies, steep abysses, socondary desert 
vegetation and dry river beds. The foliowing sketch shows 
the approximate location of the surrounding mountain 
ranges. 
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L. O. . Little Orgonon. 
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These mountain ranges were splendid observation 
marks for OROP Desert Ea, among them particularly 
Mount Catalina which was situated to the northeast of 
Little Orgonon, slightly curved toward the southwest, 
toward the Pacific Ocean. This mountain range became 
our most important observation landmark. This range 
funetioned as a reflector of OR energy and recipient of 
the incoming moisture. Tf was the first to show the green-
ing process. Further to the north lay the Mt. Lemmon 
group of ranges. On Mt. Lemmon we drew in our high OR 
putential in order to accelerate the incoraing of the mois-
ture from the Pacific Ocean (see p. 164). 

Many Ea were seen hanging in the sky during the 
nights of October 31 and November 1. The laboratory 
equipment was ready on November 2nd. Our actual DOR 
removal operations, too, began on November 2nd. 

The first few weeks were devoted to exploratory tripa 
in the region around Tucson. I tested the distribution of 
DOR, its mobility, the sensitivity of the atmosphere to 
drawing operations, the prevailing wind direetions, the 
daily changes in moisture and temperature, the possibili-
ties of cloud formation, etc. When we arrived and weeks 
thereafter, there were no ciou& in the sky at all. We were 
told by local citizens that it had not rained in the Tucson 
region for more than five years before 1954. 

Our base was equipped with an excellent ubservation 
deck. We put up the telescope, the atar altitude meter, 
the hygrometer, a portable Geiger Connter and photo-
graphic equipment. The deck was equipped with chairs 
which made it easy for us to make sky observations in 
the lying down rather than tnrn-neck-back position. 

DOR had been very bad during the past few nights. 
There was no doubt whatever about the DOR emergency 
in the desert. I soou noticed that DOR was less during 

v.  
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the night, if there were no Ea in the sky ; DOI usually 
increased during the day. DOR seemed to be responsibie 
for the burning heat, the parching effects of the sun 
radiation. 

My first impression of the surronnding mountain 
ranges was : They were "eaten out," gnawed at by DOR 
as if u 7n>onster were feeding on mourtewin roas. This first 
impression was later confirmed by careful observation. 
The deep-cutting ravines and gullies unpressed one as 
forcefully gnawed out and not as duo to water erosion. 
There was no water whatever in the ravines or riverbeda. 
There had been no water for 50 years. There was no 
prairie grass whatever, only sand and gullies and caked, 
parched, sandy soil. 

The desert gave the impression of being in flux. This 
impression was secured as final when within a period of 
six months I had travelled the ronte to Oracle and beyond, 
about 80 miles daily to and fro ou routine observation. 
As I have mentioned earlier, getting thoroughly aequainted 
with the region under operation is of paramount im-
portante second to nono. A landscape tias an expression 
and an emotional flavor like a human being or an animal. 
To learn to know titia flavor and to tive with it in good 
oomfort takes time, patience, absence of prejudica and 
of arrogant know-it-all, or similar attitudes adverse to 
learning. 

The gullies on the mountainsides, the turreta of granite 
and sand (soe Fig. 18, p. 119), the sharp, rugged cliffs 
which soem to grow out of the valleys, sand dunes forming 
already where there is as yet no Sahara type of desert; the 
particular, parching dryness whieh matches the parehing, 
beating down of the sun through blackish DOR eeilings, 
these are more than mere "sighte" or "details." They are 
features of a particular kind of living being. I felt no par-
ticular sympathy or love for the desert. I like green pas- 
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tures, moss-covered ground in birch or oak woods. But I 
could, after a few weeks' observation, understand the 
peculiar atts.chment which some people soem to have for 
the desert landscape and desert atmosphere. It is sym-
pathy for a dying living thing that is still struggling for 
ita life. 

The theory of erosion as the source of ravines and 
amassing ai siit has made it diffieult to appreeiate ale DOR 
that gnaws at the rocks, parches the soil, turas toam into 
sand, dries out river beds, attacks mountain ranges and 
flattens them into rouuded sand dunes. 

The upper reaches of Mt. Lemmon were still covered 
with primary vegetation of evergreens and moas. It con-
flrmed impressione we had had during the crossing of the 
continent: The primai vegetation is still ative where DOR 
ciouds have not reaehed the peaks of the mountains. DOR 
tenda to sink dou)* isto the vaileys and to mover low over 
the landseape like a ceiling. Where DOR hovers, life diec 
rapidly. Life does not return, or it returns only as second-
ary vegetation, adapted in the ohollas, the maguaros, the 
palo-verdes and various cactus forms ira the southwestern 
U.S.A., to the DOR atmosphere. 

Desert appeared after eloser acquaintance to he a pro-
cess rather than a static state of existente. It appeared as 
a continuous struggle of life against death, of dying and 
reaction against dying in various stages. To this, even 
the most desolate type of desert, the "Saltara" sand 
desert, like that neer El Centro, California, did Pnt seem 
to make an exception. 

The following rough pieture of the sequences in the 
development of deserta originated from the observations 
over the years since the DOR emergency had first struck 
at Orgonon in 1951: 
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Desert Development 
In iny present desert work the decay of trees in the 

forests of the U.S.A. oecupies a central position. The basic 
problem is the death of vegetation, the development of 
desert and the nature of the agents responsible for this 
process. Comparative observations and experimentatiou 
in Maine, on the Atlantic coast, in the southwestern U.S.A. 
and in the laboratory leave little doubt as to the nature of 
the killor of Life. 

The killer of Life is Dead Life Energy or DOR: in other 
words, the same primordial cosmic energy which creates, 
sustains and reproduces life under one definite set of eir-
eurmstanees is the very killer of tile when these conditions 
are absent. 

MOI 2over, Life Energy, wbich is massfree, primordial 
concrie energy, creates its own "material" "carriers," 
snch as the indispensabie organic building stones 11, O, C, 
and N and their various compounds, H20, 02, CO2, carbo-
hydrates, fats and proteins. 

In the living organism, the Life Energy shows metabo-
lism, a levei of functioning ("Capacity levei"), continuons 
ereative functioning in producing red and white blood cens, 
and other constituents of membranous or nervous struc-
tures, in keeping the bio-chemistry of the organism inte-
grated and well balaneed Energy Economy, "orderly 
energy household." 

At the very basis of these life funetions we find tbe 
dying of the Life Energy itself; the change from OR energy 
into so-ealled DOR, i.e., the dead Life Energy, comparable 
roughly to the remnants of burned coal. The analogy goes 
mueh further than indicated. 

The process of dying of an organism seems, nitimatoly, 
to be no more than the dying of the Life Energy itself, the 
change from OR to DOR. With this basic change ali  

seeoudary fnnetions of life, energy metabolism, economy, 
integration of functions, cohesion of tissue, contiunous re-
production of living matter and sap, also cease. In other 
words, the common functioning principie of ali "Death" 
is immobilized Life Energy (cosmic primai energy) which 
for the lifetime of the special organism has directed its 
material carriers, the membranous structure and the life 
fluids,, constantly in exchange and metabolizing with the 
Orgone Energy ocean ~Ride, in the environment. 

On crer planet the basic carriers of Life Energy are 
water (H20) and Oxygen (02). No one can tell at present 
whether Life Energy proeluces different kinds of carriers 
on other heavenly bodies. 

Cortam conditions are required for the primai masa-
free Life Energy te prcxluce its carriers, water, Oxygen, 
Carbon, and Nitrogen and its further organie compounds. 

Life Energy itself exists in space. It can be shown te 
exist in strong acide suei as Aqua Regia, a mixtnre of 
Nitrie and Hydrochlorie acid. It aliso can be demonstrated 
at thepr; of 9-12 in strong Hydroxide solutions. However, 
the carriers of bife Energy form membranous struetures 
of Life in a narrow range of pH  7-7.4 approximately oniy. 

It appears as if Life Energy in organismie functioning 
of what we used to eall "Life" were restricted to a kind 
of narrow exietence on a razor's edge, as it were—the 
razor's edge being a neutral or approximately neutral nar-
row realra, characterized by 7-7.4 pH, between a wide kill-
ing realm of acid (H+) on the one side (pII 1-6) and of 
base (OH-) on the other side (plI 8-12). 

So much is certain, on Cie basis of observation and 
experiment : 

Life is at present„ under Me given eircumstanees, exist-
ing on the razor's edge between two kinds of deaths. How 
this wiill be atter Life has become aware of itself and its 
way, we cannot ten. It is within the realrn of possibilities, 
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even of probabilities that Life will construct, croata new, 
safer, broader ways of existem% for itseif with the knowl-
edge of life it is about to aequire. 

Life thus holds only a narrow wedge as its own domain 
in the infinito vastness of the costeie energy. Organismie 
Life Energy metabolizes from and into the cosmie energy 
ocean. Respiration, feeding and direct radiation ("heat") 
are the basic vehieles of the metabolism of Life Energy 
between urganism and environment. Within, the organism 
apparently metabolizes fresbly taken in OR energy into 
DOR energy which is being expelled in the form of CO2, 
urine (NHe products), feees, sweat and gaseons eradations. 

Energy equilibrium between charge and discharge is 
easily maintained in the healthy organism. During siek-
ness more OR seems to ehange into DOR, also more DOR 
seems to be retained in the tissues. Thus, a prevalence 
of DOR energy would be a basic feature of ali disease. 
From titia prevalence severa] consequentes may legiti-
mately be derived. 

One is, a greater inclination to evtdate and to retain 
fluid in cavities, within the interstitia of tissue, in the ab-
domen, extremities in the form of edema, ascites, paren-
chymatous swelling, etc. There semita to be more to this 
inelination to retain fluid than mere inhibition of meehani-
cal rnovements of body fluida. There seems to exist a dose 
relation of DOR to water or rather to a change of DOR 
into 1120. In alcohol addicte we find parched lips and 
tongue, thiret and severe dehydration of tissues with the 
direction toward cirrhosis of liver, induration of brain 
tissue, etc. DOR prevalence means need for more fluid, 
foremoat water. OR energy shows, as we well know, great 
mutual affinity to water. The water is being absorbed 
wherever it can be obtained by the thirsty DOR energy. 
If we add to the great absorption of water the chan,qe into 
water, we obtain a truer pieture of the dehydration of what-
ever is near and contains %id. With the dehydration of tis- 
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sues goes a lesser ability to move and metabolize fluida. 
Polyuria, uremia, albumin and sugar in the urine as signa 
of tissue disintegration, are elear resulta of a disturbed en-
ergy metabolisru. Much detail remains to be gathered hera; 
but the basic disturbance ie doar: Dehydration of tissues, 
stagnation of metabolism, to which later is added lack of 
oxygen intake and the resultant CO2 surplus as in cancer, 
in edema of the lunga, lividity, and cyanosis, recession of 
vitality on the whole. So far, the DOR manifestations in 
the organism. In a vicions eirele, inhibition of OR fune-
tions leads to prevalence of DOR funetions, and the latter 
lead to steady increase in OR funetion decay, thus to death. 

DOR functions are charaeterized by a silent, invisible 
and inaudible, as it were, gnawing away and insidious 
eonsuraption of the life force of a host or organism. DOR 
works like a tapeworm, within the intestines of the host, 
be it emotionally or substantially. DOR is hungry for 
nourishment, for water, for oxygen, for • 41' becoming 
produetive Life Energy, or OR energy, again, in sbort for 
"revival." But, exactly in its attempt to become fully 
funetioning life again, DOR destroys its own host, its own 
source of nourishment, its own hope. 

If emotional pestilent reactions are duo to DOR, then 
the emotional desert does exaetly to its host or giver what 
the tapeworm or DOR in the tissues does : Kill the host, the 
giver of life in silent destruction by way of sapping its 
atrength. 

This faet has obviously doar bearing on present-day 
social conditions: 

Where life has been laeking nourishment and caro for 
ages, as in the great Asiatic communities, DOR energy is 
prevalent, both in the living beings and in the atmosphere. 
The eraving for nourishment is immense. The prevalence 
of DOR will attract more DOR, emotionally and physically. 
Complete destruction of the host, in this case of the globo 
of mother earth, looma on the horizon of our future. 
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It has great significance for the mastery of our future, 
that DOR surplus causes deserts in the landscape as it 
does in the organisrn. Desert souls will enhance desert de-
velopment; and desert development will incraase DOR or 
staleness in the human emotions. 

The outcome hinges clearly on whether at ali, to what 
extent and at what step of the decay process, DOR energy 
can be reverted again into OR or Life Energy. The proc-
ess  of disinteyration is elearly and doubtlessly reversible. 
This has been shown in the desert work 1954/1955 in Ari-
zona, when completely barren desert land was turned into 
green pastures again after thousands of years through 
removal of DOR from the atmosphere. 

The process of disintegration of trees and whoie forests 
is due to progressivo DOR prevalence in the atmosphere. 
A slight DOR prevalence causes dryness, dryness in turn 
increases DOR. Thus, in a WiCluTIS cirele, the water-hunger 
grows together with diminishing precipitation. The proc-
ess is slow, and not easily discernible. Not much is known 
about its secret attrition of life. When the atmosphere 
becomes droughty, causing clouds increasingly to Tose their 
cohesion and to dissipate more easily, the levei of atmos-
pherie moisture sinks and the land hegins to parch. Water 
leveis, too, sink. The Life Energy in the atmosphere has 
less and less resources of moisture. ln addition, DOR 
causes the sun heat to turn luto "burning" or "parching" 
heat. Thus the Life Energy turns, thirsty to the extreme, 
toward the moisture present within the vegetation. DOR 
penetrates the trees slowly from the top downward, and 
from the bark inward. 

The atmospherie (or cosmic) source of the destructive 
DOR, effecting desert conditions, was established beyond 
doubt in 1953. The atmospheric DOR clouds exerted an 
effect of gradual inanlobilization of life in plants and ani-
mais. Concentrated Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) in open 
dishes causes a white substance, termed "white DRENE"  
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(Oe) to settle down abone the levei of the fluid on the infles 
-wall of the dish. As long as there is fluid in the dish, Oe 
remidas moist and harmless. Under the microscope it dis-
plays beautifully formed "bags" that grow, segment, ex-
pand, and are productive in many other bio-energetic ways. 

On the other hand, however, when the fluid is not re-
plenished and the dish becomes dry, white Orene turns into 
a hard, white substance. It is dead, material Life Energy, 
Lt: "t" denoting the funetion of the deadly T-bodies, dis-
covered 1936 in my Oslo Laboratory in a culture from 
sarcoma tissue. The hardened white Lt is true DOR sub-
stance. It irritates the atmosphere; it causes infiamma-
tion on mucous membranes; it results in T-bodies when 
kept, after full hardening, in water. mete are other im-
portant qualities. 

One of the raost important ones is the turning black of 
"white Orene," viewed microscopically and, the other way 
aronnd, turning white of Melanor (Me), the black matter-
like substance which can he coliected from the atmosphere. 
One laboratory researob assistant had grown white Orene 
easily in her home in a Washington suburb, but failed to 
obtain it in her laboratory at N.I.H. (National Institute 
of Health). There, apparently the fiuoreseent lights had 
killed the Le outright and drawn it int() the inside of the 
Argon tubes. One may easily see what a "control experi-
ment" designed to refute the Orgone tbeory by ali means, 
conducted by any prejudiced bio-cheznist under suei' con-
ditions could do to disavow the discovery of the Life 
Energy. (See alsn "Melanor, Orite, Brownite and Orene, 
Preliminary Chemical Analysis," in CORE, Vol. VII, Nos. 
1-2, 1955, Orgone Institute Press, N. Y.) 

This change of color is probably related to changes ien 
the direction of radiation. In agrcement with Kirchhors 
finding, the "black" Orene absorbs energy, while the 
white Orene gives off' energy. This may gain some signifi-
cance at Iates investigations. Wbatever the reason may 
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be, we may observe the sacie changes when Melauor from 
the upper atmosphere attaeks trees in a forest. Tne attack 
is due to the droughty lack of moisture in the atmosphere. 
The moisture is now being obtained from the bark at first, 
then, upon further penetration of the tree structure, also 
from the deeper rings or layers. Correspondingly we see 
at first the bark getting blackish; then the bark clisinte-
grates, and disappears. The proeess never seis in fruiu 
the roots upward; it is thns not due to "bugs." The dis-
appearance of the bark regularly begins at the tree tops, 
working its way downward toward the roots. Also, the 
blackening and ensuing disintegration of the bark begins 
on the upper sides of the branches; this points again clearly 
to the atmosphere as the source of the noxious agent, the 
Melanor. 

After some time, when the bark is well off the attacked 
tree and the disintegration fairly well advanced toward the 
roots, the inside of the tree substance disappears, too : 
The tree becomes hollow. Then, doe to lima of energy and 
substance, the tree bends or carris up like a cork screw ; the 
branches sink down and fali off, until the whole tree col-
lapses. Thus, Melanor (DOR) has robbed the tree of its 
moisture, of its alive OR energy, of its substance. Now 
we see the surface of the barkless stem and branches turn-
ing white. Melanor has ehanged into white Orene, exactly 
the opposite of alive, white Orene turning black and hard-
ening upon loss of moisture. These processes can be di-
rectly observed on a far larger seale in the Sabara-like 
desert of the Southwestern II. S. A. near Yurna. Large 
stretches of "Black Rock," i.e., Melanor, are impressivo 
as witness to the deadly force of DOR. This is true for 
both the outer Desert like the Sahara and the Emotional 
Desert as presented together in the excellent film, "Bati' 
Day at BLACK Roca," 1955, with Spencer Tracy in the 
master role,  
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These observations point toward crucial processes of 
death and desert development at the roots of life. These 
processes are, to repeat, characterized by their silente, and 
by slow attrition of the victim. The life force having been 
sapped from the victim, it slowly becornes paralyzed and 
finally gives up. 

The pestilential character shows the same type of be-
havior. He feeis "blaek" inside and °nen is actually black 
at the skin. He saps juicy, emotionally rich people, de-
prives tilem of their strengtb, akin to the behavior of a 
tapeworm, within the host victim. The pestilential cher-
acter thrives on the energy loss in the victim, but in the 
end he perishes with the host. From here to sociological 
conclusions regarding the secret dynamies of political die-
tatorship is only a logical step; from here, too, a bridge can 
be built toward understanding the connection between 
desert development on our planet and visitors from outer 
space. These visitors are using fresh cosmic energy for 
their locomotion and pour the slag, DOR, into our atmos-
phere. Whether this is being done on purpose or by acci- 
dent does not matter as far as the effects upon life on 
earth are concerned. 

Tilas, to sumrnarize, orgonomic roscara.' has found at 
the very roots of existente an energy, which, dependent 
on circumstances, functions either as a life giving, Life fur-
thering, and reprodueing force or, ia the absence of suei 
conditions, turns into a killer of Life. It even becomes a 
destroyer of lifeless matter, as was shows in the disinte-
gration of solid rock, granito, etc., to desert sand during 
the Ornam' Experiment, 1951-1954. 

(DOR) Death 

Coaraie Energy 

(OR) Life 
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Phases 

L DOR ATTACK UPON GREEN LANDS 

Original vegetation dies slowly due to repeated, severe 
droughts. It decays gradnally, thins out, but at times it 
reais with great lnshness and abundant growth as if fever-
ishly reacting against the DOR attack. Trees decay; they 
disintegrate in the center bionously; large and ever larger 
hollows develop in the trunks; then they bend like rubber 
hoses ; slowly branch by branch, twig by twig they die until 
the atem topples over, too. Armored man passes by this 
devastation over the ages without noticing it. Or if he 
notices the insidious disaster, he tells nothing to anyone. 
He is slowly deteriorating himself, as clearly seen in the 
diference between an inhabitant of the Nile Basin or the 
Italian Peninsula only two and a half thousand years ago 
and at present in the 20th centnry. 

In this first phase, water wells dry out, one by one, over 
years of drought and scanty raio. The surface soil cakes 
and turns white due to infiltrating Orite. The sou! still has 
the power to come back upon a good, soaking raia or upon 
relief from the nauseating, dehydrating, life-draining DOR 
clouds. The caked soil, formerly black and rich and juicy, 
turns into toam, then yellow clay, and gradnally cakes into 
little hard pebbles, not distinguishable from small mcks. 
An opera eye and a functional mind, following processes 
in nature as they are, can see ali this as an ever-changing 
function up till the Sahara-type devastation. In this phase, 
granite disintegrates imperceptibly, unless the eye is 
trained to see its progress ; but the rock disintegrating into 
bions ou the surface is still capable of reorganization, 
usually into a harder surface with a whitish hue, the un-
mistakable sign of Orite mixed into the bionous MUS.  
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II. DOR ATTACK UPON CAKED SOIL 

The caked soil becomes fissured; it does not come back 
as easily as before after a soaking raia. DOR has eaten 
its way into narrow and shallow fissures, deepening and 
wideniug them. The soil as well as the decaying roeks turus 
into gray, later red clay. "RED SANDS" begin to show. 
Loam, still capable of bearing fruit, develops from the clay 
through Melanor. 

III. DOR ATTACK UPON RED CLAY 

The caked clay turns more and more into sand. DOR 
destroys the cohesive power of the energy which kept the 
clay particles together and tends back toward rock forma-
tion on a smaller scale, as it were. This dry sand is, as 
shown easily by experimenta, still capable of being reversed 
by moisture toward soil. However, if DOR continues to 
penetrate, to dehydrate, to cause everything in its path to 
disintegrate, the limit of reversibility is passed, and the 
sand becomes fruitless, sterile, unchangeable by natural 
muna. Nature, then, still continues to create but no longer 
on the levei of the living. 

In this third phase, when the resistance of the living 
has been broken by DOR and Melanor, when there is no 
OR lhe left in the soil, mountains are literally being eaten 
up by DOR. MELANOR EATS MOUNTÁINS. This was 
the most dramatic experiente in the desert, especially in 
the region around El Centro: Melanor eats mountains. 

The mountains in the desert are being levelled off with 
single untouched rocks standing upright like turrets sur-
rounded by caked clay and sand. Where there is still s'me 
moisture available, secondary vegetation is still possible. 
But the secondary desert vegetation will soou die, too. The 
rivers have dieti long ago. Deep wells are slili there hut 
they are losing out, too. The deep water well levei sinks 
from year to year by a few feet. This was the case over 
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the Last deca.de in Arizona, aeeording to reporta of farners. 
With the general dees.y, the hills fiatten and round out. The 
landscape, due to ORITE deposita, acquires more and more 
a whitish look. The next step is: 

IV. DOR ATTACK UPON THE CLAY AND THE REM-
NANTS OF LIFE 

The "WHITE GÁNDS" only, sky steel gray above, 
hot radiation, Orite taking over, changing the desert into a 

whitish moon landacape. 

This was the picture before me on November 2, 1954. 

Proto-Vegetation — The Greening of Sandy Desert 

It was not the primary objective of the expedition to 
"make rain over rainless desert lande." It turned ont 
later that "making rain," if we could have done it, would 
have hidden from na the available scientific information on 
the dynamics of desert functioning. On the contrary, it 
helped greatly that rain could not easily be obtained. We 
had no ambition to improas anyone with making rain over 
desert. 

During the firat days of November 1954 the snrrounding 
desert region, particulariy at Mt. Catalina, reacted to the 
systematic DOR removai with greening. Shoots of prairie 
grass sprouted first singly, then in patches and finally the 
sand was covered with a fine carpet of green. The green 
epread toward Mt. Catalina, climbed during the following 
weeks up the tnountain slopes, extended slowly toward the 
north along the bighway; frern here it spread out toward 
eaat and weat, until by December last it stood Reverei 
inches to a foot deep over a territory of about 40 to 80 
miles ieom Tucson with prevalence to the east and north. 
T repeat . Grau greve knee deep on a territory where no 

grass had been before, where only barren sand had been 
as far beta as people remembered.  

The greening of the parched land carne about without 
a drop of rain. The !misture we had beca drawing in from 
the southwestern shores of the U.S.A. had accumulated in 
the atmosphere, was refiected by the slopes of Mt. Cata-
tina, and had caused the greening of the desert lande. Now, 
such a phenomenon is incomprehensible to a mechanistic, 
"sporc"-bound biology. Aecerding to the spore hypothesis 
the seeds of the prairie grass blades rnust have slumhered 
in the parched, caked, completely harren sand for thousands 
of years. Thon, suddenly, with no raia falling nor sonking 
the ground, the shoots began to appear, as if from nowhere. 

It is exactly at such crossroads of natural events that 
the failure of mechanistic thinking regarding fundamental 
matters of nature becomes evident. It is also hera where 
orgonomic biophysics passes its testa. The mechanistic 
theory of apores was inapplicable. Still, the greening was 
a fact, observed by many people in that region. Cattle were 
driven, first by twos and fours, later in herda upon the new 
prairie lands. The mechanistic biologist kept quiet. Fie 
had nothing to say. Where bis understanding failed and 
when bis pride was hurt, he was inclined to simply mis-
construe opinion in a rather unpleasaxit fashion, painful 
to listen to. 

In order to obtain understanding of the appearance of 
prairie grass without rain, I set up a fèw dishes with caked 
soil for microseopie observation. One dish contained noth-
ing but dry soil taken from the yard; it was kept exposed 
to the burning sun. Another dish contained soil which 
had been sprinkled with white Orite, Et so-called. It, too, 
was kept in the sun. A third dish contained caked soil taken 
from the yard, filled with well water to imitate the condi-
tion of irrigation. A fourth dish contained the same anil, 
but did not contam any water together with the sou]; 
rather the water was arranged in sueh a rnanner that it 
evaporated only into the caked soil ; titia arrangement was 
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designed to reproduce the actual situation of grass growing 
without rem. it was clearly the moisture increase in the 
atmosphere which had caased the grau to grow. 

The four dishes were observed at regular intervale with 
abont 300 and 1000x magnifieation over a period of several 
months. Soou several riddles were no riddles any longer. 

The caked soil kept dry, did not change much, except 
becoming somewhat harder. The caked soil where Et hait 
been added caked more and faster ; aftev two months there 
were small pebbles of hard roek forming in the dish. The 
dish which contained soil pina water ahowed only bionous 
development with some protozoa. 

However, the surprise carne from the fourth dish. The 
soil had absorbed moisture from the surrounding water 
directly. Mieroseopie examination revealed an nnknown 
type of growth: Fan-like formations at the margins of bion 
heaps.  
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These formations could be reproduced at will. A few 
graina of caked soil are put on a clean, flat slide. Two 
drops of water are deposited one to each side of the small 
heap of sand. Observation over an hour or so with 300 
to 600x magnification shows clearly Proto-vegetation. 

The soil particles stretch out toward the moisture by 
forming 	protrusions in the direction of the drop- 
lets. This solved the riddle of prairie grass growing on 
parched lands without rain, upon DOR removei and in-
crease in atrnospherie moisture alone. 

PROTO-VEGETÁTION must have been the original 
form of primordial vegetation on earth. Before apores or 
seeds could be there, some living form that produced aceda 
and apores must have been formed. The aceda could not 
possibly have come from nowhere; nor could they have 
passed through cosmic spaces with near absolute freezing 
temperature. We are witnessing the writing of an entirely 
new chapter of biogenesis on this planet and shall do well 
to stop at this point before proceeding again. 

We understand now why rain would have obliterated 
this finding. It would have kept the Proto-vegetation from 
our viemo and, in addition, it would have drowned the out-
stretching bions as was shown by actual experiment. In 
a similar vein, also, man dying of thirst must first get used 
to small amounts of water. He must adapt himself to it. 
This finding corresponda in the manner it was secured to 
the finding of the atar track which was longer and deviating 
at the same time. It is in finding sueh gems of knowledge 
that we also find our greatest satisfaction in knowledge. 
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rasar-ince formationa atretching toward water dropleta 
to right on elida. Actual appearance at appr. 600-1000a 
neagwification. 

Ea and Rain Clouda 

On November 7th the moisture had risen in the afines-
phere from the usual 15% to 65% R.H., an unheard of Bela-
tive Humidity for Tucson. A Tucson radio announcer who 
reported on the humidity that day elmo announced that he 
had been "told to announce only minimal humidities." 
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Some of the ehollas and sagnaros higher up on the 
platean toward Oracle were blackening and falling apart 
where the green prairie grau had appeared. The rapidity 
of the reactions was astonishing. 

We were drawing now with the Cloudbuster continu-
ally, from the southwest mostly. The task now was to 
obtain a continuou@ flow of moisture frota either the west-
ern or the southwestern Pacific coast, through Yuma or 
Mexico, or if possible from both. DOR lay heavy to the 
west, eonstituting a barrier, as it were, against nnimpeded 
flow of moisture. It was further eontemplated to accom-
plish, if at ali possible, a fusion of the western or south-
western moisture flow with the Atlantic moisture. But we 
knew well that the deadiock in the Great Basin due to the 
DOR ceiling had to be broken first. A first wedge had been 
driven into the staleneas of DOR. 

On November 7th the first donde were forming thickly 
over Little Orgonon. They soou covered ali of the sky tend-
ing toward raio. The OR flow that day was from east to 
west. Clouds were reported forming at the Pacific Ocean. 
At 13 :00 hrs. the sky was completely overclouded, especially 
to file west. At 17:00 the sky in zenith was droughty. At 
21:00 the donde were dissolving rapidly, in a moat con-
epicuons fashion. At 22:00 the sky was olear of donde. We 
did not understand what had e,aused the dissolution of the 
raio clouds. We had, without being aware of it at the 
moment, come into contact with the effects of Ea upon 
clond formation in deserte: 

All through the night on No"ember 7th to 8th, 1954, we 
witnessed a spectacle which opened up the realm of Ea 
with respeet to clond and raia formation. That evening a 
bright, large luminating bali was sem coming up like a 
star on the northern shonlder of Mt. Catalina. It moved 
very slowly toward the south along the mountain crest. 
Before reaching the southern slope, it turned upward and 

remained hanging about 10-15 degrees in one place for 
hours. The day had been replete with severe DOR; blankets 
of blackness hovered over the Tucson region and Little 
Orgonon. We drew off some DOR early that day, but it 
returned soon. The mountains to the south and west were 
especially and severely veiled with DOR blankets. 

411PS/c lea~ 
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Fig. 22. Ew over Mi. Cataiina 

There could be little doubt as to the connection between 
the observation during the night of the bright luminating 
bali and the disappearance of the raio clouds on the 7th as 
well as the severe DOR clouds the following day, November 
8th. The Ea had not been there before; it was not there 
ou the following nights. There was no escape from the fact 
that we were at war with a power unknown to man on earth. 

In addition to the grave task confronting us, the mete-
orologista in TUCSOT1 seemed to have concluded that, epeak-
ing in terces of publicity, we should be obliterated. All 
reporte of the weather burean were somehow slanted 



Fig. 23. The greening experimental arca at Tucson 

against our facts; the riso in moiature was not reported; 
the DOR blankets were ignored; the cloud formations were 
not mentioned or were talked away hy some evasive com-
mont ; there was outright falsification of fact. We soou gave 
up listening to these dishonest reports. The situation some-
what improved as the weeks passed by. The eoming-in of 
moisturo from the Pacific Ocean was mentioned in the re-
ports. The reporta were at least tryiug te be fair. Some-
thing had changed in the Weather Bureau in Tucson. 
There was, at last, some respect for fact noticeable in the 
reporta. But the sabotage of our efforts continued ats we 
shall learn later on. 

THE Ea BATTLE OF TUCSON 

Ea, DOR and Cloud Formation 

The followiug theoretical work positions were 
November 10, 1954: 

1. DOR is the basic drought-causing and desert-sup-
porting factor. There is some obseure relationship of DOlt 
to water. DOR eats mountains and leveis them off to sand 
dunea." 

2. Sahara sand is caked, crystallized sou' mixed with 
Orite. 

3. Ea causes strong DOR and dissolves clouds, pre-
venta cloud formation. 

4. Ea can be weakened or even extinguished by draw-
iag off energy with the Spacegun. 

S. Ea has caused the deserta of the planet, supported 
by earthman's emotionai desert. 

The days and nights from November 6 to 9 were filled 
with DOR siekuess, dispersa! of artíficially ereated clouds, 
appearance at irregular times and places of one to two Ea 
in the East. There was no DOR aceumulation after suc-
cessful drawing was performed on the evening of Novem-
ber 8th from the eastern Ea. The morning of November 
9th was free of DOR. The mountains were clear, the val-
leys brilliant. Such changes from DOR to DOR-free days 
and vice versa, whieh followed our drawing operations, 
were most convincing. Bo was, too, heavy DOR following 
sighting of Ea or not drawing from Ea. Thus, our position 
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gained ground regarding the interrelation of DOR-Drought 
and DOR-Ea. We also learned step by step, to integrate 
malignant human reactions with outer, atmospheric DOR 
situations. "You are dorized today," became a etanding 
phrase to describe a behavior of confusion, crisscross ac-
tivities ("pranking") and discomfort, clearly due to DOR. 

The strong dotei formation of November 9th had been 
brought about by the night drawing operation of the 8th. 
This success grew further into the atmospheric events of 
November 10th. The effects of the Ea operations covered 
the region of Mexico and southern California, a region 
plagued with drought for years. 

At 10 a.m. on November 10th a strong southwest wind 
arose. We nll felt and saw moisture coming in heavy from 
the ocean. A bank of rain donde hung low to the west and 
south. At 11 a.m., lasting till about noon, the wind shifted 
tu east and southeast. The monntain ranges sonth of 
Tucson toward Mexica were submerged in cloudy mista. 
We phoned the Weather Bureau; they told us that all 
Mexico and the coast up to California were in donde, 30,000 
feet high. The draw from the east during the night cer-
tainly had produced strong resulte. We kept drawing from 
the zenith in order to keep DOR out as much as possible, 
also to keep the passage free from DOR for the donde, 
should they pass overhead. 

The cloud bank grew steadily in height and width. The 
wind blew strongly from the east at 10 miles per hour with 
guete up to 20 miles. The wind blew strongest in Tucson 
where DOR was always heavy. I understood this detail 
only months later when 1 found out that gusty winds are 
due to OR hunting DOR ahead of itself. Dust devils and 
tornadoes became understandable as resulte of a self-clean-
ing process in the atmosphere, with OR cleaning out DOR. 

At noon, finger-like extensions of the doudo formed 
overhead, reaching out far ahead of the clond bank toward  

the north. The official weather reporte registered raia in 
Los Angeles, one inch, at Mt. Wilson, one inch. The donde 
held heavy from San Diego to Pt. Conception. All soalhem 
Utah was reported as covered with donde. No rain was 
predicted for Arizona but it was raining at 13:30 hrs. in 
western Arizona. Showers were expected in Tucson during 
the coming night. It rained heavy ali over the west coast, 
strongest in the southern parte on November llth. 

However, no rain come to the Tucson region that day, 
contrary to prediction. But a heavy cloud bank to the 
southwest, west and northwest along the horizon was pre-
ceded by a dense bank of fog, several hundred feet high. 
The moisture was strongly felt in the air. The east to west 
draw had bnilt a high potential in the west which drew 
moisture streaming in from the ocean. This moisture was 
picked up by the Oalactic OR stream and was carried 
toward the northeast. There had been much rain and snow 
in the northeastern U.S.A. during the winter months of 
1954-1955. (See Fig. 20b, p. 144.) 

AU these events were ignored by the Instituto for 
Atmospheric Physice at Arizona University. They were 
busy with a new project, counting the droplets condensing 
around dust partidos per volume of air. They had received 
$150,000 from the National Academy of Sciences in Wash-
ington. 1 had applied for a similar amount a few months 
earlier, without success. 1 do not know what carne of the 
counting of droplets in the air. 

To continue: 1 assumed that day, erroneously, that the 
east to west drawing had impeded the incoming of the ruiu 
from the west. La ter, I thought that an obstacle must have 
eximed to the west which prevented the moisture from 
streaming into the Tucson basin. The moisture also seemed 
to pass over the Tucson region without forming dnrable 
donde. Pt streamed northward as if drawn in strongly by 
the desert regions in the Utah ares. The DOR over the 
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northern parte of the desert basin may well have had this 
attracting influence upon the direction of the moisture 
flow. My original choice of Tucson as an open crossroad 
for three or four directions of flow seemed oonfirmed by 
the resulta of actual moisture flow. However, there was 
trouble ahead, since I knew at that time nothing of the 
"BARRIER" that barred transition of almas to the east 
at the mountain range west uf El Centro. I had to combat 
it Mareb, 1955, before I could obtain raia over the Amer-
ican Sahara. 

DOR thus was found to do two things : It drew moisture 
to itself, due to its water hunger, and at the same time it 
prevented the condensation of that same moisture into raie 
clouds. Much was in the dark here, of course. 

The Tucson basin, the hottest spot in the U.S. south-
western desert, may for 25,000 years have been submitted 
to Ea attacks without man having hem aware of it. Were 
the Ea whieh we saw in the aky possibly space machines 
which had been keeping deserta going for ages, preventing 
raia ali along the times/ No one could tell. But it was 
very much within the limita of reasonable possibilities. It 
could not and shonld not be ignored. 

It rained on November 12th in Los Angeles, the dronght 
having been broken there by 1.3 inches of raia; in San 
Diego with 0.9 in., Nevada 0.8 in., Grand Canyon 0.4 in., 
and Yuma 0.01 fiai. The humidity had risen at our base be-
tween 11/4 and 11/12 from 5 to 10% to 55% at noontime. 
The atmospherio background CPM had fallen from about 
200 to 20 during the same period. 

On November 13th the relative humidity went up to 
67% at noon. Rein clouds lay heavy and thick on the mann-
tain-tops. Greening proceeded apace on ali mountain 
ranges surrounding our base. Yellow prairie grasa was 
showing. It spread rapidly. 

There was no doubt: Slow increase of moisture in the 
atmosphere was to be preferred by far to a sudden raia 
over the desert. The soil had to have the opportunity to 
soak up the moisture from the attnosphere ai its own paca 
accordmg to med. The moisture in the sou could be felt 

by toucbug it. The sand became darker and glit-
tercd from dew in the morning. It was on November 13th 
that it became clear to me why high mountain-topa in 
deserta are covered with vegetation while in the valleys 
there is no longer anything left of the primary growth:  
DOR sinking heavy and low into the valleys would gorge 
np ali moisture quickly, while the DOR.-free peaks would 
bold their water and water vapor. Also, the clouds would 
pour their moisture around mountain-tops rather than 
have enough time to accumulate in the valleys. It is well 
known that the sudden bnrsts of heavy raiei and the rim-
offs have little value as far as soil preservation and farm-
ing is concerned. The water is not being absorbed by  the 
soil since the soil is not capable of absorbing it. It has first 
to adjust to the moisture, to seep it up gradue-111y and to 
change siowly its inner, microscopic structure in turning 
back from caked pebble to bionous soil. These processes 
can be observed with little effort if these principies are 
known and are used in the setting up of appropriate ob-
servational and experimental settings. This requires, of 
course, that one frees oneself completely from many wrong 
assumptions we encounter in the literature on the Aubiect 
regarding "spores," "gullies being due to washont ero-
sion," etc. Drought precedes the formation of gullies. 

On November 13th the relative humidity at 17:00 was 
45% as against 5 or 10% cnly 10 days before in the late 
afternoon. 

On November 14th two bright, pulsating, flashing Ea 
were in the sky low to the east *min. one anoroxhafelv 
15, the other 25 degrees up. Upon drawing, the first 
dimmed after an initial stronger blinking and remained 
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dimmed. The second Ea wobbled first for a while, then it, 
too, dimmed strongly. Suddenly, a third suspeet eame up 
in the east, appearing suddenly as if from nowhere. Sud-
den appearance and disappearanee are basic characteristics 
of Ea, well known to us. (See Ea appearing suddenly, photo 
3B, p. 21.) 

All through the latter half of November we were aware 
of the social events which intermingled with our Ea oper-
ations. Somehow, the two realms, seemingiy so far apart, 
had a dose bearing on mal other. People in all walks of 
life were dimly aware of the cosmie functions affecting 
our planet; there was silent, but eloquent interest in our 
operations from farmers, laborers, in the bank, from 
government, and especially from those who tried to destroy 
De. 

On November 18th, Judge Clifford in Portland, Maine, 
denied the intervention of the 15 physicians against the 
unlawful injunetion. All physicians were, contrary to the 
original document, now exempted from the teme of the 
unconstitutional order. Only WR "Ad personam" was 
chosen to be the victim. The U. S. drug Hig later dragged 
Dr. Silvert back into the mud. Two drug Higs tried to 
get to Orgonon, but were sent away by the caretaker. Our 
literatura continued to be distributed and the money carne 
in regt.larly. Dr. Baker in New Jersey was highly instru-
mental in keeping things going. 

On November 22, the United Nations Council accepted 
Eisenhower's "Morna for Peace" proposal. 

On the 19th, vapor trails, written into the sky by jets, 
were holding together, demonstrating an extension of the 
DOR-free region both upward and outward beyond Mt. 
Catalina. But the Ea were not inactive either. On the 24th 
of November I detected at 03:00 hrs., and watched for one 
hour, a large flashing, pnlsating Ea to the aouth. It was 
the same Ea that appears on photo 3A, pago 20, and was  
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drawn from on January 17th and 18th, 1955. bater, we 
coneentrated our operations upon this southern Ea which 
hu.ng low over Tucson, to the ezelusion of all °there. 

On the 27th, the tr. S. Government resnmed fite "Atoms 
for Peace" plan. The U. S. S. R. wanted to know about 
denaturization of nuclear material. A great seienee con-
ferente Ivan being planned for Geneva for the eoming 
eummer. 

We could not rid ourselves of the feeling that we were 
somehow connected with these "Atoms for Peace" pro-
ceedings. We were forced later on to see the connection 
the hard way. We were to realize that our work was in 
the center of attention in high social cintes; it was deelared 
"top secret" at the same time. About the same time Ein-
stein was reported to have said it would have been better 
if he had become a plumber rather than a scientist. We 
wondered whether he had finally found out about the deceit 
perpetrated upon him by a Stalinite mastermind in 1940. 
His age was dying; so much we knew from the practical 
aspeets of Oranur. But the memory of my meeting with 
Einsteln of January 1941 was to be retained with great 
pleasure. 

It had rained far and wide all around us; but it refused 
to raia at Tucson. We could not quite understand why. On 
November lfith it had rained in Los Angeles, Nevada and 
Utak At tbree p.m., we learned that it had rained in Cali-
fornia into the Mojave Desert. Clouds were again coming 
into the Tucson basin from the west, but it refused to rán 
here. The clouds disappeared again or they did not pour 
out their water. Still, the moisture increased in the soil 
all around us. 

The eooperation of the Air Force was shown in sueh 
details as the following; On November 18th early at 04:00 
bre. I was observing the night sky from the deck. An Ea 
was again seen near the northern slope of the Catalina 
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mountain. 1 felt clearly being drawn unon. The Ea moved 
toward the east horizontally then upward. At 08:00 
the Catalina mountain range was black with DOR ciou& 
and a heav-y DOR blanket covered the northern horizon. At 
08:57 hrs. an  AAF plane eireled the Mt. Catalina region in 
an elongated elipse, in accordance with the layout of the 
DOR cloud. The AAF knew then and let me know that they 
knew about the connection between Ea and DOR. There 
was no doubt any longer possible regarding the role Ea 
played in the dissipation of raro elouds. It did not rain at 
Tucson, though it rained around it, because of a concentra-
tion of Ea observing our region. 

This fact required serious counter-action. 

Establishment of an OR Potential on Mount Lemmon 

We felt annoyed at the lack of raro at our base. The 
ides was conceived to establish a high OR potential on Mt. 
Lemmon. We would take a cloudhuster up the mountain 
about 25 nanes to the northeafqt and draw from the Tucson 
basin toward the mountain. This wouid possibly help to 
cause the (Aonde to pour the raia out. 

The whole crew went up Mt. Lemmon on November 
18th, the same day the intervention of the physicians v. as 
denied in the Portland Court. We mele careful observa-
tions while driving up as well as down the mountain. There 
was eleerly DOR hanging over the landscape. I had to 
distinguish the "Pocket DOR" from the "Ceiling DOR." 
The first penetrated into the deep ravines and lay heaviest 
in the bottom of the deep cut-ins. The latter hovered over 
the landscape with a more or less sharp edge toward outer 
space. It was dense enough over Tucson to hide the eity 
from view. 

1 

Fig. 24. Ceiling and pocket DOR 

It was not diffieult at all to remove the heavy "Ceiling 
DOR." We drew direetly from the ceiling; at times we 
crisscrossed the eeiling, cut it apart, as it were, thinned it 
out at various places until it ove way. It disappeared 
after a draw of about 20 minutes. 

It was at the moment more importani to probe the at-
mosphere than to accomplish technological rain-making 
feats. Still, we felt angered when it did not raia. We 
learned that Ceiling DOR looked black seen from above 
and sideways ; that it looked white seen from below when 
we passed through it. 

Pocket DOR cata out the rocks, changes them into a 
brownish powdery mass, elay brownite. Natural erosion by 
running water on the other bailei causes clean, smooth 
rounded surfaces ou the rock. 

While we were on Mt. Lemmon a jet flew low above our 
cars. Also, there were twin motored research planes 
around following our drawing operations. 

On November 21 a huge Red Fireball erashed in Crux-
ton, Minuesota, according to a Hollywood radio report on 
ICTUX. 
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"The Right to be Wrong" 

In February 1954, the New York Herald Tribune car-
ried an article by Samuel Hopkins Aclamo defending the 
right of the natural seientist to be wrong without being 
molested. T had not been wrong regarding the basie char-
aoteristios of the energy in the organism and atmosphere 
which I had begun to diseover in 1935. But 1 had always 
maintained my privilege not to fear to make mistakes, not 
to fali into the Babbity habit of not moving along out of 
fear to displease the fellow scientist. Binem the inception 
of my teaehing activities in Vienna I had stressed the 
point: One must be an expert in finding one's mistakes 
and in correcting them. Without such basic rales of con-
duct, basic research is not possible. 

The following incident will prove the point. It will, so 
I hope, impress upon the reader the meaning of what is 
truly entailed in the term "open-mindedness." 

On the 28th of November, 1954, all participants of the 
expedition made an observation which has remained un-
solved to this very day. There were two equally possible 
interprotations of the factual observation; one was ap-
plicable to the classical, the other to the new, so very prob-
lematio point of view which maintained that spaceships 
were visiting our planet. The point to make here is this: 

Cla,ssical knowledge may all be wrong, such as with 
the perfect Copernican °irdes, the ellipses of Kepler, the 
empty space of Einstein, the airgerms of the Pasteurian 
bacteriologists, the atomic nature of the Universe, etc. To 
see new things from scratch, to expect the impossible to be 
true, belongs to the emotional equipment of the true pio-
neering scientist. Whoever does noc possess these quali-
ties should not do basie research. Obviously, as with 
other serious matters, it is not designed for tyros or rou-
tine technicians.  

On November 28th, before dawn, I waa observing the 
eastern sky with my 3% inch refractar telesoope. Venus 
atood already as a siokle high in the sky. To the north 
of Venue I notieed a small star. Viewed with 60x magnili-
eation it presented the following shape and strneture : It 
had two dark symmetrieally located black points looking 
like portholes of a ship. The object had the elear-eut 
cigar shape of a spaceship. I measured its angular ve-
locity roughly by timing its passage through the diameter 
of my teleseope lena. rt passed my field of vision from low 
left to high right in 149 seconde. The movement was syn-
oh ronous with that of Venus. Its position with respect to 
Venus that morning was the following, sketched from the 
telescopic view. 

7004alioe di 41,0 MotrAti •44C #-14- 
g8,44.441,/  6: 	frárc4oce 

3..r a ~e 

IP 42t$04111" 
dij 	44245040 Ag* eit 

J' !x 
Fig. 25. Pozitiou of UFO witb respeet to Veiam, 

November 28tb and 29th, 1954 

I had no instrument at hand to measure the dislocation 
from the previous day, but there was no doubt that the 
cigar-ahaped object had moved the following morning, No-
vember 29th, 6:30 a.m., somewhat further away from Venus 
againat the line of the ecliptio, toward the celestial North-
pele. The atmosphe2i,  background count at that time was 
somewhat erratie, between 50 and 100 CPM. 

The object looked like a cigar-shaped spaceship. I re-
fused to accept the notion, but its being farther away from 
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Venus in a direction opposite to the eeliptic path stock in 

my mind. It was at this monient that I had to remind 
myself of my own principies of conduct in basic research: 
To hold on to an observation without discarding it, but 
also without falling for it into nncorrected error; to keep 
the matier pending; to assume that ali knowledge could be 
wrong, or that the Spacesbip Theory was wrong. To keep 
things pending is important. 

ff. 	5+  ftg./ail  AW1j21142614."•/1 

in/20 / g effiier etx. "iN9.044 
Fig. 26 

I made a few sketches of thz obscure thing in my log 
book and let the matter rest. McCullough who heard about 
it and saw it after his rettwn from an inspection trip north 
thought it was or could be Saturn ; but he was not certain, 
and there was no astronomical chart at hand to find out. 
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We felt it unwisc to can at the University for information. 
The hostility there was already obvious, at least as far 
as the weather work was concerned. Also, 1 had learned 
to keep my uow problems away from routine seience. 

The following picture was taken at a special occasion 
back in 1946. lt demonstrates the helplessness of scienee 
and the need for freedom to make bona file errors, i.e., the 
"right to be wrong." I leave the photograph unexplained 
ítt order to prove the right to be wrong without being 
molested. 

Fig. 27. What does alia photograph ciepict ? 

That same evening the sky tu t he west was covered with 
heavy raia clouds in the forni of a 141 dotal batik. On No-
vember 30 the cigar-shaped object could not be observed 
since the sky was cloudy. The clouds were drifting toward 
the northeast. The atmosphere was pleasant, like meai' 
air. Moisture in the atmosphere had elimbed again to 
67% R.11.; the CP:11 were high, 80 to 100. The Oracle 

• regia'', 40 miles away, had greened further; there were 
also jets overheatl. We had the eloudbuster, located in 
Yurna in spring, transferred to Tucson. We were now 
drawing contámously tvith two cloudbusters frnm the south- 
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west. We had completely overeotne our fear to draw too 
long. One could not accontplish in the desert in days of 
drawing what over green landa was possible to achieve with 
an hour's drawing operation. The observations of Ea and 
of cloud formations were now reliably integrated. 1 shall 
returca to this integration soou enough. But first let us 
return to our mysterious "spaceship" near Venus. It 
moved according to our observations between December 1 
and December 17, 1954, in the followiug manuer with re-
gard to Vento. 

Fig. 28. Poaition of rifar alimpe relativa to Venial, 
Mimar' December bit and 17th, 1954 

It is only through the integration of various extraordi-
nary events that our problem deserves attention. The 
object swung around Venus and overtook it until on De-
cember 17th it was located at 06:20 lirs. to the south of it. 
Venus had moved westward in a straight line along the 
ecliptic. Was Satnrn swinging around Venus/ Or had a 
spaceship taken off Venus before November 28th toward 
the north, first removing itself from the planet, then out 
of its field of gravity and finally swinging southward/ 

In face of a rigid, doctrinaire, self-appointed, ready-
to-kill hierarchy of scientific censorship it appears foolish  
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to publisb such thoughts. Anyone matignant enough comi(' 
do anything with them. Still the right to be wrong hos to 
he maintained. We should not fear to enter a forest he-
mos() there are wildcats around in the trees. We should 
not yield our right to well-eontrolled apeculation. It is 
cortam questiona entailed in snch epeculation which the 
administrators of eatablished knowledge fear: Is it pos-
sible, thinkable, that some of the so-called planeta are not 
planets at dl: That they are something entirely differentl 
Something unheard of1 We do not know and cannot telt. 
But in entering the costnic age we should certainly insist 
on the right to mak new, even silly questions without being 
molested. 

On December fith, 1954, we experienced two shocking 
incidents which seemed to tear out the truth and appro-
priateness of attitudes in basic researeh such as were men-
tioned above. 

The Breakdown of a Spacegun Operator 

December 6th, between 09:35 and 11:00 hours one °p-
ente,  was on order to dedorize the zenith region which 
was very black. A jet plane drew a vapor trail around the 
zenith in a wide circle where it was dissolving quiekly. In 
some piaces the vapor trail did not develop at all. This 
pointed to something serious going on there. 

At abont 10:30 hrs. another operator, who had an ex-
cellent sense of perception, was moving her hand with 
fingers outstretched skyward up and down; while abe was 
doing so, she caught a "field" of energy; this was known 
to us from many experientes during drawing operations, 
coming apparently from the region of the ecliptic, from a 
place where Venus must have approximately been located 
at that boiar. A Geiger Connter was brought up and cor-
roborated the subjective sensation of DOR streaming down 
by showing a count of 400 CPM which rose to 600, 700 and 
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800: As Ea was doubtlessly in the sky high up in the 
region above. The two other operators were told to draw 
with the second cloudbuster from the same region. Orle 
of them reported "DOR is eoming down strong" with a 
vera' bitter teste, much atronger than usual and tasting like 
offai. The Glt gave 700 CP111. We apparently got the ex-
hausto or whatever else it may have been right down on na. 
The experiente was with tis again on December 7th and 8th. 
On the 7th, the same operator was drawing from the Ea 
again at 11 hrs. He complained abont DOR eoming strong 
and "soar." He felt a crippling sensation in his right leg. 
(The radio gave at the same time a continuons static noise 
on all banda.) His right side seemed to go into paralysis. 
The motility was impaired. However, he recovered soou. 
The pupillary and other motorie reflexes were unimpeded ; 
so was the sensitivity to tactile sensation. 

However, the foliowing day, December 8th, 1954, at 
08:30 hrs., while he drew DOR, the paralysis Mimei again. 
He carne into the gnarters sick, pnrple in his face, hardly 
able to move his right leg, limping, and with little motility 
in right arm and hand. A warm soaking bath was taken 
right away. Warm tea and Southern Comfort liquear re-
moved the paralysis to a great extent. However, I knew 
it was serious. The operator had developed a progressive 
paralytic anorgonia of the right side, =der the stream 
of DOR, still in a functional state, but certainly in the di-
rection of a poesibly lasting structural paralysis and nerve 
atrophy. Handshake was weak on the right sido; the right 
correr of the mouth was drooping and immobile, with right 
leg immobilized. We advised the operator not to go to 
any neurologieal hospital, since we knew well the practices 
of so many in this profession who after decades of pains-
taking medical research still were ignorant and determined 
to remain ignorant of the funetional, anorgonotie pbasea 
preceding full-fledged nenrological disease. It wonld have 
been irresponsible to deliver an important worker in onr 
field to such quackery. He went on vaeafion back to his 
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	 reenperated slewly and returned to work still some- 
what impeded late in January 1955. We were happy to 
have him with na again • however, he was not permitted 
to draw DOR again. We also thought that in case any 
neurotie administrator of official quackery in medicine 
should again declare "OR energy does not exist," we 
certainly wonld publiely recomniend detention in an obser-
vation station for some time of that kind of hnman animal. 
Sornewhere, some time an end shou]d be put to the nuisance 
activities on the social scene of frigbtened biopathie in-
dividuais, no matter in whnt profession or position. 

Here is a report on the medical examination aftcr his 
refinar to the base on January 28,1955, by Eva Reich,M. D.: 

Generally much improved over status at onset of 
neurological difficulty on 12-8-1954. 

No new symptoms have arisen. However since re-
turn to Tucson on 1-18-1955 lias not progressed as 
steadily, feels this is "at standstill." Thinks he reacts 
ta Orur operations by dininess, canil return in foot 
weakness after about 1 hour. Expressed fear of cioud-
busting effect on himself. Still clumsy with right 
hand, for instance drops a cigarette if he relaxes while 
holding it. Still stumbles over words, feda mental 
clarity not impaired. Deseribes episodes of "waves 
moving Lpward" over occiput occurring in past 6 
weeks. Tires when walking, can 't run well because 
of right leg weakness. Knows eyes are his main arca 
of difficulty now. Crying is still difficult. 

BP 110/60, Pulse 80. 

Color—pink, not sallow in eontrast to bef ore attack. 

Able to wrinkle forehead. Pupila quite c,onstrieted, 
react promptly to light, but are definitely veiled. No 
longer has nystagmus or dizzy spell on Moving èyes 
in all direetions. Aceommodates all right. Assumes 
a staring expression when moving eyes (rest of face 
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becomes masklike). No residuum of facial nervo 
motor weakness seen. Still is a bit hypersensitive to 
pin prick on right half face. 

Lungs are olear except for some mucous rhonchi 
in right upper lobo. States he may be getting a cold. 
Has slight runny nome, reddened pharynx. Wax in 
right ear, left shows old site of perforation. Handgrip 
slightly weaker on right. Triceps reftex, right, still 
hyperactive, but biceps refles is equal. No longer Iras 
positive Hoffman reflex. Has slight difficulty in Finger-
to-Nose test to left. Negativo Romberg. Definite 
weakness of right plantar flexor museles, some weak-
ness in calf and thigh. Has definite ankle, but not 
patellar clonus on right. Right sided deep refiexes of 
leg are hyperactive over left side (knee, ankle). 

RMC states that in Army the reflexos in legs were 
hypoactive. Positive Babinski response on right side. 
Hypersensitive to pin prick on right. Has normal 
proprioception. 

impression: Healing of nervo centers which had 
weakened biologically during DOR 
attack. 

No sígns of anorgonia now, two sides of 
body equal in warmth and field. 

Residual neurological sequelae of right-
sided hemiplegia, improving. 

TI Old perforation of left eardrum. Any 
relationship to present illuess7 

Advised to keep out. of DOR, and if possible use 
alternation of baths and accumulator. 

An operator at a Spacegun had been paralyzed by DOR 
while drawing from an Ea. This fact was established be-
yond doubt. 

The Arrival of ORUR in Tucson, December 14, 1954 

On December 7th it became doar that dronght clouds 
amidst raie clouds indicated the presence of Ea. It re-
fused to rain at Tucson. Therefore, that same day the 
decision was marfe to strengthen our position by getting 
two Orur-Ra needles down to Tucson. Arrangements were 
raade with the Tucson Hudgin Air Service Co. Dr. Michael 
Silvert in New York, a former Captain and flight surgeon 
of the Array Air Force, was designated tu dire.ct the 
transport. 

DOR was heavily pouring down on us during the fol-
lowings clays. The Air Force was very active in our terri-
tory with research planes and jets. On December Sth we 
saw sia jet planes busy ali day. At 14:30 hrs. that day we 
depressed one Spacegun and stopped drawing altogether 
at 16:45 the following day. December 10th was a beantiful 
DOR-fiee morning. It had rained the night before in the 
southera Tucson region for two hours with 0.33 inches of 
gentio Oranur rain. I was worried the rain may have 
drowned the proto-vegetaiion. Rein, good for already 
germinating vegetation, mcant death by drowning to Orem. 
Moisture at a distante was the necessary condition for the 
prima!, proto-vegetation. The moisture had gane down to 
9% R.H. on the 9th, but had climbed again to 45% on the 
10th. It rained beginning 17:40 hrs. on the 10th over the 
southern Arizona Desert. Heavy blue-gray clouds covered 
ali of the sky. 
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U.Q. Wo4thor Bureau Map showing 
pro4411t4t1ou durtne the 24 hour period !roa 
01150 Era, Dooembor 	:74 to 01,30 Hra. 
Doloombor 11, 1954+ 
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We took a rest over the weekend in preparation for 
thinga to come. On the 11th of December the atmospherie 
moisture held its full 80% R.H. in the morning. The sun 
shone ali day, brilliantly. All 	was clearing that 
day. The relative humidity went up to 90%, 08:00 tra., 
carne down to 32% at 14:00. On December 13 the R.H. was 
only 50% in the morning at 08 :00 hra. We had reinstated 
the clondbneters to continue drawing of moisture on Decem-
ber 12, 18:00 hrs. They were depressed again on December 
13, 08:00 hrs. to keep the sky olear for the landing of the 
plane carrying the Ornr material. 

It was an indication that the atsnospheric conditiona im-
proved, when after a heavy DOR period, the clouds kept 
together in a self-regulatory manner without eloudbuster 

operation. When eloads dissipated again ia drought fash-
ion, we knew that the situation had worsened, that it turned 
downward agaia toward desert developuient. Therefore, 
it was logical to amime that some influente was exerted 
upon the atmospheric euergy when the self-regulatory, 
closd-forming power deolined. 

was inelined to assume that Ea was the concreto 
eounter agent, connteracting our DOR remova'. Ea was 
probably not capable of standing up in a DOR-free, spar-
kling, fully-functioning OR atmosphere. It could, se I 
assumed, exist only where the atmosphere was dorish. 
From this it followed that if the Ea were manned by in-
telligent living beings, they themselves mnst somehow not 
be capable of holding their machines in operation in a 
DOR-free atmosphere. This idea was supported by the 
fact that Ea were often ahsent on nights after a successful 
draw followed by brilliant, summery blue OR days. This 
idea may he wrong, of course, but as a possibility it should 
be mentioned. The fluctuation of the relative humidity 
and OR-DOR balance, of heavy raio elonds as against 
fuzzy drought elouds was sharp and strikiug in those days 
hefore the arrivel of the Orur. I could not rid myself of 
the impression that it worked like a tug of war between 
two rope-pulling parties. 

Dr. Silvert had been instructed to have Tom R088 bring 
the Orur material down by truck to the airport at Lewis-
ton, Maine. The truck had to be adjusted with a long 
2 x 4 to keep the Orur effect as far as possible away from 
the driver's seat. The Hudgin Air Service was to fly np 
from Tucson to Lewiston and to install the material. A 
special container of wood, looking somewhat like a foot-
ball was constructed, hollow inside, with a suitable open-
ias to insert the Orur material. It was attached to a strong 
nylon rope 100 feet long. The other end of the rope was 
arranged in such a manner that the container could be 
kept trailing in flight at a distance of 100 feet. 
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One operator was standing by at the phone at all times 
during the flight. These precautions were yen,  necessary. 
It was the first time that such a towing was done of active 
material which did not tolerate metal in its vicinity. We 
did not know hov the flight itself, i.e., the friction with the 
bypassing air wouki affect the Orur. It did affect it; this 
was shown upon arrival. 

We did not know how the atmosphere would react to 
the transport of Orur. It did reaet to it in an interesting, 
but little understood manner. 

What worried me most was whethe►  the Orar material 
would directly or indirectly affect the navigating instru-
mente. They did affect them. 

Dr. Silvert made the mistake of carrying the lead eon- • 
tainer with him in the cabin. The foliowing instructions 
were sent to Dr. Silvert on December 8th: 

I►astructions for Towing of Material (ORUR) from 
Maine to Tucson, Arizona, Given 1.2-13-1954 

1. Never take the material being towed into airplane. 

2. geei-  the material being towed away from metal; 
distance of at least 5 feet, further whenever 
possible. 

3. Keep persons away from material. 

4. Be observant of personnel in plane during flight, 
pilot, ote., for biological reactions, possible enes-
eive redness, etc. 

5. In case anything goes wrong, land and telephone 
Orgone Institute, Tucson, Arizona, Tel. No. 3-8263. 

6. Place material in safe placa away from metal with 
warning danger sigas. 

7. ln case towing costainer is lost: 
Drop smoke flare, locate the arca. 
Land nearest placa, inform State Poliee. 
Telephone Orgone Institute, Tucson, Arizona, or 

Hudgin Air Service, Tucson, Arizona, 3-1121. 

8. Keep watch ou tow container during flight. 

9. Keep observation on instruments during flight for 
possible reaction. 

10. Observe atmosphere during flight when material 
is being towed from Maine to Arizona. It is nn-
known what effect the material, being towed rap-
idly through the air may have on atmospheric 
conditions. 

11. Landing and Taking Off: Have plastic towing 
tuba extend 4 or 5 ft. back of plane. Pull towing 
conteiner back away from plane as soou as pos-
sible after landing. Let ont away from plane as 
soou as possible after taking off. 

12. Guard material: When plane ou gronnel, have ma-
terial, away from plane, away from metal, gnarded 
with Danger-Keep-Off signa posted. (If signa are 
metal have them 10 ft. away from material.) 

13. Landing in Tucson: Pilot should inform Hudgin 
of arrival time: with as much advance notice as 
possible. Hudgin inform Orgone Institute of 
landing time. Landing will be at Gilpin Airport, 
Tucson. 

The first telephone report carne in from Pittsburgh on 
December 12th, 19:00 hrs.: 

December 12, 1954. .Dr. gilvert called at 19:0o—from 
the Greater Pittsburgh Airport, Pittsburgh, Pa. Towing 
gear ricting smoothly, no trouble • • • No biological nac.- 

P 
• 
: 
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tions ou pilot or men in plane. CPM in plane around 20, 
go up to 50 or 60 when towing container brought near 
plane when landing or taking off • • • Á deep blue in sky 
seema to follow plane ira flight with dpotty ctoudiness • • • 
weather predictiona are changing fast. S. is spending 
night in Pittsburgh • • weather may not permit take-off 
until tomorrow afternoon • • " do not now expect to arrive 
in Tucson until Tuesday. Airfield manager at first re-
luctant and uncooperative in regards to idea of necessity 
for the guarding of material. Then became extremety co-
operative with State Police volunteering to guard ~-
teria/ • • • Material safe on airfleld with signs, etc. • • • 
Will let na know ahead in plenty of time regarding their 
arrival in Tucson. 

This telephone report relieved greatly the worry about 
possible plane disaster. 

had instructed to land immediately at the nearest air-
port should the pilot show signa of purple diseoloration of 
the face, bloodshot eyes, dizziness or high pressure in 
brain. I had intended to examine the pilote but desisted 
npon consideration of the fact that such request was in-
appropriate. A few questions had calmed my worry. The 
men seemed basically healthy. I had instructed the pilot 
personally at the airport before take-off of the strict rales 
to follow during the transport. 

The arrangements had been made in a careful manner, 
avoiding unnecessary publicity and unpleasant unanswer-
able questions suei as "What does the Atomic Energy 
Conamission think about Orurt" We could not possibly 
tell them that it knew nothing about it or would even be 
in the way with ali kinds of rigmarole. Or whether "The 
Weather Bureau had any opinion about it"; it had not at 
all, but it would have been most unpleasant to tell a news 
reporter without being written up as a crackpot in some 
newspaper. Some publicity burst into the opera only in 
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January a few weeks after the completed transportation. 
My priority was tbus secured. 

Report: Transfer of ORUR to Tucson, Arizona, 
December 12-14, 1954 

1. Dec. 12, 1954-0500 to 0800: Orgonon, Rangeley, 
Maine, to Lewiston, Maine—Trucked by Tom Roas at ends 
of two 2 x 4s conneeted by a crosspiece, projecting at rear 
of truck. Lead container (LC) carried, at one end, OR at 
the other. Roas complained only of "some blocking in back 
of neck", and looked well. CPM in truck eab after removal 
of OR and LC (lead container) : 36. No opportunity to 
test before removal. 

2. 12-12-0800 to 0900: Transfer of OR and LC to 
plane at Lewiston—On approaching the OR, to within 3 
or 4 feet, CPM rose rapidly to over 60,000. CPM of LC, 
40. CPM of double plastic container 36. LC and double 
plastic container placed in plane's baggage compartment 
juat behind and beneath rear seat. The two OR units in 
individual plastic coutainers paeked in cotton in wooden 
egg; this placed into canvas bag and laced securely (later 
also taped when lace frayed when dragged behind plane 
while taxiing—only dragged this first time, thereafter car-
ried out and back by Silvert while reeled by Bolman, sec-
ond pilot). The canvas bag was towed at end of 100+ foot 
nylon. cord (1000 lb. test) leading from plane through 
mycarda tubing projecting 4 feet from tail tip. The cord 
extended forward through rnbber garden hose into cabin, 
then ou an improvised reei hand-held. In ffight, the tow 
exerted a strong pull, and required considerable effort to 
reei in. Silvert pulled in the cord while Bolman reeled up 
the slackened cord. 

Pilote: Henry Hudgin, Frank Bolman. 
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3. 12-12----0900 to 1210 (EST) : Lewiston, Me. to Har-
risburg, Pa.—OR reeled in for take-off then out full as 
soou as plane airborne. At 10 to 15 min. intervals, the 
following checks were made: location (altitude, course, 
placa if known), tow (checked by tugging), weather, CPM, 
instruments and people. (Detailed record in tabulated 
form available.) CPM ranged between 16 and 26. Weather, 
at first strongly sunny and "clear", gradually became 
biue-grey cloudy. When the pilota were advised to look for 
and report any unusual instrumental or individual reac-
tions, Hudgin smiled, "1'm a bit that way already", eir-
cling his finger at his temple. A blue haze soou appeared 
ali around. Silvert became sleepy at 1005. At 1100 Hudgin 
reported burning of eyes, and "a nana and ache in my 
stomach", which he attributed to huager, having had no 
breakfast. Altitude 3000-7000 ft. depending on ground visi-
bility, due to lack of radio (plane new, radio not yet in-
stalled). Flight by contact, with no fiight plan. Instru-
rnents and people showed no other effects. 

4. 12-12 	1210 to 1325 (EST) Stop at Harrisburg for 
geei and food—As OR reeled in, both for landing and take-
off, CPM began to riso when about 2,,za in, reaching 60 with 
OR at end of mycarda tubing, about 5 ft. from tail tip. 
Unreeling, CPM would fali again to about 20. This re-
curred regularly, except that later, the CPM would not fall 
so rapidly or completely, as will be noted. 

5. /2-12-1325 to 1600 (EST) : Harrisburg to Pitts-
burgh, Pa.—Weather closing in. Hudgin unable to locate 
Allegherty County Airport in Pittsburgh, fiew on and made 
an emergency landing at Weirton Airport, then fiew on to 
Wheeling and finto fog, turned back and landed at the 
Greater Pittsburgh Airport. In my opinion, Oranur-
induced confusion led to difficulty in locating the first air-
port, then poor judgment in fiying further, The pilots later 
agreed that this had happened. 
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6. 12-12--1600 to 12-13-0955 (EST) : Stop at Pata-
burgh for weather and overnight. After unreeling OR 
after landing, CPM fali to 20, but more elowly than before. 
That evening, Hudgin was purplish-red in the face. Bol-
man was anrious and talkative, Silvert was restless and 
hot ali over. Weather reporta indie-ated that we might not 
be atile to leave until the 14th, or at the earliest, late on 
the 13th. However, weather changed unexpeetedly, so that 
we departed early on the 13th. Airport offieials were at 
first critica! at our landing, because of the general objec-
tioa of airlines to private planes. Then they hecame inter-
ested in the OH precautions and were very cooperative 
with supplying warning signa, and offering an all-night 
state trooper guard which was deemed unnecessary. There 
was a small amorna of snow at thia field. Silvert insisted 
that ali take long showers before going to bed. 1 consider 
that the unexpeeted weather change was an Oranur effect 
in the senaitive atmosphere in the East. 

7. 12-18-1005 to 1230 (EST): Pittsburgh, Pa. to 
Danville, 111.—The Pittsburgh control tower held the plane 
np for about 10 minutes while airlíners were landing or 
taking off. The OR was reeled in ali this time, the longest 
period of the entire trip. Shorily after take-off. Hudgin 
reported that the- compass was deviating 20° and had 
thrown him considerably off course before he eaught it. 
This gradually subsided and after an hour, the eompass 
read true. Hudgin also noted that when Silvert leaned 
for ward, the compass deviated significantly; when Silvert 
leaned back, the compa.ss returned. A thick blue haze ap-
peared around the plane, and this continued the rest of 
the way as long as daylight permitted observation. Flew 
generally at. 5000 ft., under a high overcast. The compass 
deviation appeared to be an Oranur effect indnced by the 
over-long nearnesa of the OR. to the plane during delay in 
take-off. The observation of effect of leaning forward on 
the compus suggests that the Oranur effect on the compass 
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may have been mediated through the organisms of the 
people in the plane, at least in part, rather than directly. 
Thus, the change in fields of living organisms in turn af-
fected the field around the compass. The thick blue haze 
was unusual, the pilots said it was more suggestive of 
Los Angeles, se that this is another probable Oranur effect. 

8. 12-13-1230 to 1300 (EST) : Stop at Danville, Ill. 
for gas—Fairly cold, no snow. 

9. /2-13-1300 to 1520 (EST) : Danvilie, 111. to Kansa.:?. 
City—Pilots and Silvert felt a bit euphorie. "We know 
where we are now." The thick blue haze inereased in in-
tensity. Inereasing cloudiness caused a change in altitude 
from 6000 ft. to 2000, leading to some irritation because of 
lower speed and inereased roughness. (Plane speed with 
reference to the ground is greater at higher altitudes, and 
planes fly smoother above clouds than below.) 

10. 12-13-1320 to 1355 (MST): Stop at Kansas City 
for gas. Considerable "smog". 

11. 12-13-1355 to 1630 (MST)7 Kansas City to Gage, 
Okla.—Hudgin rested in back seat while Silvert took pilot's 
seat. Crossed Mississippi River at Hannibal, and left 
troublesome clouds behind at about the same time. At 1500 
saw two vertical raiubow arca up ahead, abont 45 min. 
af ter leaving the Mississippi R. and while flying 8000 ft. 

12. 12-13-1630 to 1650: Stop at Gage, Okla. for gas. 
Cool. Some impatience and irritation. Bolinan complained 
to Silvert about Hudgin's "stubbornness". 

13. 12-13-1650 to 1800: Gage, Okla. to Amarillo, 
Texas—We ah observed that the temperature above the 
ground was consistently higher than ou the ground. 
Hudgin said that while this is often seen, it was unusual 
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for it to Iast so long. Thus, another Oranur effect is a 
higher temperature around the plane. Flying about 6000 
feet. Beautiful sunset. 

14. 12-13-1800 to 1830: Stop at Amarillo for gas; 
might not find gas at Roswell, N. M. 

15. 12-13-1830 to 2130 (MST) : Amarillo to El Paso, 
Texas—Flying 12,000 ft. Abdomen feels swollen, uncom-
fortable. We tiad eaten little all day. CPM now a little 
higher, up to 40, as against a formei 20. High scattered 
clouds, probably 20,000 ft. or higher. 

16. 12-18-2130 to 2300 (MST) Stop at El Peso for 
gas, food. Phoned OIRL at Tucson. (Wired at Lewiston. 
phoned at Pittsburgh, wired at Karsas City.) 

17. 12-13-2300 to 12-14-0100 (MST) : El Paso to 
Tucson, Arizona—Airway beacons were easier to see at 
night than ground landmarks in daytime. Also pilota' fa-
railiarity with region made a noticeable difference in their 
attitude, so that they were much more at ease. Silvert 
felt aches in back of neck and right w-rist, some malaise 
and unrest, then felt better. Pilota feeling fairly well. 
Flying 11,000 ft. Light high cloudiness. Instrnments prob-
ahly working well, although pilota were following beacons 
and familiar areal. Oood ground visibility. 

18. /244-0100 to 0825 (MST): Tucson Municipal 
Airport. Met Mr. Moise. Stop for overnight. Turned over 
LC to OIRL, and removed from plane by Moise. 

19. 12-14-0825 to 0840 (MST) : Tucson Municipal Air-
port to Airport in north end of Tucson. Hudgin and 
brother in plane with Silvert. 

20. 12-14---0840: Landed north end of Tucson. OR 
turned over to WR. 
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Ststataary: 

1 	ERROR : Silvert took the lead eontainer along in 
plane, risking toes of OR, personnel and plane by intenso 
Oranur interaction between OR and lead, with effeots on 
people, instruments and ignition system. For short periode, 
LC and OR were within 25 ft., but mostly were 100+ ft. 
apart. 

2. Effects on instruments: 200  compus deviation after 
leaving Pittsburgh after delay in take-off. Deviation grad-
ually subsided in an hour. Deviation when Silvert leaned 
forward snggests that eompass effect may have been at 
least partially mediated by field changes in living or- 
ganisms. 

3. Effeets on people : Some confugion while approach-
ing Pittsburgh. At various other times, drowsiness, irrita-
bility, impatience, burning of eyes, aches and paina, 
euphoria. 

4. Effects on atmosphere : Weather cleared at Pitts-
burgh unexpectedly, permitting an carlier departure than 
antieipated by perhaps 24 hours. Thick blue haze around 
plane, espeeially marked out of Pittsburgh. (Conld the 
marked industrial DOR concentration in this city have in-
teracted with the OR and LCI) Higher temperature around 
plane in fiight than on the ground, lasting longer than 
expected. 

5. CPM: In plane with OR reeled ont, on ground or 
in the air, abont 20, rising to 40 near end of trip. As OR 
reeled in, on ground or in the air, CPM would riso to 60, 
beginning to riso when OR 3 reeled in. Approaehing OR 
on the ground, CPM would begin to riso within 25 ft. to 
over 60,000 within 3 or 4 ft. Toward end of trip, CPM 
would fali more slowly than before, when OR unreelod.  
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6. Effects on airport personnel and others: Tom Rosa 
reported "some blocking in back of neck" from his long 
truek trip from Orgonon to Lewiston. There was a general 
interest with seriousness, and willingness to cooperate in 
safety precautions. Severa! remarked, "I never saw a rig 
like that before". There was no apparent EP, although 
the manager appeared a bit over-zealous in bringing in 3 
state troopera to see ahout setting an overnight guard, 
although we had not requested one. (Perhaps lie was right 
and we were wrong I) 

7. Finally, Pilota Hudgin and Bolman showed mueh in-
genuity and serious interest in installing the towing mech. 
afiam at Loa Haven, Pa. The tow showed itself to be 
fully adequate in operation, as originally conceived by WR. 
The ezperienee was a rich one for ali concerned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Michael Silvert 
Omiuma IrierriTurt, OrultUr Weatiter Cwitrui 
Michael Silvert, M.D., Operator (Medical), N. Y. 

Ezcerpts from News Report—January 10, 1955: 

"Tucson newsmen are buzzing with enriosity over recent 
flight made by Al Iludgin • • • operator of a flying sehool 
here. 

"Hudgin fiew baek to Maine and returned with a amail 
amount of radioactivo material • • • so hot it had to be 
dragged behind his plane on a fifty foot long wire. 

"Landing at the greater Pittsburgh airport, whatever it 
was Hudgin was dr.Igging queered the operation of the air 
force radar sereens there. Airport attendants were warned 
to stay fifty feot away from the radioactivo paekage. 
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"Reeipient of the hot material in Tucson is Dr. Wilhelm 
Reich * • a renowned Viennese phychiatrist. He is the 
author of several noted books on psychiatry and is cur-
rently conducting experimente of au unexplained nature at 
the Orgone Research Instituto Laboratories on MoGee 
Road. 

Chris Cole, reporting" 

Televised February 18, 1955, KEAN, Tucson, Arizona: 

"Some weeks ago, I told you of a bul.dle of aggravated 
uranium ' • • fiown from Maine to Tucson by private 
plane on the end of a long wire • • • because it was believed 
the stuff was too hot for normal transportation agencies 
to handle. 

"The bundle was delivered to Doctor Wilhelm Reich, a 
noted Viennese scientist who ia currently condueting a 
most unusuai experiment on a ranch north of Tucson. 

"I visited Doctor Reich and discovered he has plane for 
our city and the desert surrounding it. The discoverer of 
a natural force he has termed Orgone Energy, Doctor 
Reich is attempting to battle Arizona 's drought with his 
own methods. He is hoping to make raia. 

"A graduate of the University of Vienna, Reich is the 
founder of the Orgone Energy Laboratories in Rangeley, 
Maine. For seven years he worked as first elinic.al assistant 
to Sigmnnd Freud in Vienna and is the author of several 
books dealing with psychiatry. From 1934 to 1939, he 
leetured at the Psychological Institute of the University 
of Oslo, Norway. 

"Declaring he believes all deserte to have been man made 
during the past twenty five thousand years, Doctor Reich 
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told me he is using two machines of the type you see here 
to create donde and bathe Tucson with gentio moisture. 

"The gadgets look something like anti-aircraft guns and 
cost approximaately eight thousand dollars to build 1 
failed to discover what part the imported uranium played 
in the action of Doctor Reich's cloudbusters ' • •. But 
did learn that each of the machines has a long cable ex-
tending into a deep well on the ranch property. 

"After satisfying hiniself about the possibility of raro 
making here, Doctor Reich assured me, he will head for 
14013 Angeles to see what effect his cloudbusters will have 
on smog conditions along the west coast." 

ORUR Highly Excited 

The plane had landed at Tucson Municipal Airport at 
01:00 hrs., on December 14th, 1954. The Orur material 
was stationed there until the mormng. We saw the plane 
finally landing at an auxiliary airport neer our base with 
the container trailing neatly behind. We saw the container 
being pulled in before landing at 9:40 a.m. on December 
14th, 1954. We measured the activity right away after 
arrival at Little Orgonon. 

Activity within the container 

	

at 100 feet 
	

100,000 crld 

	

at 60 feet 
	

100,000 CPM 

OR outside container 

	

in ground 
	

100,000 CPM 

	

in 1" lead 
	

100,000 CPM 

	

Container alone before use 	 750 CPM 

	

after use 	 500 down 	to 
200 CPM 

Cotton from wrapping 400 CPM 

steady. 
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The Orur material had calmed down on December 15th 
to an activity of 

	

200 CPM at 5 feet 
	

(100,000 

	

1200 CPM at 3 feet 
	( 

2400 CPM at 1 foot 
80,000 CPM on Contact 

17w Otur material was highly excited; at Orgonon it 
had yielded only low counts if not in lead container. Orar 
calmed down slowly during the foliowing 24 hours. Its 
field shrank gradually from 100,000 cem at 100 feet to 200 
CPM at 5 feet at 16:00 hrs. But dose by it still gane without 
metal 100,000 cem. It appeared that the transport through 
the OR ocean and the atmosphere at about 250 Infles per 
hour over 3000 mlies had had an exciting effect upon it. 
It had lost its zero reaction. Its field stretched upon ar-
rival at Tucson to several hundred feet. It behaved, as 
should be expected of life cnergy, like an excited animal 
that main@ down eller a while. After nine hours the field 
of excitation had shrunk from 300 to 5 feet. 

During our operations a few AAF planes were circling 
overhead, probably testing the background count vertically 
in the atmosphere. 

We had ali been so busy with the eception of Orar 
that we had not given any thought to the main issue, the Ea 
problem. However, startling events that very same night 
and iú the late afternoon again shocked every one of as 
isto sharp awareness of what we were facing sornewhere 
above us. 

The Ea Batde of 'Tucson, 
December 14, 1954 — 16:30 Hours 

On December 14, about 16:30 hrs., a fali scale inter-
planetary battle carne off ; a battle which would have ap-
peared incredible as well as incomprehensible to anyone 
who knew nothing about the Ea problems or who adhered 
to the illusion that neither Ea nor Cosmic Energy existed. 
The "Ea Battle of Tucson" fitted without difficulty inte 
the pattern of our past experientes from previous en-
e,ounters with Ea. It demonstrated in a coneentrated form, 
as it were, what had gane on before and what we eould 
expect, roughly, of future encounters with our uninvited 
visitors from outer space. 

At the time of the landing of. Orur at Tucson Municipal 
Airport, two operators present there witnessed the drop-
ping of about 30 fiares around the region. Such fiares had 
been seen during the Ea operations at Orgonon. Dr. Sil-
vert, too, reported to have seen many fiares (and AAF 
planes) upon arrival at Tucson. This was the prelado to 
more serious events on the afternoon of December 141h. 

Two ste.ff mernbers returned from Tucson in the late 
afternoon ia very bad shape. One felt sick and appeared 

somehow out of balance. The other lnoked pale, 
felt severely nauseated and complained that "the car had 
been so very bad." They reported that the man in the 
hardware shop where they had bought some things had 
looked pale and had acted confused, as if paralyzed. One 
operator was of the opinion that we were dealing with a 
apecial kind of DOR attack. 

At 16:30 hrs. a tremendons black cloud, looking like 
emoke from a huge fire arose over Tucson. The cloud 
later spread out and became deep purple with a glowing 
kind of reddish hue. The Geiger Counter registered at that 
moment 100,000 CPM. The situation appeared threaten- 
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ing, bizarre and frightening at the sane time. It was soou 
olear that it could not be a fire. Everything pointed to an 
attack by Ea low over the city of Tucson. 

Fifteen minutes later at 16:45, according to the written 
protocol, about a dozen Air Force planes of varions kinds 
appeared over Little Orgonon. Vapor trails of jets did 
not hold together at all. We all snffered from nausea, 
quivering, pain in the upper abdomen and discoordination 
of movemente. 

I alarmed all operators and instrncted them to draw 
with one spacegnn from zenith and with the other from 
the clond over Tucson 8 miles away. The first was to 
weaken any Ea present at zenith; the other was to remove 
the dangerous mass of purple, smoky menace from Tucson. 
The DOR cloud over Tucson began to shrink after a few 
minutes' operation. Bnt it lasted about 20 minutes nntil 
the sky was clear again. 

At about 17 d8 a single jet plane circled Little Orgonon. 
Four big B-56 jet bombers gathering from over Tucson 
flew toward Little Orgonon and passed low overhead and 
slowly in closed formation at 17:30 hrs. i had the im-
pression that they saluted our base. There was in the 
situation an emotion of deep concern, determination and 
gratitude. 

Dr. Silvert who was with us on the deck witnessed the 
total battle and the following salute. My soa, Peter. had 
helped with a megaphone, since my voice had still not re-
covered from hoarseness, in relaying my orders to the 
operators at the two spaceguns. Peter also discovered a 
silvery disk moving from the region over the city, where 
the purpte clouds had developed, toward the west. Peter 
pointed the Ea out to me and I saw it then right away. 1 
had forgotten this incident until I found a note in the 
Log Book referring to it while preparing the material for 
typing a week ago. Even seasoned operators refnsed to  
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admit fully what had happened, However, we all knew 
that something extraordinary and dangerous had hap-
pened: liad the Ea launched the attack upon the municipal 
airfleld in the belief that Orur was still there? No one 
can ten. 

The OM reaction, too, calmed down with the OPM from 
100,000++ to normal again within about two hours. We 
all took stiff drinks and tried to be as happy as possible 
andar the circumstances. Emotionally speaking, words 
about the battle with the Ea were slow in coming over 
our lips. 

I cannot tell how many people had died during that 
hour from heart attack and similar reactions to a sudden 
DOR attack as severo as the one just experienced. 

The Nades of Ea 

By concentrating upon single regions, single objecto, 
single riddles, we avoided eonfusion and reached efficiency. 
For example, it was found that an Ea is eneryetically not 
shaped round hut is built like a long stretched-out double 
cone with two distinct focal points. We shall postpone a 
discussion of this fact. It tias great bearing upon other 
terrestrial and celestial functions, for example the location 
of the origin of hurricanes. 
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First ORUR Operations in the Desert 

On December 1fith 1 organized the first ORUR opera-
tion with the spacegun in the desert. We started out with 
a 10 second operation; we orurized for 100 minutes a few 
months later at a special occasion on February 15th. 

The harvest of new knowledge was rieh, over-abundant, 
thrilling, pregnant with future. The connection between 
drought and Ea activities had been secured. 

The first victories in combating desert and its makers, 
the Ea, had been won. Deserts were shown to be able to 
green without raio. Secondary cholla vegetation like sec-
ondary drives in the armor was dying upon return of 
primordial life. Killer Átom had been converted to peace- .  
fui use. 

During the first days of ORITR operations in the fnlly 
developed desert, we experienced with great satisfaction 
the sight of sparkling bluish-gray OR energy enlivening 
the formerly stale, black, nauseating atmosphere. The way 
was open ahead of tis to proceed toward still richer ex-
ploits in the combat of the age-old worst enemy of mankind. 
The road ahead appeared full of obstacles, it was true, 
but the balance in our favor seemed secured in the handling 
of the space problem between the schizophrenic phantast, 
who mistakes his voices for talks with spaeemen, on the 
one hand, and the fri,‘htened little man in every walk of 
professional life who centers his nniverse aronnd his 
ehronic constipation and bis lack of male or female animal 
potency. Both types were of the past. The future seemed 
to harbor a new type of man and woman : The one to whom 
the omnipresente and activity of a Cosmic Energy, a Life 
Energy was no problem at all and never had been; who 
knew the quivering in an embrace of full delight. The man 
and woman and child who had always known it, and had 
only wondered at times why they had never heard nf it in  
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publie leetures, in the moves, in social gatherings, from 
radio and television, expounded by academie teachers. 
But they knew well this ever-present, all pervading energy 
which was life per se gleamed in the eyes of small children, 
radiated from the bodies of soft-spoken, good-natured 
black women in the American South as it did in any for-
gotten village on this earth where the Stalinite killer had 
not penetrated yet with his evil CCC, conniving, confusing, 
conspiring to kill life. The return to full sparkling Life of 
the nauseating DOR clouds after Orurization reminded one 
of the realities in man's dreams about a revival from death 
which truly only meant to him being freed from DEAD-
NESS of the emotions. How faithfully he had tried to 
remove the DOR from his body by bathing in the rivers of 
the earth from the Ganges to the Mississippi. Even the 
water in the depths of the earth's crust seemed to emerge 
toward the light of day again: The riverbeds in the Tucson 
region darkened and became moist, as if the moisture from 
the depths were trying to meet the moisture from the at-
mosphere over the reviving desert; as if in a brotherly 
embrace after millennia of separation there was unity in 
sight again. God seemed to become earthy again. 

- 	-- 
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The January Oranur Reina 

Toward the end of December 1954 an Ea attracted my 
attention by its peculiar movements. On December 23, 
1954 it moved as follows: 

000 	tf Eéer Cce , .1bgae.út 

The Ea eontinued to appear irregularly at varions 
piscos and at different times of the night. We became 
gradually use!! to their presence, sudden appearance, dis-
appearance or ausente. We had also learned to raLet spon-
taneously to their presence with our organiunie reactions 
which were now better known to us. However, our space-
gun operations became rather elaborate as we searched 
our way further loto the unknown territory. Various ways 
of using Orur developed. One way was to keep the Orur 
in the lead container stationary near the draw pipes. An-
other was swinging the Orur to and fro or past the metal 
pipes. The dnration of Orurization varied greatly accord-
ing to the severity of the DOR emergency, the weather re-
porta we heard regarding local and national developments, 
etc. We soou learned that the desert atmosphere tolerated 
rather extended operations, up to 13/2  hours, without major 
upheavals.  
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The people in Tucson and in the vicinity of Oracle had 
become aware of the changes that had taken place in the 
desert. They were much more alert to these changes, nat. 
urally, than the people in the east had been, beeause the 
changes were rauch more striking. On December 20 our 
operations were televised; 1 had given a brief summary 
of their functions into the microphone. The film was 
darkened. It could have been from the presence of Orur 
in its vicinity. There was also the possibility of foral play. 
Ten days later, ou December 30, a drug agent turned up at 
Little Orgonon accompanied by a U. S. Marshal who had 
corne "as a friend, not ou duty, as an observer only." The 
drug agent was asked whether he had come ou official order. 
He said no; he wanted, however, verbatim to "inspect 
everything." Thus, he was impertinent enough to expect 
me to show him my private diary, my poema, my love 
letters, my microscopy log book, my personal history docu-
ments, complete à la Beria. He was, of course, not admitted 
to our premises and had to leave. It is ao very diflicult to 
pin down situations which anise from subterranean evil; 
however, his visit had some connection with the rumors 
that went around in towr regarding our work. 

The filniing of our base had stirred up interest. 
Whether the blackening of our film was due to some unlaw-
ful interferente, 1 cannot tell ; it was entirely within the 
realm of the possible. Also, the Boston Olrcuit Court of 
Appeals had denied the application by the physicians to 
intervene with the unlawful injunction. There was no 
doubt whatever that enemies of our work vetn.e busy be- 
hind the acenes to find out what we 	doing at Tucson. 
Both, the American chemical industry and the Russian 
politicos were rather interested. I lived and worked in a 
glass house, as it were. 

January 1955 was the month during which it rained 
repeatedly and abundantly in the southwestern U. S. A., 
due to our operations. The transportation of the Orur 
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material of December 14th was reported on Television 
News on January 10 (see p. 195). A conferente with local 
farmers, business representatives and banking oficiais 
was scheduled for January 28th to discuss the problem of 
how to continue the desert work af ter onr departure which 
was planned for the end of April. 

The Oranur rain on the 3rd, 6th and 7th of January 
was rich and gcntly continued ali through the night. There 
we -e deep water puddles in the streets. The sou was weli 
so&&ked. There was snow on Mt. (Jatalina. There were 
floode in Mexicali. Two thousand families had lived in 
ever-dry river beds and now had to be evacuated. 

The DOR situation became very bad again on January 
12. There was a black, heavy DOR blanket at the northern 
horizon. Three jet planes fiew past at 11:00 hes. from north 
to south with visible vapor trails. Suddenly the vapor 
trails disappeared. There seemed to be trouble in that 
region, no doubt. We orurized toward that region at 11:15 
hrs. for five minutes, stationary alternating with drawing 
from zenith which was heavy with DOR. At 11:20 hrs. the 
three jets fiew low over our Spacegun as if in agreement. 
At 17:15 hrs. the zenith was black again. There was no 
doubt that a new tug of war with the Ea was on. 

For the first time one spacegun was installed to draw 
continually from the region where we knew Ea usually 
appeared during the night; the purposo was to weaken the 
potential in that region ia advance. Tt was a bad day. The 
horizon was black with DOR ali around us. Only the sky 
over Little Orgonon seemed to be clear. The DOR at the 
horizon did not budge. On January 13, before dawn, an 
Ea, big, yellow, flashing in the western sky went out in 
the region toward which the spacegun had been pointed 
ali through the night. 

January 13th was, in contradistinction to the 12t32, a 
clear day with high relative htunidity, 70% at the base,  
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and according tu the radio report 80% at the airport. 
Vapor trails held beantifully that day. The sun abone bril-
liantly, noc at all desert-like, through a wonderful blue-
gray haze. At 13:30 the sky began to cloud over totally 
with raia in prospect. At 19:15 hrs. the sky was nearly 
completely clouded over. At 20:00 it began to rain gently; 
the rain continued ali through the night Int° January 14th. 
The moisture in the atmosphere had risen to 90% at the 
base. to 96% at the airport. One of four physicians who 
had visited us from New York was unable to leave by plane 
because of the heavy rain. No planes Ianded that morning. 
It was reported that such an event had not happened be 
fore in years. Flight personnel were amazed. 

The Arizona rain went ou to Texas and New Mexico 
with abundant showers. Fog covered the Phoenix valley. 
A gigantic storm developed in the Atlantic from Puerto 
Rico to Labrador, as a gale over a stretch of 1600 miles. 

1 cleared the sky over Tucson at 12 noon. That day 
clouds were ali around the Tucson basin. The planes which 
were stranded were now able to take off froru the Tucson 
airport. 

The two Spaceguns remained centered since 18:00 hrs. 
upon the Southern Ea which usually appeared around 
21:00 p.m. (It was on January 17 and 18 that the two 
photographs were taken of the southern Ea.) 

The following survey conveys an impression of the 
sightings and operations December 21, 1954 to January 20, 
1955. The concentration of our attention on one single 
Ea bore its fruas: 
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(a) 

light 	Presente 	Description 	Location, Cloudbuster 	Result, 
Date nzjIn End 	 Wevement Drawing 	Remarks 

	

(Hours) 	 from MI  

12/21/54 23:00 ? 	Red-White-Bine 
Pulsation +++ 	10- 

15• V of  

12/22/54 + 

12/23/54 	+ 	 Yellow 	 10' 	25 min. 	Pailter, 02:30 
Pulam-don 4+4 	E of 3 	02:05-02:30 No pulsatiow 

1 C1B 	No red flash. 

12/24/54 22:h1 02:304 Red-alae-Waite 
Pulsauion +++ 	E-W 

+ Orlar Nueh fainter after 
draw, fades out, 
not completely. 
No polsation. 
Tellowieb 

12/25/54 	 Red-Blue-White E-W 	+ 2 C1B 	Largo blue fiar* 

23:25 	Puleation + 	and up 	23:25-24:05 South 23:12. 
Painter. 

12/26/54 22:45-023:25 Red.-nue-Telim E- 	+ Orar 	Painter, blinks 
2h:00  02:30+ Pulestion + 	and up 	6 min. 	out, troubled, but 

23:25-23:31 stays in sky. 
Hunidity riam: 
during OROP to 506. 

*
CM -- C5RE Nachine. This lo£, in rough dreft, is at times unclear. Clerífication 

if possible, be obtained from original notee at later date. 

Right 	Presence 	Description 	Location, Cloudbuster 
Date Begdn End 	 Movement Drawing 

	

(H,Surs) 	 troe CM 

(b) 
Remarks 

12/27/54 22:30 02:30+ Green -Yelluw, 	15' E of S + Orur 	CM moves up to E 
steady 	 E-W 	 during draw. 

Painter, still 
there at 01:00. 

12/28/54 22:20 -,22:g Tellow-Red 	ãppears at + Orur 	Flickers, dims 
22:45 02: + Pulmation++ 

10 	9  5' E of s 22:5E-Z23:05  

12/29/54 22:12-'123:45 fellow-alue, 	E-W, up 
seer: with 	little Red 
binocular* 	Pulsation + 
23:50 02:00+ 

+ 2 C1B 	Euch smaller, 
20 min. 	fainter, no pui- 
22:37-22:57 sation, no red. 

12/30/54 19:05? 	Tellow 	 n 	 + 1 Cl: 	Gata fainter, no 
21:58 	Fulsation 4+ 	 20 min. 	puleation, blin2s 

23:20-23:110 out more.  

12/31/54 Clouly - 	- 	 - 

1/1/55 	21:55-422:40 Tellow, blinks, 
22:50 3r7657 fades out 

* C18 	Blinked out during 
27 min. 	draw, on return 
22:10-22:37 seemed wrefreshed," 

pulsated Red-White-
Telim again. 

112/55 	Cloudy, Rein 

4 	 _ 

1/3/55 	Clouy, Rein 



Might 	Presence 
Date Segin Fáid 

(Hours)  

Deeeription 	Locatioo, Cloudbuster 	Reenit, (o) 
Movement 	Drewing 	Remerke 

from CM 

1:mas red flashes, 
faiut aftor draw; 
22:00 bright flane 
t_r_LL um, hl= guia. 
Obaerwe "F Point" 
to leot of em 10' 

Appeare at + 30 mio. 
3' $ E of S 22:00-22:30 
Mnvea EJW 

ige...•••~•=1. 

1/5/55 	21/45 02:00 
occasinnal red, 
Pulaation *4- 

116155 21:40 Bafore Yeilow, 
02:00 ceou:lune-1 red. 

Pnleation 

1 C18 	Painter if se draw 
21150.822:20 from modal podoto 
30 aio. 	104  te E and Si; 
Orur 	fades when thie 
6 uln.-22:27 point touched. 

'ta,  qi 
• es 

4.  Orar 	Painter sparks ont, 
4 man. 	did rot focal bitter 

1/9/55 	21:30 01:30+ leiloa 
Pulaatien 44 

CloudOneter 
Draming 
fr.e CM 

Reen1t, (d) 
Remarka 

Might 	Presence 
Date Degin E 

oure)  

Maseription 	Location, 
goverent 

E to C18 to 5 
all oAght Poleation ++ 

(Stronz D3R in 
M4) 

1/10/55 21:25 01:30 

+ 1 018 1 hr. 
21:25 
23:15 

Extinguished 4 
ti.mes hy drewlng 
cressfired at 
uofj.al,poista.  

1/11/55 21:30 01:00+ 
out 
4 times 

111655 Ralo 

21:00 01100 Yelloo-fiai-Elue 
Flashes  

1/17/55 

1/18/55 21:00 21:15 Tall" 
rligl 00 004 Occsa:7,onaI red 

30 min. 	Effeetive, weakens 
2 018 	Cif bafore it appaare. 
"Crossed" 	posters cut 
in advance ropeategy. 

45 sd.n. 	Palatal-, amuo 
1 CID 	fartber ~NT.  

1/19/55 Cloudy, riem 
21:00 	 

1/20/55 20:55  catoof 

1A/55 Clear 	 Yellow 
WH 18:00? to SE? Puleation + 
22:00 02:00 

1/7/5 Raia  

1/8/55 	22:00 More Rad-lellow 	Saem 
02:00 Puleation *8** 

Clouds, 
olear 

It drww from n, 
strongly et sadalght. 
To atop thia, ma 
draw frema itt ver!' 
bltter. Flautar 
aftorsardía. 

1 018 
00:20-00:25 

4 CR }44 

lí 

1/12/55 DID NG7 !PPEÁR. 5.1q,  clear ln South st 21:00. 
Sky cleaded over, rait started at 	 

1/13/55 Raio 

1/14/55 Cloudy  

1/15/55 Cloudy 
Midnigtt 01:00 

Compiled by Eva Reioh, 10., 1/21/55. 
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CHAI TER VIII 

BREAKING THE BARRIER 

Search for Atmospheric Sclf-Regulation and the 
Obstacle in the Way 

With the Ea battle of Tncson the first chapter of the 
orgonornie Ea story reacbed its end. With the systematic 
use of Ores in the following operations against DOR, 
Desert, Drought and Ea the next chapter begins. Bnt 
before we continue with the report on the remaining four 
months of the expedition, a few loose odds and anda have 
to be picked tip. A few general points aummarizing the 
first two rnonths should be brought forth, too. 

I had mentioned a while ago that it had never been the 
objective of the expedition "to make rain over deserts." 
The true objective had been to study carefully the condi-
tions which are responsible for drought, desert and star-
vation of the Living. Briefly, the "Obstacle in The Way." 
It still was not the purpose of the expedition to make raie, 
even after we had broken a drought spell in Arizona of 
five years' standing and had achieved our first gentio 
oranur-type raie on December 9 and the following days. 
The objective was to finei the borderline where our artificial 
efforts at a new atmospheric technology could end and be 
replaced by the self-regulatory, self-sustaining laves that 
govern the behavior of cloud formation, raia cycles, cosmic 
energy rnetabolism in the atrnosphere, etc., as they do in 
the living organism. The roader has become weli aware 
by now of the fact that my pilot beacon in ali procedures 
in non-living nature was what I had learned from the 
behavior of the basic emotions and the OR energy in the 
living organism. This principie atilei holds today and will 
be valid for a long time to come. I even would venture to 
suggeat to bold on to this principie in studying cosmic 
energy for ali future times. There is no better beacon than 
the clicking in unison of the inner and outer processes of 
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uature. More, without such harmouy little can be expected 
to be achieved in the realm of cosmic functionieg. And it 
is exactly this principie together with the above mentioned 
rufe of helping nat are take care of itself which distinguishes 
functionalism from mechanistic-mystical approaches te na-
tare. To find the true borderline between artificial moas-
are and self-regulation is the essence of the urt of pilotiug. 

It is also the. landrnark that divides the domains of the 
dictator from the social guide. The first tens you what to 
do, where to go, how to go there and, in bis extreme forms. 
he shoots you or burna you and your books if you dc not 
obey hia order. The iatter lets you choose your own goal 
and your own way to your goal, which most likely will on 
the average be the goal of society at large. He tela you: 
"1f you ask me for advice how to arrive safely at your 
destination, how to rely ou your OILM, power, I shall take 
your hand and guide you. I shall disappear as soou as my 
job is done." 

This basic rule of ali true self-regulation, the keeping 
of proper balance between guidance and free action is in 
sharp disagreement with both the foreeful handling of na-
ture, such as chronie drug supply to the organism ou the 
one hand, and letting the one in need of guidance do as he 
pleases on the other hand. The desert cannot be dealt with 
by continuous operations, neithe, can it be left to itself 
or be patched up by tedious, costly, frustrating irrigation 
efforts by way of endless ditching and dam building; if 
for no other reason than that a dying desert will also 
sooner or 'ater kill the aleep sources of water and destroy 
the artificial ducts. 

There is little use in patching up according to old ways. 
The discovery of the Life Energy lias revealed the rnanner 
in which nature works, narnely functionally, in a self-regu-
latory manner, in a steady metabolism between tendeney 
to decay and over-abundance. The protelem of natural self- 
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regulation will constitute a Especial chapter in our aeconnt 
an ORENE, to be publiebed in a different context. 

At this point it was important to assume that the desert, 
once revived in the growing prairie grau, in the decay of 
the secondary vegetation, in the rotura of natural 11141111r-
ing by grazing cattle, oheep, horses, etc., in the reinstate-
ment of the natural cycle of sunehine and gentle soaking 
raia, would tell by itself where the borderline between arti-
ficial and self-regulatory management of ita affairs could 
be found. in thie process, so much was certain, many still 
deeply hidden "obstacies ias the way" of self-regulation 
would be detected and, if possible, be removed; this wonld 
ire:reage the power of self-sustained action and &creme 
the need for tecbnological interference. 

We can imagine this balance between freedom and 
guidance as being valid for the social forces of human 
eociety, too. Here the goal of ívork democracy is to continu-
ally reduce the need for governmental or administrativo 
interference and to steadily increase the power of self-
management nf social groupings by constantly removing 
the obstastes in tke way to compleie self-repulation. Rad 
our sensos not been as much dulled as they actually have 
been by the forces of evil deceit, organized lying and the 
Stalinite-Hitlerite Hig rales of suspicion and natrder, wo 
would have managed to find our way through and out of 
the mau of a millennial mesa of garbled banzem affairs. 
To secure the peace and the freedom and the facilities to 
get at the "Obstado in the Way" is therefore the basic 
task of ali research and social organization, be it in the 
combat of poverty, or desert or in the overcoming of 
gravity. 

During the following months it was thrilling to ware!' 
for the hidden borderline between neeessary guidance and 
aelf-regnlation. I approached the task slowly, carefully, 
with keen focusing on observation. For example, I would  
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let the Cloudbuster draw moisture from the Pa cific Ocean 
until f felt that the atmospliere was sufficiently saturatod. 
Then 1would depreso the Cloudbuster for a day or two to 
see what would happen. lu the begiuning, from about the 
middle of December to ihe beginning of January, the DOR 
atmosphere would retinia after only a few hours interrup-
tion of drawing operations. Tlieu we would met in with 
drawing until the atmosphere was ntoist again. We would 
tilem repoat this procedure. 

Direetions ai drawing piayed some role in finding the bor-
derline. Southwestern and westerly drawings were moro ef-
feetive than norther13 (from the desert buiu.) or from the 
east. Drawing from the nortbwest prove(' later to eorrelae 
with drawing from the west. Zenith drawings were alwaya 
of a crucial nature. But the westerly regiou seenwd to offer 
the greatest riddlos. It yielded the best development of 
moisture fiow and cloud banks. Ilowever, after a while it be-
carne :tale, hard to be mobilized something loas wrony to 
the west. 1 did not know the nature of the westerly oh-
stacle, nor even ita distamo or location. But, as the weeks 
passed by, the impression gained weight that suei an ob-
staele existed to the west. It later turned out to be the 
"Barrier" as the Sierra mountain range west of El Centro. 
Here is important, not that it existed, but how it was de-
tected. It will be the subject of a special chapter. 

"liow" to get at the obatacle to natural self-regulation 
is always far more important than to try to introduce self-
regulatory management luto a non-self-regulatory system, 
be it social, individual ar natural. Of such principies of 
basic research few brought up in today's technological me-
ehanies have any inkling or practical knowledge. (Inc 
would not mind, and mie would even acknowledge tbe ne-
eessity under the eircumstaiwes of a cortai!) amount of 
mechanical regulation of affairs if fixes° blunted minds 
would not assume the arrogant position of judging what 
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Fig. 32. The base of operationa at Jacumba, California, 
west ai the "Barris," 
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they do not understand or eveu try to obetruct in a most 
obnoxious manner. 

It turned out in the course of theso explorations that 
Orur was indispensable in finding the obstacles. It aoted 
like a huge, very sensitive ínstrument. Without Orur the 
Barrier in the west would never have been aetually found 
or even broken. Further, more detailed and exact Ea re-
scarch would not have been possible. Moreover, I doubt 
whether T would ever have reached the point in n3y work 
where I could tell myself : Here, at this precise point the 
divide is located that separates a sick organism needy of 
~tatá help from the healthy organism which can pro-
ceed on bis own power, even if fiinping once in a while. 

To this method of approaeh I elmo uwe the final ullei.-
standing of the "dast storm." 

The following inap approximately depicts the territory 
-subjected to the test of self-regulation:  
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Experimental Quest for the Es Barrier 

Duriug the tug of war of January 12th, Ea seented to 
have surrounded the Tucson Valley ou masse; I conceived 
of the idea that this may be a routine Imante° on the part 
of spacemen to attack a certain region. It was known to 
me that there existed a sharp borderline between the green 
monntain ranges ou the western dopes of the Sierra and 
the bnrren, eastern desort míopes. Was it possible that 
"barrier" was set up there, which separated the green 
from the barrou lancil I decided to find ont praetically. 
Two operators went to the west coast 400 miles away, to 
find out whether ench a barrier existed. It did exist. They 
reported from the Sierra divide that the clouds coming 
in from the West Coast did not pass but dissipated over the 
barrier on the dividing range. 

High CPM Indicate "Atmoapheric Fever" 

would like to introduce at this point the terna: "Atraos-
pheria Pavor." The terra "fever" or "high temperature" 
has heretofore only been applied to Eving animal organ-
isms. It indicates a severe reaction expressed in a riso 
of body temperature to certain kinds of irritation. One 
speaks in olassical medicine of "functional" fever when 
there setena to be no apparent cause for the rime in temper-
ature. "Fnnetional" in onr terms indicates a non-ma-
terial, non-baeterial disturbance in energy equilibrinm. 
This is unknown to and arbitrarily bypassed by the seien-
tist oriented in atomie chemistry terms only. 

Sina) the basic energy functions in the organism are 
the same as in the atmosphere, it is legitimate to apply 
coneksions from the one realm to the other. 

GR energy excitation is to the orgonomieview presented 
by a change from the foggy to the pointed form of existenee. 
(Se° Fig. 7d, p. 40.) With this change a motor force of 
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a mechanical nature crises. Under circumstances still 
greatly unknown such a change may be expressed in terma 
of higher temperature. Under different circumstances no 
riso in temperature, but only a motoric force develops. The 
heat variant ia an altornative to the motor variant. We 
may assume that the same energy change which under one 
set of circumstances causes mechanical motion, causes un-
der another set of eireurnstanees riso in temperature, Since 
we are free to drop this assumption whenever we find it 
inapplicable, we may speculate further: If the OR energy 
in its point x!, excited farra finde no objecte to move me-
chanically it will cause high temperature of grsea or aolid 
substances by inner friction. Raw as this thought is, it 
deserves consideration. 

The clicks at the Geiger counter are doubtless expres-
siona of single OR energy points charging a vaeuum, a 
grid of an electronic tube er moving the membrane of a 
mechanical sound amplifier. 

We are dealing in such thought operations not with 
highly technically developed variations of mecha::: 	elec- 
tronic brains, but with simple ideal and facte .?;;arding 
mon primitive functions of a physical nature. It seems 
advisable to avoid toe complicated superatructure and to 
adhere to the simple, even the naive. 

In accordance with our assumption the atmospheric OR 
energy will express its exeitation about some dangerous 
factor in the vicinity by developing the pointed state of 
existente. It will react accordingly on the UM counter with 
higher counta. The danger may be the otttpouring of 
atomic radiation in the course of an atomic explosion; it 
may be the presence in the atmosphere of DOR from the 
exhansts of spaceehips; it may also be DOR rising from 
our atmospheric energy when our OR envelope dies. We 
should not become rigid but remain mobile in ali such 
thought operatione; in this new realm aí knowledge any- 
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thing nuly be poasible, anything beyond our present knowl-
edge may appear ou the scene of inquiry. 

When an atomic bomb explodes, a huye amount of 
nuclear material (NU) suddenly irritates in concentrated 
foras an unprepared, uneoncentrated atmospheric Life 
Esergy. On the other haud, when Oranur is operatinq a 
eery small amount is irritating a highly concentrated Life 
Energy. 

In the first case the OR energy falis victim to prostra-
fiou and decay. In the second case, the OR energy reacts 
after a brief period of consternation or paralysis with a 
flerte motor force. It is thus understandable that no high 
background counta are noticeable beyond a narrow cirele 
around point zero of the atomic explosion. However, in 
the second case the counta are low at the nuclear material 
while they soar high to many hundred thousands per 
minute in the surronnding atmosphere. Orurization of the 
atmosphere presente only a variant of the second case. 
When we orurize the atmosphere we are causing the atmos-
phere to react fiereely as in oranur by putting a. small 
amount of NR into one of the Spacegun tubes or by 
swinging Kwh material to and fro near the Spacegun metal 
base or pipes. Only the forro of the oranur reaction varies 
in these two cases. The principie is lha sane. 

As we have learned, orurization of the atmosphere 
cleans out any DOR donde that may be present. It is im-
material here what happens to the DOR energy; whether 
it is reconverted into OR energy, whether it changes into 
water vapor, or is absorbed into the ground or into a well. 

DOR disappears in ali cases. 

Ou February 15th, 1955 at 09:44 hrs. in the morning 
during our daily conferente, a loud explosion was heard 
to the north ; it was felt by ali present on the observation 
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deck. Thereupon the sky was closely watched with binocu-
lars and telescope till 14:00 hrs. We assumed that an 
atomic bomb had been exploded. At 09:49 the atmospherie 
OR count, measured with the SLT-5 GM Counter was 400-
600 CPM. The following ehart represente the original 
protocol written during that operation: 

TAw* 
Run. 
m1  n. CPM am2 Pbenowancsa 

2/15/55 

09:44 

09:47 

Loud oxploalon board and fali by WN ano 4 
°Usar*. 

DOR aottling down to WW. 

09:49 0 400-600 

09:60 1 700.750 

800-900 

09:51 2 1000-700 

09:52 3 600.700 

09153 4 800-400. 
600-500 

09:55 6 500 

09:54 7 500 Irl. Da 
(StrxE1on.j 

09137 8 500 Vapor tra1la hold lons to*ards W and MR. 

09:58 9 600 

09:59 10 400 

10:00 11 400 

12 500 

13 600 e 

14 500 4 Cloude ara not dtssolvins, but DOX aettlbig 
dom bt¡wrzf:-  15 500 ONU doce not oountaraot in 0rWP6. 

10 500 
17 400 

18 600 

19 400 eint aicld ao. 
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Run. 
ris.. aio. CFN Phenonnnom On1314 

ne 600-800 

(#2 In) 

" 

22 600 

44.51 S0 

10, 44 0.7 600 

10:45 24 600 

RIM. 
CPV 	0E0 

10'10 21 700-600 Start #1 
ogoillatiou 

22 600-400 

23 4SC-300 

24 300 

Rain expectem in 8-511 part ot 0.8.. pot 
In middle northern. 

Drawing los over Tboson and V. 

Cloudbuater up to 450  again, rensePla8 
around. 

No DOR. 

••• 

Clouda arrang/ng In peoallal ~orne. 
Puleatory OROB more eftle6án2 trata atation-
ary. Cloude Men stratleriseg. 

Phencermume 

10:52 1 

R 500 

061 off. 

3un haa a rins. 
Cloudbuater at zanith. 8nd #2. 

(19 minutes) 

S. 600 	 DOR oacing In again. 

1? 500 e 

13 000.680 

14 660 

11:10 19 5.)0 

91 700 

• *ta 
(3t
n

atIonary) 

(Oscillating) =onda foraing again. 

Breara again from 5. 

Zweeping o.er %cada on norizon. CUR 
heawy ou northern horizon. 

25 300 

10(18 22 400-350 

27 350 

28 400-450 Siry blue overbead; oleados over and *Orai-
/fled. 

• 
a 

29 500 

hr. 30 450  	 

10120 1 450-500 

8 	600-700 and #1 
(21 min.) 

4 560 

7  SUO 

8 

10:30 11 

12 milll-Roentgen. 

1 oloud streamar layIng along Galaatto Pl.ne. 

Breou* «Uru( W to E. 

Clouda and hInenese overtsad Unep Tall. 

MO2 oettlitg ztronger. 

&latem half-rins around aum. 

DOR spreading .tronais; olooda diazoiving; 
No ORUR. 

DOR 9Preading to Iro and W--not tdwarea 8 cr 
s. 

DOR comIng In etrong. 

DOR apreading upward to ri and N. 
Cloude again ahrInking. 07V In DOR from 
N to a horlson. In 8 and 6 blueneee at111 
prevede. DOR enema to awproeoh from N. 

Cleun-frea alcy In arab from W over U to 8. 

Baeeping /o+ to 8-2W. 

3wooping at 30°. rio DOR ovar lacem. 
Blue bete over 8 and S. North and Rilr port-
ItIng. 

16 	650 	 • 	DOR reduolng from à towarde N. 

16 600-650 	- 

1? 	600 	(8tationary) Vapor tral1 holde in I from 300  up to 2. 

18 	500 A 	• 	DOR on horizon and over Inceon ((trona. 

Sof 	
Vapor tral1 holde ali the eay. Breais 
from 6. Depresaed Cloudhueter troe 30 to 100. 
DOR dleaopeara oompletely from horlzon with 
~na. 

Eirx Pera, fl. f>. 	 ai‘e~-.4,/,- 
4'0;  

0:14. 

3 

6 600 

6 600-700 

11(00 

13 790 

18 ?oo-euo 

16 000 	Start 3. 
StatIonary 

a 

11:21 30 

11,22 1 700-8.00 

11:76 5 600-700 tind #3 
1 /4 1"it %d.:Alteai 

Cita_ 20-ice, agx 

--"`" 

e 
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P4. 

Chti 250-500; ibout one-half of the sky to the northweet wai 

troe of oloude and the eouthoen half was oloudy. 

14;00 CM 00 -100; Clouda returning to iky. No DOR around. 

Summaryt 

1 hr., 55 min. draw with éne Oloudbuater. 

4/A#41  4.‘11-49  

1 hr.. 05 min. ORUR. 

/j-trot P.4( £.4 17 • D- • 

have been any other mecbanism of transfer at work. We 
did not know and did not want to waste too much time with 

We shall extract here only the highlights. Seves minutes 
after the explosion was heard, the c,ounts rose to 1000 OPM. 
If, as we assumed, this had been an atomic explosion some-
where on the nailitary proving gTorinds in Nevada to the 
north of us, and the high counts were from the NU out-
pour, the high atmospheric background count had travelled 
slower than sound and had reached its peak at oue UM 
counter seves minutes later than the sound wave had 
reached our ears. This seemed very unlikely. 

It appeared much safer to assume that the atmosphere 
arotmd Little Orgonon was eonditioned to react to NI1 ir-
ritation and had reacted to 8.n excitation which traçAled 
through the air mass at the speed of sound. There may 

"////‘111107eZ211J:d  
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theoretical speculations. Far more important it was to 
aet upon this event immediately in an experimental man-
ner. The first wave of high OR euergy activity had been 
released by an unknown event, whatever it may have been. 
We wished to learn how the atmosphere would bebave 
upon Iong drawn-out orurization. We orurtzed the at-
mosphere one hour and five minutes. We drew at the 
same time one hour and thirty-six minutes. 

The atrnospheric excitation was still 	.0 with 3;). 
CPM ai. 13:00 lus.; it was still erretie with 100 CPM at 
14:(X) hrs., more than four hours later. 

In the eourse of this operation on February 15, 1955 
a. thought kept coming into my mind svhieh seemed absurd, 
but was irresistible. If the explosion of nuclear material 
is due to a rapid, instantaneous change of secondary 
("after matter") cosmic energy from the resting to the 
mobile state; if furthermore the atmosphere, sufficiently 
prepared through repeated orurization would render that 
atmosphere powerful to resist the assanit by NR, a pre-
ventive remedy against infestation of the atmosphere with 
atomic duat would have been found. 

I cannot teu at ali whether my specuiation is sound or 
not. Neither do I wish to speenlate further. But the pos-
sibility seemed definitely to be within the reabri of the ra-
tional. More, with due eaution against becoming too spec-
ulative, the further thought seemed not too rash that by 
ereating a hiyher atmospheric potential than that in the 
atomic bontb the latter could be rendered useless as a war 
weapon. 

Since I had no way of proving or Isproving my cern-
tention, I returned soou, still deeply immersed in these 
thoughts, to my regular OROP Desert Ea activities. The 
only thing one cculd do was to keep the atmosphere clean 
and ctrong. 
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We tried to establish the source of the explosion of 
February 15th. There were no reporta on the radio or 
in the newspapers. The polca reportar of the Arizona 
Daily Star had no record of any explosion that day. The 
Sheriff's office. too. had heard nothing and had reeeived 
no report on any explosion that day. Some suggested the 
explosion may have originated at the Davis Monahan Air 
Force Base. An inquiry a few days !ater at the base was 
anewered in the negative. There were no recorde of an 
explosion. The safety office knew nothing of an explosion 
either. Finally a sergeant at the legal officer's office told 
our operator that all sueh data was elassified and that 
there was no accese to it. Asked whether an important ob-
servation connected with the explosion could be relayed to' 
someone, he said there was no one to see. Asked whether 
this answer was to be taken as a negative one, he said it 
was to be taken as a "nothing answer" since the informa-
tion was elassified. 

fio we nevar learned what the explosion had been, what 
had csaused the high emanta that day. 

During our operation that day, DOR had come down 
fast and heavy to the west and north; it was absent to the 
sonth and east. The atmospheric excitation had reacted 
to ornrization with calming down, i.e., with lowering of 
the GPM. 

The long, drawn-out ornrization had had positive effeets. 
The somewhat droughty at.mosphere of early February 
yielded to a rich raia on February 17th at three p.m. It 
had rained ali throngh from the west eoast with 1.44 in. at 
St. Barbara according to Phoenix station KOPO and L.A. 
station KFI. The raias was gentle, typical Or anr raia, 
soaking the ground, a very welcome moisture. The raia 
moved inland according to our draw from SW and west. 

a. Southern California 
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b. California - Arizona 

Fig. 33. Rainfail hrture% February 18th to 18th, 1985 

The clouds were heavy over the Tucson basin on Feb-
ruary 17th, but the water refused to fali out of the clonds. 
I did not understand why. However, with the help of one 
operator, I sueceeded in getting the downpour over Little 
Orgonon and the whole basin fol a duration of three hours. 
It would be too tedious to report in detail how T got the 
rain down from the elonds which had refused for hours to 
ponr it out. Roughly speaking, we kept drilling holes into 
the clonds, alternating with drawings from the still cloud-
free sky. We kept írritating the somewhat afale abalos-
phere until it yielded. It finally did yield and we were 
happy over our victory. An AAF jet plane flew over 
Little Orgonon just when the rain began to pour and 
tipped his wings ; they had apparently watched onr efforts 
with interest. 

.e/ 
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The raia of February 17th had been a fruitful one; 
the soil in the desert had until then absorbed enough mois-
tare to be well prepared to react to further rain with 
great productivity. The Tucson Daily Citizen wrote on 
February 23, 1955, page 11 (AP): 

"Better Range Proapects Seen Because of Winter 
Storms. 

Good winter storms prom.ise better range prospecto 
Man have been forecast reeently. 

The federal crop and livestock reporting service, 
conducting its monthly survey in Arizona, says cattle 
are in good shape, although geuerally affected by the 
cold. 

Conditions by cot:infles: • • 

PINAL---good spring range forecast due to rains. 
Coid weather has held bati: the spring grass 
and winter feed is becoming searce. 

PIMA 	 of water and range feed adequate, 
atter a rainfall reported to be the largest 
in 25 years." 

As was to be expected from previous experientes, the 
progress in the combat of desert had also brought about 
the reaction from the Ea against our efforts. It is natnrally 
so very hard te tell precisely in known terras; the Ea re-
main mostly invisible and do not behave as any known 
unfriendly obstacle wou]d do. One of the most reliable 
criteria to judge extent and nature of Ea activities is to 
observe the behavior of rainclouds, the strength and fre-
queliCy of the appearance of DOR clouds, their location 
and, testing with the Spacegun, their reaction to oruriza-
tion. It need not be part.icularly stressed here that these 
criteria are full of pitfalls. However, as in any other new 

.fi„ 	som- • 	4t"/ 
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realm, one becomes accustomed to the new processes; grad-
ually they become familiar and easy to recognize. With 
this siso the safety of judgment inereases. 

The ciou& held well and strong. It had rained ali night 
to the 18th. An A-bomb expiesiou was predietcd by KT13C_1  
for 08:30 Mountain Time. A sudden decline in crime by 
15% in Los Angeles was reported since January 1, 1955. 
Had DOR removei and the betterment in the drought sit-
uation brought this aboutt There was no possibility to tell 
since the reiationship to the official administrativo centers 
WP,8, due to the continuous slanderous activities of the vari-
ous pharmaceutic groups, not as good as it could have been. 

We were undecided whether to keep the rain gcing or 
not. We phoned Mr. Goyette of the Chamber of Commerce 
in Tucson. He told tas that rain would be harmful from 
the 22nd to the 28th of February. AU Tucum was expect-
ing to enjoy the Rodeo festivais. Thereupon the Clond-
busters were depressed on February 18th, 12:45 hrs. while 
the drawing for rain was most effective. The manager of 
the Chamber of Commerce understood full well the nature 
of our difflculties with the pharmaceutic agente at the Uni-
versity of Arizona ; they upheld the interests of the cloud 
seeders against the interests and wishee of the farmers. 
The farmers were complaining about the cloud seeders' 
activities and their financial mothods. 

To get a message throngh to the President's office on 
the gravity of the Ea problem became urgent. For certain 
reasons it was unwise to presa for contacta with the govern-
ment. Lobbying was going on the bad way to sueh an ex-
tent that the best chance one had in such matters was to 
he a non-lobbyist. The pressure of Orur and Ea problema 
grew apace, however. 

Es were frequent and powerful in the sky again 
after we had depressed the two spaceguns on February 
18th. We could not always tell whether Ea or "the atom"  
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had cauaed the increasingly frequent high counts in the 
atmosphere. 

The power of Orur was tremendous. It could not be 
overestimated. Anything seemed possible in its further 
devetopment. Orur seculeil te, cz.rase 	exten?it,!? et' the 
gaseons atmosphere of the globe. We had no way of prov-
ing this impression. However, the jet vapors appeared at 
the time higher and higher; they seemed to hold better and 
longer in higher altitudes. One day two jets were seen 
one above the ather. Both poured their vapor into the 
atmosphere. The lower one held its shape well; the upper 
one was thin and dissipated quickly. Had the Air Force 
diseovered the extension of the atmosphere I I was not 
certain at ali that this was so. But to judge from the move-
mente of the jete at increasingly higher altitudes admitted 
of such an assumption. The problem could not be attacked 
without the facts of Orene. 

On February 21, 1955, at nine a.m. the CPM rose 
again to 300-500 in the atmosphere. It returned to nor-
mal at noon. Had an A-bomb explosion, so often post-
poned lately, been set off? We could not tell. We were ali 
very ill from DOR. The Russians reported a "new remedy 
against A-blasts." Their statements were never to be 
trusted fauce they invented much in their reporta accord-
ing to political expediency. An A-bomb was set off at 06:45 
Pacific Time at Nevada. At. 08:45 hrs. Tucson Time 300-
500 CPM were registered at Little Orgonon. At 10:00 hrs. 
the counts were 500 CPM. We started orurization of the 
atmosphere at 10:15; lasting till 10:21. The atmosphere 
cleared right away. We orurized again for 6 minutes with 
Orur in lead and a 100,000 +-E+ CPM reaction followed. 

On the 24th of February "radioactive cob-web," a 
product of Ea in the forni of stringy Et, was found in 
New York state. Severe blackish DOR doudo formed over 
the Tucson southwestern mountain ranges looking much 



sharply delineated from the clarity of the attnosphere to 
the east. 1 had found the outer reaches of the western bar-
rier. But it was necesaary to find the western beginning 
of the barrier. This was set into motiou during the follow. 
ine clays 

On February 2Sth we measured again 800-1000 CPM 
with sun, high Monda and 71% humidity. it rained again 
in Califurnia and all over the desert with the exception ef 
Arizona where raia had been predieted but did not come. 
A flashing Ea had been seen ali night to the south over 
Tucson, 19:45 till about 23:00 hrs. It oxpired according to 
operntor's report three times. In the west a large orauge 
fiery hall was moving wostward at 03:00 hrs. Ea were 
rather husy in those 

Prohing the Atmotphere 011 Mountedo Ridges 

On the night of Mareb let 1 conceived the plan to take 
the Spacegun towErd Oracle and to orurize the atmosphero 
there. It was necessary tu observe the Orur effects from 
a ridge. For this purpose the mouutain ridge at Oracle, 
40 miles nortb of Tucson seemed most suitable sulco it 
permitted a view for another 50 miles toward the north, 
east and west. DOR had been heavy on those faraway 
mountaine most of the time; they were not within the 
realm of the DOR-free Tucson region. Sinee, furthermore, 
1 pianned to probe the mountain ridge at the tower in the 
southern Sierra mountaira eludi', Oracle offered an excel-
lent spot to sharpen one 'a research toais: How for would 
()riu effeets reachl 

Though the factual work process developed satisfae-
torily, the ernotional and the social situations were rather 
distreesing. That night all workers in our camp were 
severely 	from DOR with diarrhea, shivering, vomiting, 
eleepleseness, thirst, dryness in throat, "agony in the solar 
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like tornadoes in formation. They dissolved at 10:35 upon 
aimple drawing. A &F trails persisted well over an hour 
in the sky that day. At 09:30 hrs. 400 CPM were detected 
that same morning. 

It rnay weii have been due Lu our dully Grur 
that the western earrier beca me palpable toward the end 
of February 1955. It had rained well n11 uight at Oracle 
'Tu:Action 25 miles to the north. The relativo linrnidity 
again had risen to 70% on the 26th. Phoenix reported 
moisture streaming in from the south (KUHO weather 
station). The entire southwest was covered with clouds 
and had showers. But the desert had only received traces 
of that raio; 0.09 in. in Phoenix, 0.13 in Douglas, 0.33 in 
Flagstaff. On the other hand, Hawaii reported 14 inches 
of raia on the 24th of February. Big floods were reported 
from Australia. Raia was predicted for praetically all of 
11.8. A. It rained again in southern California, and at 
Flagstaff and Prescott north of us. 

lt seemed to raie all armou] us with the exception of the 
Tucson basin and the western approaches to Tucson. An 
Ea was seen on the night of February 2f, 1955, in the south 
low over Tucson at 21:00 hrs. for one hour only. It was 
not seen later. There were no cloude to the south. It ap-
peared to one operator to he in trouble, flashing in almost 
pure red three times erratically. 

On February 27th, I made a long trip westward to in-
spect the borderline between onr experimental and the ad-
joining territory. Whereas the prairie grass was growing 
richly te east and north at Oracle and beyond, there was 
none or enly scant grass growing to the west. The line 
between the region where grass still appeared and the 
desert with no grass was sharp. Also sharp, ugly, euten 
out, black were the rodes on the pass. Sharp DOR, sour 
teste, mottled palme on the western slope were clear 
enongh indications that a barrier existed to the west, 
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plexus," restlessness, vasovegetative reactions in both ex-
tremes—paleness and hot flashes. Even our dog, Troll, 
who was a few months later to become a victim of an evil 
attack by a hidden Modju, suffered that black day from 
involuniary buwel raovament. 

Ea had been there to the south and west for a ehort 
while during the night. The severity of DOR-sickness did 
not seem to depend ou the duration of the presence of Ea. 
It depended on something nnknown. 

Also, the battle aronnd the discovery of the Life Energy 
seemed to rage on unabated at that time on the social 
acene, with our enemies in hiding, working against our 
expedition and its organizational background like iboles 
in holes. The battle raged at top as well as at local social 
leveis. The readiness to kill by slander, to obtain informa-
tion by spying, ilegal intrusion, etc., or by other equally 
shabby means was obvions to everyone who partook in 
those days in our life. The battle was fought in the 
Weather Bureau, on farms with cattle men and farmers 
set against the bureaucratic phyaicists in the local uni-
versity who protected the chemical interests of cloud-seed-
ing. The drug agente were waiting to break into our files 
to obtain material both to Eli by slander as well as to steal 
onr secreta for the big drug concerne. In the AEC the 
battle seemed to center aronnd the legitimacy  

Traí stroying onr atmosphere orwhat was atui i t of 't, 
`SiciiiiiiiiiiiiWTern-~tItns o power in explodLng.em 
Sombs. The wür-ftiiigii-tlieicieolog- Tjrseene between 
-Mose who searched desperately for a peaceful solution of 
the problem of humanity as did the Eisenhower adminis-
tration, versus those who continued the age-old murderous 
system of politics and moral larceny. In this, the western 
powers, tied down by the filies of democratic procedere, 
seemed to lose out to the reckless operators withont con-
science centered in the Stalinite hierarchy. It was to fali 

later, but it threw its evil power aruund at that time, sup-
ported by equally reckless business pirates in the U. S. A. 

I often wondered, and my few assistants with me, how 
we managed to survive this holocaust at ali, with no public 
support, with a miserably insttfficient incarne from my do-
nation of the medicai use of the OR energy of abont 30,000 
to 40,000 dollars a pear, which was threatened at that time 
by pressure of the drug agency in the goverument. Only 
a few low-salaried but devoted meu and women held out 
bravely. Still, somehow the great resnits we achieved every 
day in the eombat of deserte kept us going. 

The atmosphere seemed to be undergoing a radical 
change. This change was one of the main objectives of our 
research over the following two months. The Weather 
Bureau admitted that the rainfall had exceeded the average 
in the desert region by 1.53 inches. They committed the 
mistake, however, of deriving their average from long 
periods, while over severa! years there had been no ruiu 
at ali. With respect to the drought of five years, our re-
sults were much better than shown by the average. 

On March lst in the early morning an orurization of 
the atmosphere was conducted for 30 minutes, from 09:05 
til 09:35. The background counts that morning were as 
follows: 

09:00 	  400 - 450 CPM 
09:30 	  600 - 800 CPM 
10:00 	  1000 -1200 CPM 
11:30 	 600 -1500 CPM 

The atmosphere fought back the shock with a gentle 
vehemence. It appeared much more powerful and also suc-
cessful in keeping development of DOR, i.e., dying OR 
energy away. 
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Protocol: OROP ORUR, 30 minute ORUR, 

Date: 	Mard 1, 1955 

Place: 	Little Orgonon, Tucson, Arizona 

DP te: 

Place: 

09:10 

09:00 No clouds; DOR heavy over Tucson; light breeze 
Pt 

C r 

fron east. At 06:30 in the morning the .A.EC had 
exploded a mediura sized A-bomb at Yucca Flato, 
Nevada. CPM -- 450 to 550. 

09:15 

09:17 
09:05 ORUR 	in pipe, eloudhuster drawing around 

zenith. 
09:20 

09:07 Breeze from SE. 	Drawing at a lesser angle. 
Slowly with steps. 

09:10 DOR thinning out fast over Tucson. 09:28 

09:11 Spiral drawing at about 45°. 

09:13 Drawing from around borizon--especially from 
over Tucson. 

09:30 

09:18 DOR raising sharply from over Tucson. 
09:33 

09:20 .500 CEM. Drawing from just over Catalinas. 
09:34 

09:23 550 CPM. Drawing from NW at 45°. 
09:40 

09:26 Drawing from zenith. 

09:29 South breeze freshening. 	CPM —600 -- 800 -- 
900 — 1000. 

09:30 800 CPM. 
09:44 

09:32 Draw from over Tucson. Feeling of nausea. 
09:45 

09:33 700 CPM. 

09:35 ORU tt out. 	Clondbuster Ieft at zenith. 09:50 

Protocol: OROP ORUR, 45 minute ORUR. 

March .2, 1955 

Little Orgonon, Tucson, Arizona 

High, lacy cloudbank to 5, SE and E. Breeze E. 
Clear overhead. 400 — 700 400 CPM. (WE: 
Last night it was 1Ftl CPM.) DOR over Tucson. 

ORITR. in (tube). 450 CPM. Drawing around 
zenith. 

Drawing at 45° to N sector ; not S. Vapor trail 
cohesion increases. 

Clouds increasing, DOR over Tucson moving west, 
and vapor haze spreading over all of sky (oh-
scnring parto of vapor trails). 

Breeze SE, stronger. Drawing from around 
zenith. Vapor trails holding. 

900 CPM. DOR from Tucson region eoncentrates 
over SW mountain region, while remainder of 
sky clears. 

500 CPM. Drawing from NW horizon. 

ORUR out of tube and into lead container on base. 

WR has dizzy spell, ER and WM feel much better 
than before beginning. Cloudbank to NE and 5 
stretches fingers toward zenith. Sky in haze in-
creasingly obscuring parta of vapor trails. OR 
flow E to W. 

Drawing from N of Mt. Catalina dose to clouds. 

700 CPM. Sweeping E over elondbank, WM feda 
this setup stronger than firat. 

DOR to SW lifting. Breeze 5, strong. Try-ing to 
catch breeze. 
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09:55 Cloudbuster Ftationary to WNW at 45°. 

09 :58 CPM— 500 — 800 — 900 

10:00 Draw froco zenith. It doesn't move, try to move 
it. ORUR out. R310 felt it as just past the point 
where it felt good ; a pressure. 

10:01 CPM --1000 — 1200. WR: there is a point where 
it shifts over from positive to negative. 

(20 minute ORM in tubo and 25 minute ORtIR 
in container.) 

/a/ Robert A. McCullough 
Recorder 

It appeared not impossible that in duo time the atmos-
phere would be immunized against atomic explosions as 
one immunizes living systerns against infection. Only those 
ignorant of the funetional identity between organismic 
and atmospheric OR energy would be shocked by suai an 
ides. A highly ornrized atmosphere would syphon off any 
kind of DOR energy from atomic biasts ar from Ea. We 
had the impression that there were difficulties in setting 
off the A-bomb. That day the riddle of the relationship 
of DOR to water was solved satisfactorily in the forni of 
an orgonometric equation (see pago 258). 

Chi the Way to the West Cosa 

We were ready to go west to find, explore and if pos-
sible to break the barrier. One Orur was to be fiown luto 
Jacumba, west of the Sierra divide tower later. 

The trip westward some 400 miles was interesting and 
most rewarding. I saw dry, sandy desert again about 50 
miles from Tucson. The eontrast to the green prairies 
which I had just left behind was striking and refreshing  
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lince it brought into focas what had been really accom-
plished in a few months of systematic work. 

On the way to Gila Bend, March 3, 1955, 10:30 Era, 
70 miles west of Tucson: there was little DOR. Green 
grass was spronting in patches of new vegetation. The Boll 
was moist and fertile looking. For another 30 miles green 
was still sprouting ou both sides of the road; but the 
vegetation became more sparse. The mountains were bare 
deserta without any vegetation and desolate looking. Blaek 
rocks, ehowing Melanor in heavy attack upon granito and 
sandstone, were seca ahout 120 atiles west on route 84; 180 
miles west of Tucson there appeared spots of a Sahara 
type desert. Patches of white 1 t rocks on a black, Melanor 
infested hill were interspersed with stretches 	sand. 
The static landscape turned into a functional succession of 
events as it were, revealing ita history: Green vegetation, 
—)110 drought duo to DOR attack, 	dying of vegetation, 
—7 more DOR turning into Melanor on rocks, 	eating 
out rocks, 	Melanor turning white, --> roas changing 
into clay and finally sand. 

It seenied incredible that systematic removei of DOR 
over a few days was sufficient to change the tide of death, 
to make green life appear again—Ws:adi desolation. It was 
still more incredible that this had been unknown to man 
for ages. Man himself had obstructed the redemption for 
which he had prayed all over the globo ao long, so hard. 
But tben again, I remembered the parenta who had wor-
shipped orgonomic knowledge and then had brought their 
infanta to me with high, hardened ehests, and pale or 
blaekish cheeks, and how a slight relieving of the high-
pressured chest or the arched back had hem/ sul cient to 
cise the situation, visible in the appearance of a amile and 
pink color into the face. How patient life is " • • 

Near Yuma we pdssed a stretch of Mack Rocks. The 
knowledge of the existence and the qualities of Melanor 
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belped greatly to understand what we saw. First, the evil-
looking hlackness itself. Now it impressed the onlooker 
as an attacker, a sapper of strength. It was as if the black-
Ilesa was eating its way into the rock, eausing it to forra 
.heles, first smail oves, then larger ones. In other places 
the attaeked reek had reached a state where it erumbled 
into pebbles or rough sand. A whitish hue of Orite had 
settied over stach etreteles of 	sand dane develop- 
?fent. White Orite was nothing esse than the formerly 
black Melanor. This sounds atrange at first, but is easily 
eomprehensibl e Melanor, " thirsty " and " hurtgry " for 
moisture and oxygen absorbs energy only. When saturated 
it begins to give off or to radiate energy, turnirg white, 
entirely in agreement with the absorbing qualities of black 
and the radiating giving out qualities of white bodies ac-
eording te Kirchhoff. 

255 utiles west of Tucson we entered the "American 
Sahara," vast stretehes of full-fledged sand dunes and a 
rounded, hilly sand landscape. And again the strueture 
of the dunes and hills told the story of their developrnent 
as the bearing of a human being tells his life story to the 
knowing eye. 

These rounded, smooth sanai bilis were the ultimato 
result of the gnawing away of rocks and dry foram by DOR 
and Melanor. The formerly edgy sharp-cornered turrets 
had slowly changed into sand dunes. The seeondary vege-
tation had died out, too. And Orite had eaten into the sand 
to great depth. 

Had t.he huge oil deposita in desert regions anything to 
do with the penetration of Melanor into the depthst Tbey 
certainly had. But there is still a long stretcb to the full 
understanding of tãia riddle. 

Could full blown sand deserte be turned bato green 
pastureBT This remained to be seen. It seemed unlikely.  
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At 15:15 lira. in Grand WelIs the gas station man told 
us that they had had some good raia in the "Sahara" des-
ert in December 1M4 and in January 1955, but not before 
as far as rnernory could nada These had beca our rains; 
they had come to the "Sahara Desert" with the moisture 
drawn iniand from the west eoast. Now I was travelling 
to inspect the western seashore from where the raia had 
come to the desert. Finding and destroving thn Rarrier 
would possibly open the way for more raia. So it hap-
penerl about one week later. 

15 minutes later, after having travelled through the 
"American Sahara," white Orite was seen richly caking 
bushes, trees at the roadside: precursora of the complete 
desolation. How logical it ali appeared now, after the dis-
covery of °refle, DOR and Melanor. 

On Friday, 3,1-areh 4th, 07 :30, 20 adies west of El Centro 
there was to the nort.hwest a heavy ceiling DOR layer over 
the mountain range where the barrier was later found and 
destroyed. Passing through the mountains upward on the 
road leading to the pana with the outlook tower, we saw 
now the same DOR ceiling to the east around 08:10 in the 
morteing. It was striking that the higher reacbee of the 
mountains appeared white while the lower ranges were 
brossnish-blackish. Possibly, titio was so because Melanor 
had attaeked from eleve and thus had hit the topa of the 
mounta:ns first. While satisfying its never-ending thirst 
for moisture and hunger for oxygen, extraeting Wh from 
solid grafite, and thereby turning white, it attaeked t.he 
lower regions later and, not saturated yet, it still kept its 
ugly black color, the physical sign of absorption and greed 
for moisture. 

The tower was reached at 08:45 hra. We found right 
away a background count of 400 CPM on the ridge, and 
600 CPM three xailes to the west at Jacumba. Since high 
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emite alwaye indicated_ the presence ofStOthere could 
be no doubts that Ea effects were present over the sharply 
delineated divide. 

On the western sido the loam and clay baús showed 
signa of reorganization toward rock. This was a first sign 
of a process which ran counter to the desert development. 
A few miles later we encountered the first green meadows 
Ga the western Sierra  sinpe.. 

Fig. 34. The "Barrier" 
with &mut lookeut tower where it wae brokest 

The trip down to San Diego was e great pleasure. It 
was a relief to see green pastures again and a vegetation 
that was not of the desert type. But the signa of progress-
ing drought were many and unmistakable all through the 
Pacific Coast. Again, I had the impression of a tug-of-war 
between the forces of Life and the forces of Death, between 
OR and DOR, yellow Orene which produced chlorophyll in 
ite merger with the blue atmospheric OR energy and the 
black Melanor which absorbed the yellow from the vegeta- 

tion and thns destroyed the green ehlorophyll. How far 
removed from these insights were the mechanistic researeh 
methods which were lost in a rigid atomic partido theory, 
inapplicable to any suco natural funetions, barrou and 
sterile as was the desert itself, as far as life funetions were 
concerned. 

After three delightful days filled with happiness in San 
Diego, a beautifuL rieh city, and after a trip np the coast 
toward Los Angeles we retnrned eastwarl again to the 
divide and the barrier above it. On the return trip we had 
the impression atill stronger than on the way westward 
that the green landa were dying. Again the strueture of 
the landscape told the story of a process. The DOR lay 
heavy in the valleys. The trees were bending more in the 
valleys than higher up. Meadows and mountain ranges 
were dying. There were many sandy patehes, brownite 
rocks both decaying and reorganizing. 

The Barrier Yields 
We arrived at Boulder Park on the divide late that day 

and mede ready to atart operations on the barrier the 
following day, March 6th. 1 saw that the doudo on ap-
proach to or while passing the barrier would dissipate 
exactly the way I had seen it happen over the observatory 
at Orgonon in the Oranur years, 1952 and 1953. The 
whitish, thick clouds would become fuzzy at the advancing 
fringes, the thin threads would dissolve completely until 
the whole cloud, no matter how thick would disappear, 
nevar to be seen again in its original form. It was ab-
sorbed by DOR. This could be seen by its turning In color 
from white to steel gray or dirty gray and becoming rec-
tangular. Steel gray, rectangular or fuzzy clouds are there-
foro always signa of the presence of DOR, as are the dirty 
blackish sky and the high background count. Both indicate 
effects of present or past presence of Ea. The destruction 
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of the donde at the western barrier was of this kind and 
unmistakable. 

The truek with the Spacegun carne up to the divide at 
noon on March 6; at 14:00 hrs. operating started. This first 
operation confirmed fully what we had learned in Maine 
and in Arizona. The background count was 500 to 800 at 
14:00 hrs. There were heavy streake of blackish DOR 
across the land in the d;reetion south to north. The clouds 
were dissipating while passing this barrier. We drew 
mostly from the zenith for many hours, crisscrossing it; 
three operators were alternating at the spacegun controls 
with constant movement of the draw pipas. We did not 
orurize that day. The result was good. At 17:15 hrs. the 
zenith was covered with donde. Clouds began to pass over 
but were still being dissipated farther to the east. At 17:30 
hrs. the background count had come down from the pre-
vions 800 to 200 CPM. The following day, on the 7th of 
March. the counts were 150 at 07 :00 hrs., but remained high 
with 500 to 900 all through the day. We had with our 
operations apparently drawn some attention frota our 
space visitors. 

An atomic bomb was exploded on March 7th, at 05:30 
hrs. mountain time. We drew mostly from zenith all that 
day. The DOR barrier which lay across the mountains, 
parallel with its north to south direction behaved, to use 
an example from the realm of the living, like a "aleeping 

animal" that was being tickled; it moved somewhat, but 
refused to wake up. The air was stale. Upon sufficient 
drawing, it would stir into a refreshing breeze and the 
sour taste of DOR would diminish. However, as soou as 
the operation stopped, the atmosphere returned to its 
former sluggishness. DOR carne down heavy upon the 
ground. The boulders in the desert to the north which had 
been gray-white to begin with blackened visibly. 

In the early afternoon the barrier seemed to fali apart. 
Melanor appeared ou roeks, ranges, bouldera eu massa. 
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The white sands darkened. Around our frua, greening 
began to appear. We all had the impression that the white 
sand absorbed the Melanor eagerly. We decided to orurize 
the following day. 

On March 8th, 09:55, the plane arrived from Tucson 
trailing along orur in the container. The counts inside the 
plane were 400, 50 feet away 800, and at the container 
itself 100,000+++. 

Operations started at 10:08. The atmosphere gave a 
count of 900 to 1000 CPM, 12 minutes later 400 CPM. The 
temperature at the machine had climbed to 110 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The orur operation was conchHed at 11:36 
hrs. with a total of 88 minutes. The sky over the former 
barrier was clear. A fresh breeze was blowing from the 
west. However, I did not expect that it would last; the 
barrier was expected to dose in again. I decided to leave 
the Orur material at the Jacumba airport and tu send, if 
necessary, a plane from Tucson for it later on. It remained 
at Jacumba when the base there was established at a farm.  Árdpkg 

Three jets with vapor trails were seen between 09:30 
and 09:43 hrs. above the barrier, fiying from east to west. 
The vapor trails were short and rather thin. 

One operator remained near the Jacumba airport and 
continued drawing throughont that afternoon after I had 
Ieft. The response of the atmosphere quickened. The OR 
energy fiow was east to west all day. High thin clouds e --e (.4., 
began to form over the barrier dnring the night. 

At seven o'clock the following morning the clouds still 
dispersed over the barrier; the atmosphere was blackish 
and "flat." However, the response to the drawing oper-
ations was better, with winds coming up from the K—ith-
west, aiways an indication of possible rain. Blueness 
began to stream into the valleys from the west, the fiatnees 
decreased and the atmosphere began to sparkle. The 
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temperature in tb.e sun dropped from 80° to 740  at about 

09:00 hrs. 
At 11:00 hrs. a blue haze formed in front of the moun-

tains. The OR flow was now very strong and the wind con-
tinned from the southwest. Clouds formed rapidly, but 
still dispersed overhead at the bc.rrier. 

At 14:00 hrs. the temperature had dropped to 72°. The 
atmosphere felt moist. Moisture was streamirg in from 
the southwest. The blue haze and the cloudiuess increased 
further and at 16:00 hrs. the temperature was down to 64°. 
Most of the time the operator had had contact with the 
"wind," i.e., the fine breezo which is felt when the opera-
tion is in touch with a strong OR stream. The machine 
was left operating stationary drawing from the south.west. 
A heavy dew developed during the night. The sky became 
cloudy. But the clouds were still breaking up. The sky, 
however, looked whitish and moist. 

In the early morning at 08:30 hrs., while "catching the 
wind," it was found that drawing from the northwest in-
ereased the growth of the clouds in zenith and the south-
west. At 10:00 the sky was mostly overelouded with thin 
donde. Strange eloud formations appeared to the west 
and moved eastward. These were at firat wavy, Mack 
lines against the white overeast. They extended downward 
into streamers, apparently attracted by the sall existent 
DOR eeiling. Then they grew into fat clouds and tarned 
yellow brown. They eontinued to grow and then became 
dark blue and heavy like thick rain donde. At 20:00 the 
first sprinkle of rain oecurred at Jacnmba. During the 
following two hours the rain seemed to have it diffieult to 
come down, but the sky remained covered. The operator 
continued drawing, as should be done in such cases, from 
the weak areal in the sky. The cloudbuster was left draw-
ing from low northwest. Light rain began to fali and con-
tinued to fali thronghout the night where the barrier was 
breaking np.  
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The following morning the rain gained strength. It 
rained at 06:00 hrs. steady and heavily in the typical 
gentle, soaking Oranur manner. Motorista reported heavy 
rain in the desert around El Centro aeross the barrier to 
the east. 

However, at 10:00 hrs. the rain stopped. The clouds 
began to break up again at the barrier. The operator was 
unable to stop the break-up with the cloadbuster. At 
12:00 hrs. the clouds dispersed at the edge in the south-
west. Seattered cloud formations hung over the desert 
to the pont. 

The wind continued from the southwest. Also the draw-
ing operations were continued for the sixth conseeutive 
day. 

The rain totais on Mafch 11, 1955, were for 

14 inch 
1/2  inch 

0.38 inch 
0.49 inch 

Pasadena 	.............. 	. 1.00 inch 
Los Angeles 	................ 	0.56 inch 
Yuma, Ariz. 	  traces only 

On March 12th there was a heavy dew again during the 
night. There was, however, only little response to the opera-
tion by the atmosphere, possibly because of the moistnre 
having heen emptied. The mountain slopes were greening 
and prairie grass had appeared on the slopes similar to the 
Tucson region. 

The operator retnrned to base in the afternoon. He 
drew off and on along the way, too, and he drove with open 
Clondbuster pipes. 

Jacumba, Calif. 	 
El Centro 
San Diego 
La Jolla 
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REPORT ON OROP "ORUR" BARRIER, 
JACUMBA, CALIFORNIA 

Tuesday, Marc): 8th, 1955 

Continued drawing throughout anernoon from 1:1W 

and3r and zenith, eatching the wind. 
Response of atmosphere to cloudbuster gradually 

quiekens during p.m. 
Cloudbuster drawing frota SW during night, occa- 

sional movement, 
OR flow wa.s E-W all day. 
High thin cloudiness forms during night. 
Night warmer than usual. 

W ednesday, March 9th, 1955 

07 :00—No breeze, atmosphere flat, blackish, clorada 
disperse. 

08:00—Began drawing, moving cloudbuster. Response 
immediate, wind spriugs up from SW. 

Air freshens, blue begins to pour into valley 
from west. 

Flatness decreases and atmosphere begins to 
sparkle. 

OR fiow W-E weak. 
Temperature in sun drops from 80 at 8 a.m. to 

74 by 9 a.m. 
11:040—Blue continues to pour in, a blue haze in front 

of Mts. 
ou, flow very strong W-E. 
Strong wind continues from SW. 
Drawing is mostly from SW, Zenith and W. 
Clouds begin to form and disperse overhead. 

14:00—Temperature in sun down to 72. 
Air feels very moist, as though moisture 

streaming is from HW. 
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15:30—Blue haze and eloudiness inereasing. 
16:00—Temperature down to 64. 
22:00—C1oudbuster now left stationary drawing from 

SW. 
drawing, catching the wind had been 

eonductect most of the time since ti a.m. 

Thursday, M, ar 10th, 1955 

Heavy deu, .'.xring the night. Sky cloudy; overhead 
and SW, clouds heginning to break np. Sky has 
a white, moist-looking overcast. 

08 :30—Began. drawing • • * catching the wind • • • 
found that drawing from the NW increases 
the cloud growth at Zenith and to SW. 

10:00—Sky mostly cloudy, whitish thin clouds • • • 
atrange eloud formations appear to west and 
move eastward. At first these are wavy, 
black lines against the white overcast, they 
send streamers down, begin te grow into fat 
clouds, turn a yellowish brown, continue to 
grow and then get very dark blue and heavy 
• • • like thiek raio clouds. 

20:00—First sprinkle oceurs. 
Light short sprinkles oceur during next two hours, 

seems to be having a hard time to come down ° * • 
sky covered. Continued drawing, from weak arcas 
in sky, from low to Mts, to east and from low NW. 
Low NW seemed to be the most effective, 

24 :00--Stopped drawing; left cloudbuster drawing 
from low to NW. 
Light rain begins to fali, falis intermittently 

throughout the night. 
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Friday, Mareie, llth, 1955 

06:00—Light raie, increases and mins steady and 
heavier until 9 a.m. Raia is soaking and 
penetrating, steady Oranur type. Motorist:, 
and motorcyclist report heavy raia in desert 
around El Centro, across the barrier to 
AA 0+ 

10:O0-Light raia stops, clouds begin to break up • ' • 
ttnable to prevent breakup with cloudbuster. 

12:00—At desert tower • • donde coming over from 
SW expand and disperse at edge • • • scat-
tered cloud formations hang over desert to 
east. 

By drawing from the desert floor from. NE, the 
clouds coming over do not disperse as rapidly 
or as completely. 

Raia totais: 

Jacuinba, Calif. 
El Centro, Calif. 
San Diego, Calif. 
La Jolla, Calif. 
Pasadena, Calif. 
Los Angeles, Calif.  	.56 
Yuma, Arizona 	 trace 

Clouds and Raia cante from the southwest. 

15:00—Low scattered clouds, very elear, fresh, and 
clean atmosphere. 

Steady wind continues from SW. 
Continued drawing from the SW. 

Saturday, March 12th, 1955 

Heavy dew again during the night. Dew reported to be 
rare in this arca. 

UH flow E-W, much blue. haze in front of Mts. 
Calma, no breeze. 
Little response of atmosphere to cloudbuster OROP. 
Mountain slopes greening, prairie grass has appeared 

on the mountain slopes, similar to the Tucson 
• OUr7 AT 

OROP "ORUR", Jacumba, California. 

09:00 to 10:00 hrs. (mie hour) 

Primarily from Zenith and vxW • • • attempt 
to drill holes in atmosphere. 

The Weather Bureau had not mentioned the raia over 
the "American Sahara" and El Centro. The following 
letter was therefore sent • 

Expedition OROP Desert Ea. 
Rt. 6, Box 281 
Tucson, Arizona 

March 15th, 1955 

F. W. Reichelderfer 
Chief 
United States Weather Bureau 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Reichelderfer: 

We wish to have on record the following facts and 
events : On March 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, 1955 the Orgone 
Institute's Expedition OROP Desert Ea. conducted experi- 

inch 

	

1/2  inch 	

	

.38 inch 	

.49 inch 
	 1.00 inch 

inch 
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mental Oranur Weather Control operations at Jacumba, 
California. Tbese experimenta resulted in engineered rain-
fall throughout Southern California, extending from the 
coast eastward into the desert regions of Southern 

Itain reached Jacumba dnring the night of March 
10th and extended eastward into the desert during the 
early morning hours of March llth, 105. Rainfall con-
tinued until midmorning in this area, a period of 6 to 8 
hora, 	Rn neenmelation at Jacumba of 1/1  of an inch 
and 1/9  inch in the middle of the desert at El Centro, Cali-
fornia. 

The abone rainfall records and amounts were obtained 
from on the spot observation. It was quite puzzling when 
this unusual desert rainfall was neither mentioned nor re-
ported in any of the California or Arizona weather reporte, 
either newspaper or radio. The rainfali chart of this 
rain published in the Los Angeles Times of March 12th 
not only failed to mention the desert rain but omitted eu- 

rainfall amounts from the El Centro desert region. 

In these times to omit or fail to report euch an unusual 
phenomenon is a very serious matter of national concern. 

Sincerely, 
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WEATHER CONTEOL 

1128 General Services Administration Bldg. 
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Washington 25, D. C. 

21 March 1955 
Mr. William Moise, Secretary 
Orgone Institute Research Laboratortes,1nc. 
Route 6, Box 281 
Tucson, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Moise: 

Please let me thank sou for sending us a copy of your 
letter addressed to Dr. Reichelderfer. We appreciate being 
informed of your activities. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Chas. Gardner, Jr. 
CITAS. GARDNER, JR. 
Executive Secretary 

J 

 

/s/ William Moise 
Secretary 
Orgone Instante Research Labs. 
Expedition OROP Desert Ea. 
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OHAPTICR IX 

COSMIC SEIS REGULAT!ON IN 
OR ENERGY METABOLISM 

The breaking of the DOR barrier at the Sierra Nevada 
east of San Diego had accomplished the full breakthrough 
of fresh OR energy flow from the west and southwest into 
the (.14.-,.sert bagin. Dnring 1955 fhP gelf-regulatory meta- 
bolic cycle process of OR —10. DOR energy 	Rain 
OR energy had taken hold of the desert. 

DOR energy in man, animal and plant ; DOR energy in 
the atmosphere ; DOR energy in outer cosmic space—all 
are identical and the products of metabolizing primordial 
cosmic OR energy. Here is the essence of the manner in 
which OR energy surrounds and expels DOR energy: 

On March 15th, 1955, shortly past 11:00 a.m., the SU-5 
Geiger Counter showed outside the building at our base 
80,000 to 100,000 CPM. Farther out in the conrtyard the 
OM colmter was racing over all ranges toward the extreme 
100,000 and far beyond. It reacted erratically. I won-
dered whether anything bati gone wrong with the (}M 
connter ; however, in the building I found a near normal 
count of 50-70. Back in the free atmosphere the counter 
gave again 100,000 pias, and so it was from now onward 
over rnany weeks. 

There were many AAF planes overhead. They seerned 
to erisscross the sky in a nervous, searching manner. Had 
they, too, discovered the unusual irritation of the atmos-
pheret Their vapor trails were long and beld well over 
long periods of time. The atmosphere appeared blue-gray, 
with a haze as seen on beautiful warm summer days. 

We drove up to Oracle Jnnction, 40 Triles away. Every-
where the counts went up to 100,000+++ in the free air 
in an erratie, nervous manner. The counts in the car were 
everywhere normal, 50-80 CPM, but also erratie, jumpy. 

There were many jets in the sky; the trails held well every-
where, except at times in zenith. 

Strong south wind gasta stirred up sand, forming dust 
devils here and tbere. The cloudy were stratified, shnrp-
edged. 

What caused the 10,000+++ counts? The counts were 
the following during the afternoon that day: 

13:00 hrs. 	100,000+++ CPM 
13:30 hrs. 	100,000+++ CPM 
14 :00 hrs. 	100,000 	CPM cloudy 
15:00 hrs. 	40,000 	CPM DOR "ronted," 

12 mil;. unir-
to zenith 

17 :30 hrs. 	40,000 to 60,000 CPM 
20:00 hrs. 	40 to 	80 CPM 

The following day the counts were: 

09:00 hrs. 	  40,000 CPM 
12:00 hrs.  	100,000 CPM 
16:00 hrs. 	 100,000 CPM 
19:00 hrs.  	 40 — 60 CPM 

An Ea had appeared the evening before in the south 
and had been drawn fruiu 19:10 till 19:30 hrs. hy one oper-
ator. Had this Ea done some new daznage to our atmos-
phere: Or were we dealing with an unknown kind of self-
sustained chain reactiont In any case, the atmosphere 
reacted as if highly irritated. 

On March 17th at 07:00 hrs. I counted 6000 CPM in 
the open air. At 09:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00 and 16:00 the 
counts went up rapidly to 100,000+++ again. The milli-
roentgen counts went up to 20 mr/h. That afternoon the 
counts were 40,000 to 60,000 at 17:00 hrs. at Oracle and 
20,000 at Oracle Road at 18:00 hrs. They carne down to 

[ 254 
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Armored Living Organisrn 

Life Energy gene etale 

DOR sequestration Armor 

Dryness, thirst 

Secondary drives 

De f en si ve, " prickly " char-
acter 

Adjustment to life with DOR 

Exeitation upon breaking of 
armor 

Functional fever : OR espeta 
DOR 

Desert 

Same 

DOR-ceiling 

DOR-overground 

Dryness, parching 

Secondary vegetation 

Prickly growth 

Adjustment to descri tifo 

Hig CPM counts upon 
breaking of DOR 

Same : OR expele DOR (hur-
ricane, tornado, whirl-
wind, dast devil) 

Once more orgonomic theory formation had reached 
a new levei in its search for the CFP of nature : N 1. 

The high atmospheric counts remained the sane over 
the following days. 1 stopped all routine operations and 
measurements on March 24th, 1955. The counts continued 
to be neer normal within the building: low, with a few hun-
dred CPM in the early morning, inereasing to 100,000+++ 
dnring the day and decreasing again to a hundred in the 
evening. It 	in step with the sun radiation and its 
variation in the daily cycle. 

Would this self-regnlatory chain reaction continue to 
rise or would it stop some day, During 1955 and 1956 I 
found out more about this self-regulatory, self-eleaning ex-
dtation of the atraosphere in various regions of the U.S.A. 

The high minta went with strong moisture and a blue-
gray haze. The southwest became cooler. Atonia bomb 
explosions were postponed for the siitb time on March 
20tb. 

è 
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600 to 800 CPM at 18:30 hrs. at Little Olgonon. It had 
rained at Oracle the night before. 

I had wired Dr. Silvert in New York: 

"Please measure hourly daytime and nighttime at-
mospheric Oeiger counts per minutes outside eity. 
Wire result. Counts here one hundred thousand 
pitus for the 6th eonseeutive day." 

Me answer was : 

"Hourly measurements 120 miles Montauk over-
night and return 1800 March 19 to 1500 March 20 
sbow 30 CPM maximum," 

In the evening the riddle dissolved within the frame-
work of the Orgone Theory : 

It was quite logical to assume that the surface of the 
globo developed, in agreement with the identical process 
in living beings, a shell or ou armor between the ground 
and the ceiling DOR. This armar now was cracking up. 
The ceiling DOR had been removed earlier. The high 
counts at the (3M counter represented the energy discharge 
and sadden release of highly pent np energy. OR energy 
in discharge is aiways motoric and in the atate of pointed 
existente. The following comparison will be given synop-
tically to illustrate: 
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It may well be found by further research that the 
~alui of this planet carne ahout by such transformation 
of DOR, that dag deep into the planetary surface rock, 
into water, whieh then filled the deep eaten-out canyons. 

This touehes upon the prob:em of the ereation of our 

atsnosphere. No more should be said abont this at this 
point, tempting as immediate speculation ou the subject 
may be. 

It rained neatly on Mareh 21, 1955. I coneluded our 
operations on Mareh 24th, 1955. We established a base at 
Jaeurnha, equipped with two Clondbnsters, a truck and 
sufficient labora.tory equipment. We wound up our affairs 
during April and started on the way homeward to Orgonon 
again at the end of April, 1955. 

Our job in Arizona was done. 

Written during the winter 1955-1956 from Records 
of the Expedition OROP DESERT Ea, by Wilhelm Reieh. 
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It rained over southern California. At 12:50 heRvy 
elouds were coming in from the west: "Dast Starms." The 
dust was with it, of course, since the gusty wind drove 
the sand ahead of itself. Basically, however, ;Md 	full 
agreement with the orgonornic assumption that mechanical 
movement is the result of OR energy movement, the sand 
storm and the elouds turned out to be DOR elouds, hunted 
by whirling, spiraling, powerful OR energy. And be-
hind the hunted DOR carne raie. As soou as the raie 
started, the CPM carne down from 100,000 to 15,000. When 
the raia stopped again, the counts went up to 100,000+++. 

The elouds had to be triggered by drilling holes into 
the sky to pour out their raia. The water rever reached 
the ground, as if it were absorbed by or ehanged into 
something that was not water. 

Water was net boing abeorbed by DOR. Water changed 
into DOR. This became quite obvious. It explained the 
well-known desert phenomenon of main coming down from 
elouds, but stopping in the atrnosphere, never reaching the 
ground. Water changes tule DOR. And, the next thought 
Iogically foliowed: DOR changes lato water, too. In forni 
of an orgonometrie equation: 

Cf 	#2 £7; 11/1974-1? 

6:er 
o 	°cone 

Water degenerates into DOR by deterioration of its 
chemical constituents into acid ions II+ and Ozone, O. 

Water arises from DOR by regrouping of the con-
stituents: 

DOR' 	JO 571 h'oll 64;.0) 04  5> 0 R 
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